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IN REAL ESTATE.

NSFERS

lowing transfers

in real estate

were

Waldo County Registry of Deeds
eek ending October 29, 1913.
; C. Frye, Camden, to Guv Norman,
R. 1 ; land in Penobscot Bay, Maine.
Dunham, Winterport, tu Ralph L.
in

•aaioru,

iana

ra.;

ana

cuuaings

in

Collamer, Lincolnville, to Lucy
rthport; land in Northport.

J.

rt.

Cole, Knox, to Anson M. Shibles, do.;
ackson.
A. Milliken and Arthur W. Whitney,
et als., to George Gilmore, Burnham;
buildings in Burnham.

■>

Knight et al., Lincolnville, to
Morrison, Searsmont; land inSears-

G.
H.

Charles
E. Richards, Searsmont,
.-risen, do.; land and buildings in Sears*
to

Hall, Liberty, to George Malay, do.;
iberty.
Overlock, Appleton, to George Malay

Liberty.
C. Crockett, Liberty, to Ren M. and
Hay, Liberty; land and buildings in
land in

Washington,
Liberty,
Perkins, Winterport,

Overlock,

..iberty;
e

b.

to

George

land in

Ralph R.
Winterport.

to

do.; land and buildings in
Perkins, Winterport, to Roscoe S.
Jo.; land and buildings in Winterport.
Hunt, Thorndike, to Edward M.

R.

land in Thorndike.
W. Ward, Thorndike, to Effie C. Hunt,
in Thorndike.
Morse, Belfast, to Laura M. Tannaville, N. C,; land in Liberty.
A. Milliken and Arthur W. Whitney,
et als.. to D. M. Susi, Pittslield; land

I

l._
t:

-"

nam,

Harvey, Bar Harbor,

\.

to

Willis P.

Holden; land in Frankfort.
M. Fames, Prospect, to Daniel H.
do., land in Prospect,
in
M. Eames, Stockton Springs, to
!. Harriinan, Prospect; land and buildast

’‘rospeet.
1»1. Gutierrez, Winterport, et als.,
\Y. Cunningham, Bangor; land and
m

Winterport.

W. Cunningham, Bangor, to Louis
land and buildings in
A: Sons, do.;
port.

Gilley,

D.

et

al., Boston,

to

Alden A.

Mass.; land in Northport.
Northport, to
Gray et al
yn
F. Wyman, Belfast; land in North-

vere,

W.

Frohock,

als., Lineolnville, to
('. Howe, Somerville, Mass.; land in
ville.
M. Young, Newton, Mass., to B. O.
J.

et

land in Islesboro.

Mateo, Fla.;
Collem.ir, Lineolnville, to Lucy J.

-an

rthport;

'and ir.

|

OBITUARY.

Northport.

M. Knowlton, Belfast, to Andrew
'.ton, do.; h.nd and buildings in Belfast.
( ole, Knox, to Anson M. Shibles.do ;
ickson.
M. Swanburg, Brookline, Mass., to
rockett, Northport; land in Northport.
iesboro Land & Improvement Society,
to Charles Welch Edmunds, PhilaPa. Gland in slesboro.
■s
Welch Edmunds, Philadelphia, to
W insor, do.; land in Islesboro.
•se Heal, Lineolnville, to George Tifet al., do.; land in Lineolnville.
~e
Heal, Lir colnville, to Frank L.

u.; lard in

j

government and twice was elected mayor.
He was president of the Knox Bar Association.
Mr. Mortland was born at Prospect 78 years
Mr. Mortland was an intimate friend of
ago.
James G. Blaine and one of the recognized
leaders of the Republican party in the period
of the “Plumed Knight.”
He was admitted
to the Waldo County bar and practiced in
Searsport before going to Rockland in 1867.
He remained in active practice there until
about u year ago. Soon after moving to Rockland. Mr. Mortland served in the common

Long-Wadsworth. A very pretty home
w'edding took place Tuesday, Oct. 21st, at the
residence of Mr. and Mrs. E. D. Wadsworth,
High street, Camden, when their daughter ;
Marian was united in marriage to Dr. Millard
Long. The house was beautifully decorated

Camden.

late

THE MAINE SUNDAY

Thomas and

former

QUESTION.

To the Editor
Journal: The following question I am copying from the Sep 1
tember number of Successful Farming anc
it should be printed in every paper in our land
In case one of the world powers should lam
in one of our coast cities and capture ovei j
land and buildings in Northport.
100,000 of our inhabitants, and take them t<
prison and slavery and thus take the protec
tors away from hundreds of thousands ol
NEWS OF THE GRANGES.
women and children,
and this same forc<
should levy a tribute of millions of dollars
Star Grange,Troy,met Saturday evenand continue this year after year, would noi
18th, with a good attendance. The pro- our whole nation, from the president down t<
the lowest officers, arise like one man and ex
eluded a paper by Seavey Piper, readclaim that it must be sto ped at once?
Mrs. M. T. Dodge, and a piano duet by
Now, we have just such an enemy, but it is
Misses Gladys and Phyllis Estes, after national one. A fiend who not only bring
men but women and children
into slavery ;
who makes women to be widows and childrei
sixth degree was conferred upon 52 to be fatherless by the many, many thousande ;
iates at a special meeting of the State who levies a direct and indirect tribute o
ire ,n Warren, Oct. 23d.
State Master C. many millions of dollars on our land annually
and leads all of our population with quicken
-on of Green e was in charge of the work,
ing steps to a national ruin.
This fiend is the business of making an< I
*d by Mr. and Mrs. A. L. Roberts of

Topsharo,
d Mrs. E. H. Libby of Auburn, Mrs. C
'^tson, Mrs. James Morse of Camden,
B. Gaidner of Rockland, Frank E.
Rockland, A. P. Starrett of Warren,
W. W.

Patten of

Smith of Rockland, Mrs. R. S.
Gardner of Rock-

ike and Mrs. Warren

KESOLUTIONS OF RESPECT.
1 >reas, The
Angel of Death has visited
d taken from our membership a loved
r, Marian Bachelder; therefore, be it
Ived, That we, members ot the Indus*
‘il‘
Club, have lost a sister that was ever
ly interested in our welfare, whose genial
ce will be sadly missed,
solved, That we extend our sincere sym‘di) to the bereaved families in the great
they are called upon to sustain, and we
^
mend them to Him who alone can console
‘tem in their great sorrow.
fci

Resolved, That a copy of these resolutions
*
placed upon our records, a copy sent to the
heaved family, and a copy sent to the local
a^rs for publication.
L ARY S. McKEEN,
Alice N. Nickerson,
Lulu N, Patterson.

“Dr. Thomas’ Eclectic Oil is the beBt remedy
^°r that often fatal
aieesee—crcup. It has
teen used with success in our
family for eight
tars.”—Mrs. L. Whiteacre, Buffalo, N. Y.

of

Morning worship Sunday at 10.45 a. m.;
Sunday school at 12 m.; C. E. Prayer meeting
p. m.;

at 6.30 p.

m.

Next Sunday the Men’s Forum will hold the
first meeting of the season at the Universalist

church,

at noon. The subject for study this
will be the Bible, with special reference
to the history of the Jewish nation. All men
are cordially invited.
winter

The services for the week at the First
Methodist church will be as follows: this,
Thursday, evening, the prayer meeting; Sunday at 10.30, morning worship; Sunday school
at 12 m,; Epworth League prayer meeting
Sunday evening at 6,30 p. m.; evening service
7.30 p.

at

m.

The services at the Baptist church will be as
follows: Prayer meeting this. Thursday, even-

ing; morning service Sunday at 10.45 a. m.;
Sunday school at 12 o'clock. All who do not
attend Sunday school at any other church are
cordially invited. Christian Endeavor at 6.30
and evening service at 7.30 p. m.
At the evening service in the Baptist church
last Sunday Mrs. L. F. Gannon, Mrs. L. L.
Robbins, Messrs. Benj. Robertson and Albert
Cuzner reported the meetings of the State
Sunday school convention in Augusta, last
week. Rev. W. F. Sturtevant also Bpoke of
the convention at the morning service.

organized in Belfast,
last Sunday with 18 members. The following
officers were chosen: President, Max Meer;
vice president, Samuel Smith; treasurer, Sarnuel Cohen; secretary, Abraham Meer; trustees, Louis Goldberg, Israel Wyman and Max
Rozen. The place of meeting will be over the
store of Louis Goldberg.
A

Jewish church

was

others who desire, will be present.

In the

SCHOOL

The

be

made to make

these lectures

committee, Harry Bowker, H. M. Prentiss, Helen Kittredge, Annette Holt; missionary committee, Frank Waterman, Dean Knowl-

cial

CON-

gram.
The convention opened with a praise service
Rev. Henry E.
in charge of Rev. B. P. Hope.
Dunnack of the Methodist church gave the
the
of
convention, sayir.g: “The
keynote
soul, in its climb to truth and God, can find no
force that matches the Sunday school. The
Sunday school is the one place where denominational prejudice and creedal limitations find
When the Sunno refuge or encouragement
day schools have made the Bible a part of the
warp and woof of every child’s life, then a
Shakespeare, a Browning, will be born to us
who will lift America to God. Give this book
to American homes, put it back into our
schools. This is your task, to give the Bible
to all the people.”
Rev. Dr. W. F. Berry of Waterville was the
last speaker of the afternoon. He discussed
temperance work in the State at some length.
He said that under the present fearless and
courageous Governor Maine is experiencing a
liquor enforcement that has never been aurrtncsprl nnrl rarelv enmilpd in t'nn hialnrv nf tho

will

meeting committee, Tom E. Bowker, Donald
Bpear, Lillian Dexter, Florence Shaw; lookout
committee, Louise Clement, Blanche Jennys,
Katherine Kittredge, Geneva Stephenson; so-

and 500 delegates c.f the Maine
State Sunday School Association assembled in
Augusta Oct. 22:id to participate :n the 461h
annual convention. Hon. Henry W. Oakes of
Auburn, President of the State association,
while Dr. S. J. Basford of
was in the chair,
Portland, State treasurer, and L. M. Bin ford of
Saco, as recording secretary, handled the pro-

well-known
master mariner, died Oct. 26th, at his home ir
Portland. He was 78 and prior to his retirement, 12 years ago commanded in successior
several vessels in the foreign trade.

StewTart,
Ladd, Searsmont,
lie; land and buildings in Montville.
e R. Kenney, Winterport, to Charlotte
do.; lard in Winterport.
s R. Catell, Bangor, to A. F. Blaisdell,

The services at the North church will be as
follows:
Prayer meeting Thursday at 7.30

The Christian Endeavor of the North church
elected the following officers last Sunday
evening: President, Margaret Craig; vice president, Frank Waterman; seer tary, Harry
Bowker; treasurer, H. M. Prentiss; prayer

Margaret Craig; music committee. Dean
Knowlton, Wesley Wood, Marguerite Owen.

Between 400

Ralph G., son of Mr. and Mrs. Ralph G.
Aldus, died Oct. 22nd, aged 9 years and 1C
months. He had been ill for some time with
tuberculosis. He is survived by his parents,
The funeral was held
and little sister Edna.
at the home Friday afternoon, Rev. David L
Wilson officiating, and the interment was ir
Grove Cemetery.

to A. G.

The services next Sunday at Mason's Mills
will be held at 10.30 a. m., followed by the
Sunday school, and at Trinity Reformed church
at 2.30 p. m., followed by Sunday school.

popular. They will be given every other Sunday evening and will begin at half past seven.
The book to be discussed next Sunday night
will be, “Keeping Up With Lizzie.” The
] public is cordially invited.

VENTION.

Wentworth of Waldo and the widow
Wentworth. Her age was 46 years,
Three sisters and a
2 months and 26 days.
brother survive, and one sister, Mrs. Willetta
Reed, lives in Belfast.

A GREAT

The Christian Scientists hold services in
their hall, 127 Main street, Sunday morning at
11 o'clock and Wednesday evening at 7.30
o'clock, to which all are welcome.

An effort

—Pittsfield Advertiser.

Harriet

a

The morning service at the First Parish
Church (Unitarian) is held at 10.46 a. m., Sunday The Sunday School meets at 11.46.

all

Clrrier-Myrick, Friends in this vicinity
will be interested to learn of the marriage of
Miss Auvena My rick of Troy and Frank Currier
of Wilton, Oct. 15th, at Wilton. The bride was
for some years a teacher in the public schools
of this viilage and she will carry the best wishes

of Charles

Capt. Franklin White,

After

Cunningham-Roberts. Married at the home
F. S. Dolliff in Jackson, Sunday evening, Oct. 26th, Mr. Henry H. Cunningham of
Waldo and Miss Ceorgie G. Roberts of MonThe contracting parties are well and
roe.
favorably known and have the best wishes of
a large circle of acquaintances and friends.

The remains of Mrs. Lydia Wentworth,
at the home of her sister, Mrs. Samuel
Clifford, in Brewer, Oct. 26th, of Brights disease, arrived on the morning boat from Bucksport Wednesday and were taken to Waldo,
where the funeral was held at 2 o’clock. She
the

Rev. L. D. Evans officiated.

of Rev.

died

of

The Seaside Spiritualist Society hold regular
Sunday services at their place of meeting on
High street at 2.80 and 7.30 p. m.

honejmoon spent in New York and Phila- evening the pastor will begin a course of Sundelphia, they will reside at the Homestead on day evening lectures on the general theme.
High street.
Moral and Religious Lessons from Good Books.

who

daughter

m.

p.

a

Bar. Among the many floral tributes was one
from Rockland’s surviving ex-Mayors, 11 in
number. Rev. J. Edward Norton officiated.
The pall-bearers were four attorneys, J. H.
Montgomery, J. E. Moore, C. M. Walker and
R. 1. Thompson. The interment was in the
Howes’ lot, Achorn cemetery.

the

The Episcopal mission will hold services in
the North church vestry next Sunday at 3.30

leaves,ferns and chrysanthemums.
The bride is a graduate of Colby college and
Sunday, Nov. 2nd, will be observed as Rally
has been a teacher of languages in the. Camden
Sunday in the Universalist church. There
High school. The groom is a graduate of the will be a special sermon in the morning and it
Philadelphia Dental college and has an office in is hoped that all interested in the church, and
with autumn

council and in 1873 he represented the city in
the State Legislature. He served two terms
as chairman of the Board of Aldermen.
In
1880 he was elected State Senator.
He was
president for a number of years, and a lifelong
member of the Central Club, the leading busiA widow7 survives
ness men’s organization.
The funeial
who w?as Miss Lillian B. Howes.
services Monday afternoon had a very large
attendance, including 24 members of the Knox

was

CORN FACTORIES AND CREAMERIES.

The Churches.

I

Winterport.

Mr. and Mrs. E. C.

BELLS.

ton,

THE

WORLD S

W.

C.

T.

U.

triennial convention of the World’s
Women’s Christian Temperance union opened
The

Academy of Music, Brooklyn,
Y., with nearly a thousand delegates representing every State in the union, and 30
foreign countries in attendance. Flags of all
nations and banners representing branch organizations in remote parts of the world
Mrs. Lillian M. N.
decorated the auditorium.
Stevens of Portland, Me., vice president of the
organization, presided in the place of the
Countess of Carlisle.who w< s unable to bf pres-

Oct. 24th at the
N.

greeting which was read by
her daughter, Lady Aura Howard, who'is here
with a delegation of 40 from England.
Mrs.
Stevens, who was presented with a loving cup
in
behalf
of
the
foreign deleby Laay Howard,

j ent,

but who

sent a

gates. announced that the countess had contributed $50b0 for white ribbon missionary
work.
The

women were welcomed by Mayor Ardolph Kline and Lewis H. Pounds, borough
president of Brooklyn. William A. Marble,
president of the Merchant's Association of
New York also spoke.
The morning session was taken uu with the
reports of committees and White Ribbon missionaries in various parts of the world.

State.
At night almost 600 crowded into the auditorium of the church. Mayor Newbert, :;or
the city, and Rev. C. G Mosher, for '.he
churches, welcomed the delegates, the response being by Pres. Oakes. Rev. Joseph
Twomey of Portland made the chief address.
A large amount of business was transacted
Thursday and addresses were given by Rev.
A. M. Hamill, D. D. of Nashville, Tenr.., on
the modern Sunday school, by Rev. Henry F.
Cope of Chicago on The Function cf the
Church and by Mrs. Ellen Foster Bryner of
Chicago on The Girl in Her ’Teens. A meeting
for men and boys was held in the evening at
which Rev. Henry F. Cope delivered an address entitled The Boy in His ’Teens,

At

the

afternoon

session

Mrs.

Frances

Barnes, secretary of the Young Woman’s
branch of the W. C. T. U., told the delegation
that it was time for the world’s organization

regard

to woman’s dress.
women of the
Women’s
“If,” she
Christian Temperance Union wish to make
progress in abating the evils of the world they
should dress their little children in skirts below their knees. We will never make headway against the white slave tr ffic until women
I think there is
wear more moderate skirts.
reason for adopting a new department in the
W. C. T. U. to be called ‘clothes department.’
Miss Agnes E. Slack of England declared the
organized liquor traffic is the great enemy of
Enough pledges were made at the Friday woman suffrage today. Mrs. Ormiston Chant
morning session to wipe out the indebted- ; of England asserted that the English women
as a whole are opposed to militancy in the
ness of the association and there were a num*
her of assurances of further support.
fight for Ihe ballot. Mrs. Gordon Wright of
Canada reported that the W. C. T. U. had esRev. M. Joseph Twomey of Portland was
tablished itself as far north as Dawson, Alaska.
elected the new president of the association.
Mr. Twomey has been one of the most active
Rosalind, Countess of Carlisle, was reelected
vending intoxicating liquors. But who be workers and a leading speaker at the conven- president of the organization and Mrs. Lillian
lieves our words? Who knows that danger i 5 tion. Other officers elected were Lindley M.
threatening us? Who sees in this life-destroy Binford of Saco, recording secretary; Dr. S. J, dent.
The closing session in Brooklyn Monday
Basford of Portland, treasurer.
The vice
ing business the fundamental cause of nearl;
all other evils in our land? When shall th ; presidents will be made up ot the presidents night was given over to one-minute addresses,
of
of
the
which 100 were made by members of the
i
several county associations. The execpeoples’ eyes be opened that we may compre
utive committee will be Dr. C. L. Buck ol
convention, representing 30 different countries. Lady Aurea Howard, whose mother,
: South Paris, Rev. Maurice Dunbar of TopsSouth Dakota.
of
ham and Dr. F. K. Gamble of Calais.
the
countess
Carlisle, was reelected
A few years ago a man said these fanatic }
Miss Sarah M. Storey of Lewiston was electpresident of the World’s Union, spoke of the
have stirred this business up until it has be
ed superintendent of the elementary departtemperance work of Germany. A book concome the greatest question before the State o f ; ment, Dr. F. L. Leavitt of Portland of the sectaining the autographs of the world officers
ondary division, Rev. John M. Arters of Port- and international delegates was presented by
Maine. It is coming to be the greatest ques
land of the teachers’ training department, O
Mrs. Lillian M. N. Stevens, presiding officer,
tion before the nation. 1 believe the spirit o
to Lady Howard, to be taken to her mother.
S. Norton of Portland of the temperance dethe constitution will forbid any person makinj
Delegates of each country went to the platpartment, Mrs. Maurice Dunbar of Topshan
of the missionary and Rev. L. G. March oJ
form and sang their national anthem and the
or selling intoxicating liquors and if it doe 3
North Vassalboro of the home visitation de- convention closed with the singing of “God be
not it should be amended at once.
partment. The directors of the Maine State With You Till We Meet Again.”
Will someone write on this subject?
It was announced that $1000 had been raised
Sunday School Corporation are L. M. Binforc
of
Saco, Horace Purinton of Waterville anc during the convention by collection. The
J. Frank Googins,
next world’s convention, in 1916, will probably
Henry B. Eaton of Calais.
to take

a

stand in
said “the

»

Searsmont, Me.
A

Sad

Death.

NUMBER
PERSONAL.

—

Caroline J., widow of James T Pottle, diec
Farrow-Paul. The marriage of Mr. Hartat her home, No. 49 Congress street, Saturday
son Farrow of Belmont
and Miss Mabelle
October 25th, after a two months’ illness with
Edith Paul of Belfast, took place at 8 p. m.,
anaemia. She had been practically well all
Oct. 29th, at the Universalist parsonage. Rev.
her lite and in her last illness suffered no
Arthur A. Blair officiated using the single
in
Searsmont
She
was
born
Jan.
pain.
12, ring service. They were unattended. The
of
the
late
Abel
t.ie
B.
and
1841,
daughter
bride wore a one-piece gown of two-tone
Sally H. (Wyman) Marriner, and was one of a cadet
blue and smoke grey cloth, with coat to
family of three sons and three daughters,
trimmed with Bulgarian silk and cords,
match,
Until her marriage with Mr. Pottle she lived
and a black velvet turban with single feather
on the Searsmont farm with her parents, but
of Bulgarian tints. The groom is well and
Belfast had been her home many years, her
favorably known in Belfast, and for yearB has
husband building her late residence nearly 4Q
carried on the Farrow homestead farm in Belowned
one
She
also
of
the
first
years ago.
mont, where the couple will at once begin !
cottages at the Battery and had spent a part |
! housekeeping. They received a large number
of each summer there, returning to her home
of valuable and useful gifts among them a
last month on account of her illness. She
j
complete chamber set of Irish point, the work
was all that the words wife and mother imply,
of a friend of the bride, and a teacher in the
and her home life was an ideal one, her best enMrs.
: Boys’ State School at Wellesley Hills.
deavors and interests devoted to its interests
Farrow fitted for teaching at the Castine NorShe
is
survived
two
and comforts.
sons,
by
; mal School, has been a very successful teacher
Nathaniel J. of Howard, R. I., and Luville J.,
in many of the Waldo county towns and for
Her two grandchildren,
who lived at home.
the past five years had taught in Wellesley
Natalie Maude, daughter of Nathaniel, and
IT ills. For nineteen years she with her sister,
Carroll F., son of Luville, were like her own j
the late Miss Ella Paul, have kept their home
children. She frequently remarked that LuThe many
residence at 22 Cedar street.
ville’s wife, formerly Miss Lottie Welch, was
friends in Belfast and vicinity of the bride
;
her
love
and
and
devolike an own daughter,
and groom extend congratulations and wish
She also leaves a
tion was fully reciprocated.
them many years of happy married life.
sister, Mrs. Alfaretta M. Ingraham of West j
Roxbury, Mass., who was with her in her last
uuiwurt*! iti.u.
m
Liit:
leiu
iKiapuduie
illness and who had always looked to her as to homestead on Primrose
Hill, yesterday mornOne brother,
a mother as well as older sister.
ing at eleven o'clock, was solemnized the marAbel 1’. Marriner, of Vassalboro also survives,
riage of MisB Caroline W. Field and the Hon.
a
ill
at
this
time.
She
leaves
but is seriously
John R. Dunton. The ceremony was performed
wide circle of friends, whose love and esteem
by the Rev. George S. Mills, of Bennington,
she enjoyed. She was very decided in her
Vermont, a former pastor and a warm friend
In
in
defence.
their
and
outspoken
principles
j for many years. It was a simple wedding
belief 6he was a Universalist and for years with
only the two families and a few immedi- I
I
worked for the church and its societies. The
There were
; ate friends from in town present.
j
funeral took place at her late home Tuesday no attendants and after the
ceremony a deliafternoon at 1 o'clock, Rev. A. A. B1 iir officiatcious, informal breakfast was served, after
ing. The interment was in East Searsmont. which the bride and groom departed for a
The bearers were Messrs. Frank B. Knowltor, short
wedding journey. The decorations were
George W. Frisbee, Selwyn Thompson and Ri of yellow and white chrysanthemums, and
W. Rogers.
never did the beautiful old home wear a sunnier face. The number and beauty of the
Hon. David N.Mortland,member of the Maine
!
Board of Railroad Commissioners for a num- presents received by Mr. and Mrs. Dunton,
ber of years and chairman of the board from bear eloquent testimony to the good wishes
After
1S89 until 1895, died at his home in Rockland, and congratulations extended to them.
Oct 25th. He had been a member of both the middle of November they will be at home
at No. 9 Church street.
branches of the State Legislature and city

::a

Taunton, Mass ; land in Lineolnville.
M. Gross, Winterport, to Albert D,

WEDDING

MAINE. THURSDAY, OCTOBER
30, 19ia

be held in Australia.

The report of the treasurer showed tha'
there had been received from the Sunday
schools of the State during the year $1260, am
the report of the secretary gave a total mem
bership at present of 107,000, including th<
officers, teachers and scholars.

_

>

i-.'

L

Austin W.
on business.

The Journal of last week in relation to the

Liberty Corn Packing Factory, stated that the
2,400 more cans this year than
last, using two bushels less corn. The error
was this: The number of cans should be multiplied by ten, and read 24,000. This factory, in
common with others throughout the State,
by reason of early frosts for the past two
years, has had to pass through a somewhat
trying ordeal; so much so that the calamity
shriekers, found in every community in more
or less numbers, have been
predicting that the
thing was a failure, and “I told you so” and
the “just as I expected,” have been shouted
loud and long and a general defunction of this
and like enterprises throughout the State has
been so vividly portrayeu that the get-richquick and the pessimists have said that they
out-put

will

was

plant

more

cows,

sheep,

hogs,
region of

more

Nearly

more

and

hens

saves

who lives

him

at

least

Mrs. Lucinda C. Avery returned Saturday
from a visit with relatives in Garland.

Mrs. John C. Pillsbury went to Rockland
for a few days’ stay with friends.
Assistant postmaster M.C. Hill is having his
annual two weeks' vacation and is
it

Mrs. H. C. Pitcher has taken rooms for the
winter at Mrs. Moore’s, 38 Spring street.
to

home.

nurse.

J. Lee Patterson and Heibert A. Drinkwater
attended the Scu6a concert in Bangor last,

Mr. and Mrs. Edwin S. Frisbee have gone to
Webster, Mass., where they have employment

Mrs.

a

shoe

week.

Mrs. Charles Guilford is visiting her sister,
Edwin Leach, at the Varnum heme in
Penobscot.

factory.

Gilchrest of the Belfast Savings.
last Saturday from a
trip to>
Portlan d and Boston.
Elon

Mr. and Mrs. Morris L. Slugg have returned
from a two weeks’ trip to New York, New Jersey and

Bank

Pennsylvania.

Monday, called

Mr. and Mrs. D, P. Palmer are in Boston
buying holiday goods ar.d Willis B. Fletcher is
in charge of the store.
Mr. Henry Lloyd of New York arrived Saturday for a few days' visit at the heme of Mr.
and Mrs. Horace Chenery.

Cyrus T. Hubbard returned by last Saturday night's train from visits with bis sons in
Lynn and Haverhill, Mass.

Mrs. Bernes O. Norton left Wednesday for a
week’s visit in Boston in
company with Mrs.
Grace Kenney of Thomaston.

Dr. and Mrs. Janies Donald Clement of ‘'ongress s reet, returned Tuesday fi* n. an aut'
trip to the mountains.—Portland Press.

Mr.

worth to him

mere

nearly

L>.

Pouthworth

Friday from
Natick, Mass.

and

visits in

Gertrude Raleigh has gone to Boston
vacation from ,ier duties
toll operator in the local
telephor e exchange-..
for

tw o-weeks’

a

Mrs. P'htbe Grindle and
granddaughter,
Doris Grindle, of Penobscot have returned
home from a two weeks visit to
Brocaton,
Mass.

Mrs. William F. Schoppe ar.d son Billie returned Saturday from a visit with Mr. and
Mrs. H. S. Schoppe in West Anburn.

near

more

an

than $50.

me lime

He has

garnering

it

a

team

in.

Georgia S.

Pendleton

and

Mr.

Mrs. Herbert W. Thorndike and

Mrs. A. E. Varnum of Penobscot went tc
Springs last week to visit her son
Bernard and family. Mr. Varnum has taken
a position as chief clerk at the Soldiers’
Home
at Togus and will move his family there.

daughter Llewella of Rockland arrived Tuesday for a short visit with Mr. and Mrs. Charles

Stockton

R. Coombs.

Kenney Burgess, son of Mr. and Mrs. Albert
C. Burgess, has been elected to
membership of
one of the glee clubs at
Phillips-Exeter, as a
second tenor.

White Hindman, who spen'.
the White homestead, 1ST High
street, will leave next Monday for Detroit.
Mich., co spend the winter. She will be accompanied to Boston by Miss Annie V. am:
Ben D. Field.
Mrs.

the

ar.d Mrs. A. I. Brown have moved in
Hammond’s Grove, where they passed
and have taken rooms on Grove
street.—Kennebec Journal.
Hon.

from

the summer,

Benjamin, a graduate of the Belfast High
school, to Boston, where he has entered a preparatory school.

and Mrs. Lynwood B. Thompson returned
Saturday from a wedding trip to Boston and
New Hampshire, and have begun
housekeeping in the Doe house, Cedar street.
Mr.

Mr. and Mrs. Carl Lamson, who spent the
with the latter’e parents, Mr. and Mrs
Franklin Waterman, in Congress street, will
sail Nov. 1st irom New York for Havana
Cuba, and will make a tour of several month;,
in Latin America.

summer

Mrs. W. C. Vose returned by train Saturday
a two weeks' visit with her
daughter in Norwood, Mass.
Miss Vose teaches a
ninth grade and is very pleasantly located.

night from

Rev. Arthur A. Blair of Belfast was thi
guest of friends in Madison Oct. 21s. and 22nd.
Mr. Blair was formerly pastor of the Madiso
Universalist church and has a large c.r,
friends there.
He left on the noon trail
Wednesday, for Augusta, to attend the Maine
S tate Sunday School Convention.

Kneeland, who spent the
summer at her cottage at Temple Heights, returned last Monday from visits in Castine and
Penobscot and left yesterday on the Boston
boat for her home in Somerville, Mass.
Nellie

Mrs.

M.

Mrs. Wallace R. Tarbox, National Council
Administration Ladies of the G. A. R., delighted the large number who attended a
campfire given by Daniel Bearce Post in
Brownfield last Saturday with her vivid
description of the trip to the Southland and
the meeting of veterans of the North and
South at

Newton, Mass.

the

last

National

Portland Express.

T. Field of Portland arrived Tuesday to attend the Dunton- Field wedding.
Annie A. Hale of Worcester, Mass.,
rived Wednesday on a brief business visit.

to spend a month with their sons,
Harry H., in Swampscott, and Carroll in Lowell. They will also spend some time with
Mrs. Carter’s sister, Mrs. Forrest Fletcher, in

Antioch, Calif., formerly
Lincolnville, is the guest of Mrs. Mary S.
Whitmore.
Miss Cora Hills of

for fiv.j

ident and field agent of the East .Maine Conference Seminary, Bucksport, has oeen eh.etc:
Nash
president of the Walden University
ville, Tenn. Walden University has r re thar.
£00 students, and 70 instructors.

Encampment.—

Saturday

ar-

Dr. George Francis Durgin,

Rev.

years pastor of the Brumfield st. M. E. church,
of Bcston.and for the past two years vice pres

Herbert

Mrs.

Annie

summer at

Mrs. J. C. McKenney of North
port avenue
has retur. ed home, after several weeks’ visit
in Massachusetts. She accompanied her son

Mrs. W. M. White and daughter Margaret,
left Monday morning for their home in Miami,
Fla., after spending the summer at the White
homestead 137 High street.

returned Satur-

from visits in Boston and

Mrs. Warren A. Nichole, who is
convalescing
Carney hospital, after an operation, wao
given a post card shower last week by her Belfast friends.
in the

W’_ Prnrt.nr

A

PERSONAL.
day

Ralph

returned

Miss

Ilattie M. Black returned Saturday
from a business trip to Boston and a few days’
visit with relatives in Auburn, Me.

ccnservative farmer here says that it is not
the "proper thing to carry all your eggs to
market in one basket.
Plant a variety of
crops, but among them be sure and plant corn
for the factory if you wish to keep up the
fertility of the farm. He says that any farmer who has farm enough to cut from twelve
to twenty tons of hay to be eaten up on the
farm can plant two acres of sweet corn without the aid of phosphate, and the next year
he can plant more. If he increases his home
fertilizer he can increase his stock on the
farm, and if he increases his stock he will
increase his fertilizer. That means more and
better crops, and better crops means more and
bigger checks from the corn factory; more and
bigger checks from the creamery; bigger
checks from the pigs,eggs and poultry and more
of the comforts of life.
I will say that none of these
^ In conclusion
ideas are my own. I realize that what I do
not know about farming would make a bigger
book than Webster's International Dictionary.
The things that I have chronicled are simply
what I have seen and heard by keeping my
eyes and ears open for the past month. But
there is one thing that I do know, which is
that since the establishment of corn factories
and creameries in these localities, the farmers
are not only receiving checks but are giving
them also.
J. O. J.

Mrs.

Mrs.

Boston, Brookline and

Miss

Another

and

daughter Alice

by and keeps a large stock,
Mr. and Mrs, John Lafiin of Leering returnsays that what be picks up from the factory ed to their home
Saturday after a few days’
the
time
that
is
it
in
during
operation is visit with Mrs. Laffin’s sister, Mrs. Clarence

man,

B.

returned

Nathaniel J. Pottle of Howard, R. I., arrived
here by the death of his mother,
Mrs. Caroline J. Pottle.

Mrs. Roy E. Young, son Raymond and daughter Beulah, will leave
today, Thursday, to visit
relatives in Skowhegan.

hens.

Miss Marian Monroe of Thorndike has gone
Portland to enter the hospital to train for

William T. Norris will leave today, Thursday, to visit his aunt, Mrs. Walter S. Arey, in
Hallowell.

in

a corn

$15.

Earle Braley of the James H. Howes force,
spending a week in Boston.

spending

facthe farmer puts the
tory
stalks after breaking the corn. He also hauls
the husks back from the factory and puts
them in his silo, and the cobs and screenings,
which he feeds to his hogs and hens. One
man
has estimated that what he hauls
home from the factory from two acres of corn
to put into his silo and to feed the pigs
every larm in the
has a silo in which

PERSONAL.

Boston Monday

Miss Marian Lambert returned
Saturday
from a brief trip to Boston.

at

is

more

went to

Monday

another and a much larger element among us that is not so pessimistic and
that is more hopeful of the future. They
realize that there is no better way of building
up the farm than by the planting of sweet
corn.
They contend that all the by-products
of the crop; indeed all of the crop except the
kernel itself, goes back to the farm in the
shape of fodder, which gives them more dressing and enables them to keep more stock—
But there

Keating

Miss E. Frances Abbott has entered the employ of The City National Bank.
Mrs. Fred R. Poor is visiting her motner and
other relatives in Lynn and boston.

is

no more corn.

In

mentioning the trip of
to

Lamson

Mr.

ana

Mrs.

Havana and South

An

a

Portland Press says, “Both Mr.

n:

arl

Lain

r-

P inThey will have a family son will be pleasantly remember
gathering at Thanksgiving, to which they are landers as violin instructors in he ...amsu’;
Violin School of Music, locate-.! in The Baxt*
forward with great pleasure.
Mrs. F. A. Richards and Miss Harriet P. looking
building, and a prosperous enterpr
White returned home Saturday from a few
W. E. Jones, formerly of Belfast and Morrill,
Mrs. L. A. Knowlto
is visiting
-«,n, Mr
a
farm
in
Rhode
days’ visit in Boston.
a
recently bought
Island,
h< n
Charles E. Knowlton, at his sun.r:
from
Condon
to
distance
where
Mr.
short
and
Howard,
Joshua B. and Harold
expect
.u:
That if so inclMass.
Rutland,
leave soon to spend the winter near Los An- Mrs. Jones have employment in a State school.
his stay until late in the fail Vr
The farm will be managed by Leroy Paul, son- prolong
geles, Calif., with their brother Walter.
Knowlton has installed a new heating plant
and Mrs. Jones, and Mr. Paul
Mrs. r A. Wentworth of Rockport is the in-law of Mr.
and this is supplemented by a big h replace
Frar.cts
his
and
and
wife,
Jones,)
(Miss
baby
guest of relatives this week. She was called
of

1

Somerville.

West

■

by the death of
Pottle.

here

Per

have

aunt, Mrs. Caroline

moved from Belfast to Rhode Island.
Christine Hall,

trained

Mrs. Elizabeth A. ar.il Miss Maude M. Mill!
received cards recently annour ng that
the marriage of their cousin. Gerrish Hill Milliken, son of Mr. Seth M Mil.iker, and Miss

the
Belfast City Hospital, 17 High street, and who
has been with Mrs. H. A. Lloyd for several
weeks, will leave this week for New York to
Miss

Bangor was the guest
week of Mrs. R. H.
Howes and of Miss Florence Kimball at the
home of Mrs. E. S. Shuman.
Airs. Luna Baker of

when

in Belfast last

take

a

special

course

a

at

the

nurse

at

Neurological

ken

Dr.

and

C.

Gardner

Mrs. G.

P.

Lombard have closed

their cottage on the North Shore, Northport,
and came up town last Monday to spend the
winter in rooms in the Hazeltine house, corner
of Court and Miller streets.
Mr. and Mrs. Merwyn Falk of Providence,
R I., are receiving the congratulations of their
friends upon the arrival of a son, October 19th.
Mrs. Faik was formerly Miss Louise Pitcher,
the daughter of Lewis H. Pitcher of North-

the

Dr. and Mrs. Frederick C. Gay of 447
cock street have announced the engagement of
their daughter, Madge Burrington, to William
Aten Clark of 170 Lefferts place. No date has
been set for the marriage.—Brooklyn Eagle,
Oct. 26th.

Helen Dun n. Superintendent of the
Waldo County Hospital has tendered her resignation, to take effect early in November. She
will locate in Augusta on special district nursMiss

schoolmates, Mrs. Deborah Burgess of Augusta, 89 years of ago. and Mrs.
Julia Farnan of Chelsea, 90 years of age, and
were

ivev.

vjeurge

o.

wins

oi

uuningion,

vi.,

ar-

rived Tuesday morning to officiate at the Dunand was a guest at the
Miss Frances A. Sargent of the North Pri- j ton-Field wedding,
home of Mrs. S. H. Mathews. Mr. Mills will
mary school and Miss Beulah F. Philbrook of
his father. Rev. Charles
the Islesboro High school went to Bangor spend a few days with
Mills of Limerick, who has been called to a
teachers
the
to
attend
afternoon
Wednesday
church of
convention and will be guests of the latter’s life pastorate of the Congregaional
that town. At the age of seventy he resigned
parents in Brewer.
and two years later was recalled.
Allen H. Patterson, who has been employed
Farnsworth G. Marshall, superintendent of
in the Leonard & Barrows shoe factory, has
gone to Webster, Mass., where he has employ- j schools of Augusta, Me., was the unanimous
ment in a shoe factory.
Mrs. Patterson and I choice of the school committee of Malden,
little son will remain for the present with her Mass., as superintendent of the schools
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Alvin Blodgett, Cedar of that city. Mr. Farnsworth is 38 years
old and a native of Maryland, but has spent
street.
life in Maine.
most of his
After graduaMr. and Mrs. Charles H. Sargent are receivtion from the East Maine Conference Semiing favorable news from their daughter, Mrs.
at Bucksport in 1896, he taught schoo
William L. Cook of Billings, Mont., who un- nary
for several years in Winterport, Orrington and
critical
derwent a

surgical operation

at

the ColumbUB Hospital, Great Falls, Mont.,
October 20th. Mr. Cook is with her and will
remain until after the danger period.
Miss Helen Doak, whose engagement tc
Marshall B .Martin of Providence, R. I., hae
been announced, will return from that city
about the middle of November. A number ol
entertainments in honor of her approaching
wedding will be given both in Belfast and
Providence. Her new home will be in Providence, where Mr. Martin is a prosperous real
estate broker.

the Addison High school, and then entered
Bowdoin College, from which he was graduated with honors in 1903. He was at once
chosen principal of the Old Town, Me., High
school, where he served successfully foi
Later he became principa
several years.
of Cony High School, Augusta, and aftei
four years in that position he was in 191(
elected superintendent of schools of ihat city
He has a high reputation as an instructor
especially in the department of mathematics
and as an administrator. In 1908 he married
Miss Mary K. Wood ot Bangor.

if
v.

Mrs.
6th

u

Church of the Ascension, New Y rk city
20

at

The Examiner of
is

Washington

.v

re

an

honor

to

Dr.

Ogden

says,

Condon and

N

editorially,
a

rtl>

nitinn

from

“It.

Ogrecogni-

crecit

den that his work has received such

to

nuhlishers :hat have the iiterarv

world to choose

from.”

city and his daughter
Watervilie, left last
Thursday morning for Iowa, where they wil!
visit Mr. Bryant’s son, Ralph Bryan:.
The}
will be joined in Boston by George ',- <wan and
daughters, Mrs Albaba Gowen and Mrs. Jamet
Chalmers, formerly of Watervilie, Mrs. aarab
John Bryant

oi

this

Mrs. Dana N. Clement of

two

a neighbor, Rufus Clough, who is 91.
The reception was from 2 to 4 p. m., and Mrs. Morrow
chatted freely with the guests and appeared to
enjoy every moment.

pace N

to publish his poems in book form, and the
first edition will be on the Christmas market.

Mrs.

ent

take

Dr. A. S. Condon of Ogden, Utah, a native ot
Penobscot, has at last been prevail .! upon t<have his poems published in hook form. Ar
Eastern publishing house has secured the righ

Condon,who is at the Waldo County
Hospital for treatment, was able to ride out
Monday and called on his sister Alice in her
new bungalow at the foot of Condon street.
Mr. Condon is suffering from his recent injuries in the railroad accident and wiil soon
go to Boston by boat, accompanied by Dr. E. A.
Wilson, to consult Dr. Joel Goldthwait, of Boston, a specialist on spine troubles.

Mary D. Morrow of Chelsea, Me,, was
given a surprise party Oct. 26th, the occasion
Han- being her 91st birthday. Among those pres-

port.

will

will follow the ceremony.

Frank B.

|

Gayley,

reception

A

Gay ley, daughter

Malcolm

Agnes

In-

succeeded in the care of Mrs.
Lloyd by Miss Inez L. Barker of Center MontShe is

stitute.

Clement, U. of M., ’16, of Belfast has been chosen one of the speakers for ,
ville.
Mrs. Lloyd, her friends will be glad to
the Sophomore declamations to be held at the |
know, is reported as improving.
of
Maine
December
12th.
University

Stephen

very

The Bait A Violation.

Augusta, Oct. 26. George F. Faulkner,
Portland, Me., Oct 21st. It is said that
machinist, aged 56 years, a resident of Au
many here have of late received circulars
com
was
this
afternoon
electrocuted
by
from parties out of the State offering to fill
| gusta,
| ing in contact with a high tension wire whil 3
orders for liquor to be sent by express, packed
Rev. Russell Woodman Dead.
I in the act of attempting to rescue a dove whic
so as to give no idea of the nature of the
! had become entangled in some wires. He lei 1
Rockland, Oct. 26. A cablegram from Lon contents of the box, and without distinctive
a wife, two sons and four daughters.
marks of any kind.
don today announced the death of Rev. Rus
Sheriff Scully and his deputies have seized
sell Woodman, for the past fifteen years recto :
The regular convocation of Timothy Chas B of St. Peter’s Episcopal church in this city
many express packages containing liquor,
to state plainly the nature of the conof
Failure
held
Mr.
Woodman
was
one
the
beat
knowi
F.
&
will
be
Nov.
at
i
Rev.
A.
6th
M.,
| Lodge,
an
offense
! p. m., when the Master Mason degree will fa e pastors in the Maine diocese. He was begin tents of packages constitutes
ning a European tour ip 4he hopea of recover against the Interstate Commerce law, and in
followed ^by a banquet at 6.30. Tfa e
worked,
here
the
event
of
a
seizure
the
his
health.
He
sender^
ing
| Past master's
%!_%{^sveara^old and; be liable to*arrest in his own State. *- would
jewels will be presented.
graduata of,Oxford

irf**^*,

[From an Occasional Correspondent.]
Liberty, Me., Nov. 27, 1913. An item in

44

!

others, with whom they wil
ravel as far as Chicago. The lattt r party are*
c n their way to Long Beach, Calif., where the>
will pass the winter.
F. Clement and

1

I

t

The best

news

we

have

had for many

a

da_

through Capt. Ira Dole of the Old
Dominion steamship Madison on Tuesday last,
w ten he stated that beyond a doubt Capt. lr&
W. Tapley would be sufficiently, recovered t».
return to his family and heme by Tuanksgp.
ing Day. It has not been generally known
that this popular shipmaster, so long in coni
came

to

us

mand of the steamship Princess Anr.e.has beer
a long but patient sufferer from nervous prostration. 1 he Marine Journal extends its sincere congratulations to cur invalid triend. as
well as to his family and relatives who havebeen great sufferers through the uncertainty
of the result of his illness.- The Marine Journal, New’ York.
a recent dinner party Mrs. John I. Snow
Rockland announced the engagement of
Miss Vine Blackington of Rockland and William W. Graves of Malden, formerly of Rock1 and, both of whom are well known to many
Belfast people The announcement was made
through the medium of alphabet maccaroni in
the bouillon. Covers were laid for eleven and
the decoratibns of the dining room were in
red, a large bouquet of dahlias forming the
centerpiece. Hearts and cupids also decorated
the board, and were suspended from the candelabra shades. The place cards were in the
form of Kewpies. Dinner was followed by
cards and the prize, a Kewpie doll, was won by
Mra. Maynard S. Bird.*:T*“*~ Ik—

At

of

A Lovely Face—
But

SEAS.

OVER
[Mr. Phillips further

of travel were
written on board the Cunard R. M. S. Sazonia
on the homeward voyage and will be published
in instalments with date omitted.]
notes

Ugly

Editor of The Journal.
During the past few months I have been
dwelling somewhat upon the pessimistic
When I leftjiome to come
side of life.
To

How often you see an otherwise lovely face
spoiled by homely hair—a face that would be
most charmingly beautiful if she only had
prettier hair. What a pity!—and how foolish!
Because that ugly hair, stringy, dull, lifeleaslooking though it may be, can be made as
glossy, soft, silky and beautiful as the heart
could desire if only taken proper care of.
Harmony Hair Beautifier is just what it is
named—a hair beautifier. It is not a hair dye
or hair oil—it is just a dainty rose-perfumed
liquid dressing to give the hair its natural
gloss and brightness, its natural wavy softness, its natural rich beauty. Very easy to
apply^—simply sprinkle a little on your hair
each time before brushing it. It contains no
oil, and will rot change the color of the hair,

All roads, they say, lead to Rome.
time was from Rrindisi, a

Mine this

steam road, half way beside the sea,
nearly all the way past miles and miles
of olive and fig orchards and grape vine-

SSfc

LIFE.
Hair

the

typicaPproduction

here* a

society

of the

with which I was surrounded was a family with a divorce suit in court. Of them
a neighbor said that whenever they at-

tempted to live together the man felt
looking a century
the pressure of the water from the teapeople appeared in
Such
or the wife got a black eye.
kettle
the
middle of the
then; at work through
is the fruit of a want of harmony. From
day, though they showed evidence of
a state of society which tends to make
high cultivation, the ground between the
each succeeding day less valuable than
trees and vines being plowed and harthe preceding, I would turn to the talk
rowed. and earth and fertilizer being
of
a man who says that each succeeding
heaped round the roots, and pruning benor darken gray hair.
day is happier than the one before it, and
ing in evidence. Some grape vines were
To keep your hair and scalp dandruff-free he
expects this to continue forever. It
that the great clusters of
so pruned
and clean, use Harmony Shampoo. This pure
is
really worth while to spend a little
grapes were drying into raisins before liquid shampoo gives an instantaneous rich
He compares the
time with such a man.
picked.
lather that immediately penetrates to every
iron ore from the mountain with the litRome has been styled the eternal city. part of hair and
scalp, insuring a quick and tle child and shows how each succeeding
Its history from antiquity to this day thorough cleansing Was! ed off just as quickroasting makes it more valuable until a
has made it in several respects the first ly, the entire operation takes only a few mo- J
ton of razor blades or watch springs is
ments. Contains nothing that can harm the j
its
is
the
in
world,
though
population
city
valuable. He says that we must endure
leaves
no
harshness
or
a
hair;
stickiness—just
Old
Rome,
only about that of our Boston.
as many roastings as the iron ore if we
cleanliness.
grim in its cruel, heathen antiquities is sweet-smelling
Both preparations come in odd-shaped, very would be of any account in the world.
in
the
the
Tiber,
near
muddy, yellow
ornamental bottles, with sprinkler tops. Har- He tells of
advertising for a stenogravery arms of the modern and beautiful
mony Hair Beautifier, $1.00.
Harmony Sham- pher and of the numerous applicants
so many and varied pilwhich
to
city,
yards,

or

some

of them

two old.

Few

poo,

50c.

guaranteed

Both

to

satisfy

you in

and innocent Christians used to be
confined till it pleased their Imperial

the United States, Canada and Great
Britain, which own the big Harmony laboratcries in Boston, where the many celebrated
Harmony Perfumes and Toilet preparations
are made.—City Drug Store, Edmund Wilson
Pri prietoT, Belfast, Me.

majesties

to

be

entertained by having

them turned loose in the arena for the

bidec.us onset, stands conspicuous as a
monument of man’s inhumanity to man,
.lust w’est
never again to be tolerated.

-——--

and at

the

junction
Appian Way,

“prison” home of the Pope of the
numerically greatest Christian church in
the world and

the

man

who commands

more loyal subjects than any
Emperor of
Europe or ol the world, adjoins St. Peters

of the Via

is the vast
Sacra with the
on the north side.
I had audience with
ruir of the Gardens, Palace and Dun- his
Holiness in the Sistine chapel of the
geons of the Caesars, the dungeons being \ atican Aug. 24th, for two
specific reasons
the only part now worth giving through, besides
my personal wish: first, because I
The gutters in
and requiring a guide.
bore ietters from a priest and a prelate
the central floor for draining off the bood in America
asking that an audience be
Such
of political victims are all there.
arranged for me; second, because on
has
in
world
the
barbaric death-trap
a
Saturday, the 23rd, a note came to my
East of
the main seemingly outgrown.
hotel by special
messenger from the
it, a 'b north of the Coloseum, are the \ atican stating that an
audience had
of
Titus,
Arch
the
ruins of the Forum,
been arranged for me on the 24th at 11
the Temple of Venus, the Temple of Cas- o clock a. m.
So in line with custom
tor and Pollux and the Temple of Jupiwithout exception I was at the
plain palruins
the
ter Stator, while west of it are
ace gate in full
evening dress, at 10.40 a.
of the Temple of Jupiter Toneus (thun- m.
The guards in white ami black and
dering'. and near there they point out yellow, holding long,
gleaming spears,
the
the late uncovered foundation of
examined my credential, and
pointed up
wolfthe
and
Remus
Romulus,
of
home
the long, low stone stairs.
I mounted
nurse;. founders of this Eternal City.
three of these sets of
stairs, meeting
Such is legend. Well over toward the guards at the foot
of each.
I turned at
Tiber is he little Temple of Vesta, that
right angles and mounted three more, so
i
to
keep
the ancient Vestal Virgins used
guarded. There I met three rosy cheeked
t
lighted, under sentence to be buried gentlemen dressed in
cardinal, 35 to 40
to
be
j
their
chastity
alive if they suffered
years old.
They bowed and smiled, like
violated. This little temple has stood j true
and shows

today

the

2,500 years,
best state of preservation of any of the

some

nomar

antiquities.

Of Christian antiquities in Rome none
Mamerme n ore than the old
tine Prison in which St. Paul was confined last prior to his execution. The
stor.e block is there or. which he sat with
his feet in the stocks. The staple is in
the wall to which he was chained, when
interests

he said, ‘1 am now ready to depart and
the time is nigh.” A spring bubbles up
under the floor, curbtd r.ow with marble.
There is a legend that St. Peter mirac-

spring for St.Paul’s
ulously produced
sake.
Excuse my incredulity. I don’t
believe it; but I am glad that the almighty had previously put it there, and

friends, and
j good English, “I

bubbling

one

of them

said in

will assign you a good
Some 80 persons, monks, pious sisters,
priests, prelates, ladies and
1
gentlemen, were in an ante chamber
awaiting the eleven o’clock stroke of the
:
bell. I was conducted past most of them
j a nd shown a seat near the great portiere
j that was toon to open for admission to
) the audience. Soon as it did
open I received a beckon to go in for a front
position. There stood empty the
Tapal seat

position.

I
j

the

that its little

read

1

with canopy, both of pure gold.
Nearly
all of the auditors raised their faces and
took an admiring look at
cele-

i

are

granted.

There

we

stood

before the rail and the golden throne.
Three times a guard appeared at a side
Goor ann looked in to see if the auditors
were all in waiting.
Then at the sub-

coincidence with

St. Paul's last human restraint brought
its meed of cheer. Some two miles to

i

keeping

ourselves

to

are

The

finish the

kind of wealth

that is wealth of the

people

those who

to

haste

see

who rise in the world
things to do, and do

on

dued

a

armed

.,

n

•. r•,

vt n

stop with doing merely what they
told to do. He illustrates bad luck
and needless knocks by an incident in his
own life.
When he was four years old he wanted

8

Copper
on ena.

^

j

play

His mother

with.

told him to let it alone, and she was one
of those women who never said a thing
He looked wistfully at the
but once.
He
coffee pot and then at his mother.
thought,, what right has she to interfere with my pleasure? When his mother wasn’t looking he got the coffee pot
and he got the hot coffee all over him
and the neighbors came in for weeks

everything

with

that

good

was

Louis

by

for

a

friend of his father’s

a

people

to

thousand

He never could stick on the

always

ground

floor

ne

so slowly,
eternity in

learn the fundamentals

necessity of

the

an

j

to grow?
The speaker once tried to
He searched the library through,

preach.

collected all the figures of speech and
the very cream of all literature.
When
the services
the house

as

were through
he got out of
quickly as possible, but they

all but one beat him out and that
the

who

man

stopped

was

lock the door

to

are

all

right,

big apples had a faculty of thoughts which had not been vitalized by
rolling right through the crowd to the experience. Such is a rough sketch of
top and that left the little apples at the the beautiful terraces which this first

road and the

bigger

is true of us

way for us to stop that
fellow from rolling above us is

only

for us to grow bigger than he and then
he will go below us just as naturally as a
stone

We decide

sinks in water.

destiny. Getting

a

our

great place does
He says a

not make us any greater.
fat head is not as good as

a

bald head.

how to

one

looking

is

manage

a

about to learn

school in

a

locality

where corporal punishment is condemned,
it is something of a surprise to hear an
instructor tell
men

a

class of twenty young

that if he sees

anything approach-

what he saw last year he will leave
the room with tufts of hair under his

The
any other machine in the building.
manager said he had confined his atten-

nails.

one

machine so

aoility
efficiently.

lost the

machine

long

that he

operate that one
Grow or go is the

to

la

Happy

is the

boy

who doesn’t get hold

of the coffee pot until he is
to handle it. The one who

big enough
runs

most

stroke of

j

Cry
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ing

Such an instructor

lieves
tect

evidently

be-

that the cannon should still promissionary. I have heard a

the

mother get up in public and say that she
loved her child just as much when disobedient as when he is obedient. Among
such tender hearted parents, if the children want to throw spit balls or rattle
the cover of the ink-well for amusement
in school, no one has any right to interfere with their right to amuse themselves further than to tell them that it is

ungentlemanly or something of that sort.
There is a tendency in some localities
to contend for individual rights. They
have not yet learned to concede their individual rights for the general good.
These influences not

only permeate

school but the home and the church.
have

just

day

school

much

as

right
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experience
have a large stock of pattern
pared to fill all orders promptly
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THE PATH OF THE MISSIONARY.
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LEADBETTER,

be taken in connection with any
other medic ine that is not in itself a laxa< t p
tive.
A eMi"
.ic
mt with them
r
f regular habits
and the c.-":.
is the best treatiiu : t fv r chronic consti-

at

the Journal

DENTIST,

Office.
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93 MAIN STREET,

Mill
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Floorings,

his head to one side and allow the wheel
Nine mass meetings
night, Oct. 22nd, were

We have reopened the foundry
street, under the superintendent

can

St. Louis.

to pass.
Persons have known their
heart to stop beating and as pure spirit
have watched the effort of friends to re-

DO YOUR
i
CASTING S;

Simple Laxative

A remedy which gently assists nature.
Smooth and thorough in action, Pinklets,
the new laxative, do not gripe, irritate
or cause any drug habit.
So simple is t! ir composition that they

to be remember-

fortunate enough to throw

LET US

—

Texas, writes: "They are beyond question, the
best pills my wife and I have ever taken.
They never cause pain. Price 2?c at druggists,
or by mail.

We witness many experiences through
life. To fall from a loaded wagon with

directly in
experience

Laxative

A mild, gentle and elfeetive laxative is what
people demand when suffering from constipation. Thousands swear by Dr. King’s New
Life Pills. Hugh Tallman of San Antonio,

to have the Sun-

conducted my way as ypu
have to have it conducted your way. I
have just as much right to nave the
window down as you have to have it up.

one’s head

Daniels formally announced,
that the historic battleship
Oregon, which made the famous trip
around Cape Horn in tiie early days ol
the Spanish War, will lead the groat international fleet through the Panama
Canal when the water .ay is formallyopened in 1915.
While plans for the event have not yet
been formulated, Sec. Daniels will be
aboard, as also, in all probability, will
President Wilson. It has been suggested, too, that all surviving officers who
served on the Oregon during the 1898
cruise be again at t heir posts of duty.
In this event the Oregon will be commanded by Rear Admiral Charles E.
Clark, retired, now living in Washington.
The acceptance by the British Foreign
Office of the invitation from the United
States to send a squadron of British
warships to go through the canal with
the international fleet, was conveyed,
Oct. 21st, to Sec. Bryan through Ambas-

Great Britain is the first of the Nations
to accept the invitation to participate
in a mobilization which will bring together at Hampton Roads the greatest
fleet ever assembled in American waters.
The American Ambassador, Walter H.
Page, and the Japanese Ambassador,
were the guests of honor at the Navy
League banquet in London Oct. 21st. In
an after-dinner speech Ambassador
Page,
after expressing his gratitude at the
of
a
of
honor
privilege
being guest
upon
the anniversary of the greatest battle of
England’s great Naval hero, quoted Nelson s message after the Battle of the
Nile, to the effect that he had the pleasure of commanding a band of brothers.
In this spirit,” continued the Ambassador, “the United S ates decided
that the fleets would gather at Hampton
Roads for the most mighty and impressive Naval demonstration in the history
of the world. Thence they will proceed
through the canal lo San Francisco.”
“‘England's participation,” he said,
’‘will he a happy feature of the celebration of the centenary of peace, and the
American Admiral leading this fleet can
say with Nelson that he had the hanpmess
to command a band of brothers.
It is thought that Russia will not be
represented by warships but will send
ore or two Naval officers to represent
the Government.

than bv his words.

When

A man had worked twenty-two years at
a single machine and knew nothing of

to that

P"^1

K

RuHnr Patro

lecturer of the season laid all the way
from earth to heaven, more by his gestures

S^T
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21st,

Oct.

do you
which

my boy, but you don’t know' anything.”
He meant
they were other people’s

same

§

i

Secretary

until he

A y man
W’ho offers more than ten per cent interest is no friend of our folks.
When we

~
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To be at the Opening of the Panama Canal.
The U. S. S. Oregon Will Lead.

had to go to the top and fall
cciuul protit by his coffee

The old man said: “You
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never

pvt experience and let it al
got big enough hi handle it.

see
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He said when he was a young man he
hauled apples to market over a corduroy

the
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money where he could get one
per cent on the investment.

vest some
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once
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The speaker had been the victim of
confidence men. He went clear to St.

but

the coffee pot to
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and
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back on the green and clover of my native hillside in Searsmont. The Vatican,
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not

after things is the one who will dolefully
a gong,
a red robed,
beat me to it.” Fit yourKnight appeared, a clerical in tell you,“They
for a place and the place is looking
self
or.es
of
Southwest
of
black
His
mighty
Egypt.
followed.
Holiness in white
that nineteen hundred years ago was a robe and cap came next, another cler- for you. Was it the plan of nature to
lieid with a 1. side. They took Paul ical in black next, and another red have runts? There is always room for
from. th. Mame: tine Priscr to that field, i robed, armed Knight last; and His Holi- one more of any first-class product. The
and, in i.r.e wit the habit hose heathen ; ness standing, not at all sitting, spoke in world respects the man who works, but
civiliais ad ci snuffing out the lives of i low. rich Italian for about five minutes, suspects the idler. The only greatness
A great
those trying to do some real good to closing with his usual benediction; ard is the greatness of service.
mankii.
they cut off his head. There j then, with firm step at 78 years and from man fills his days by helping people. An
education must be grown under suitable
is a Ugti 1 —txcuse me, 1 don’t believe! his supposed death-bed in
May, passed
The speaker
it—tout three springs of pure water ( out between the guards with a smile. Of conditions like a plant.
broke out of thiee spots St. Paul’s head i course his worst enemies are the anar- tells of a wealthy owner of a factory
touched as it rolled down tire hill, but I ; chists, the woulu-be destroyers of all au- who wished to buy an education for his
am giad of the springs.
1 like all pure thority.
only son. The blindness of his love was
j
springs. Ntar, if not over the spot! Pius X was, before his elevation, Car- strangling the boy. He went through
where they buried the remains of Paul, j dinal Sarto of Venice.
In mind I see his college like a steer through the slaughin later time was built the chutch called '■ palace there, just in from the Bridge of ter house and both tvere finally canned,
St. Paul, without the wai.. The grim Sighs and back of St. Mark’s Cathedral [t was reported he had a man hired to
walis cf old Rctr.e are still showing to ! on a canal opening into the Grand Canal study for hint. Poor little Gussy had
the east. In 1823 the church was de- next to the Ducal Palace. When in May no chance to grow. After his father’s
as helpless as he had been
stroyed by fire, but it has been rebuilt J he roused from his supposed dying stu- Jeath he was
The
could not run under
Before.
i-l
in
r.cinfr
Iir-oc nf
naot
factory
he
a
told
dream
of
in
his
por,
being
gondola on the Grand Canal of his loved such management,and a poor orphan boy
simplicity and surpassing beauty.
who had borne his full share of life’s
One of tne hundreds of churches in ; Venice, seeing the angels appear above,
telling him that his time had not come, burdens was made receiver. Those who
the
stores
old
j but that he had work to do on earth.
Rome,
Csppucine church,
would make it so easy for their darling
in its vaults beneath the auditorium the j When he was elected Pope he seemed
children by keeping them in a box of
hones of no less than 5,000 monks, gath- dazed that he was never again to see his
Venice. He remarked in his simple way, cotton simply make their continued exered there in the three centuries last “It cannot
he, I have bought a return istence impossible.
While not a liberal, as Leo
past. As a rule they are stscked in as- ticket.”
The speaker accosted a prominent man
sortmerits, skulis with skulls, hips with XIII was known to be, his life work, and asked him if he was born in that
from
the
time
he
ceased
to
be
a huifible
hips, etc., with here and there a skele-; artisan and became an humble
parish city. He replied “I should say not; the
ton in black clothes, guarding a pile.
priest, has been to lighten the burdens of cities would drop off the face of the
worth
it:
hut
then, what the masses.
Ry king, 'taint
F. F. Phillips.
earth if not reinforced from the country.”
is an old skeleton’s time “worth” any j
Imitation people can not compete with
Maine Divorces.
way?
real people.
Many of our popular
jf all cathedrals in Europe St. Peters
The Heath Department’s furthcoming amusements are the greatest diseases
in Rome, not the most imposing in exreport o:> Vital Statislics will give the which prey upon human society. Relaxternal appeal anee, is hy far the most number cf divorces for the
year 1912 ation is good after contraction, but conimpressive in point of holy art within. rising 1000. There has been 'a gradual tinued relaxation is degeneration. The
1 will not attempt a description.
The increase in divorces in Maine for the last
20 years, in 1892 the number being 552. boy who quits school before the eighth
edifice was 176 years in building, only a In 1911
the total nearly reached 1000 and grade goes out into the world like a fidthird as lot g as some of them, those of averaged one divorce for
every six mar- dle with one string.
Milan an.. Cologne for example. I heard riages celebrated.
music in a chapel on the south side one
Children
morning, that made me a child again,
the Appian way is a small
miniature compared with the

the west
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the eye than
bushel of letters of recommends-
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This is in

Raphael’s
tion
brated fresco on the main
chapel ceiling,
had
as they passed into the rear
chapel where
audiences

^-v^^akes Cooking Easy”

non.

the

of it, through the great, beautiful arch
of Constantine, the first Christian Emperor.

stenographer. He says
er look the applicant in

a

S’

The Range that

says that
writer is

stores of

tors

lea*!
[tort

He
letters of recommendation.
being able to irritate a typeonly one of the symptoms of

with

grimages are made. The Coloseum.with every way, or your money back. Sold in this
towering wall, ampitheatre and dun- community only at our store—The Rexall
geons in ruin, where wild beasts, gladia- Store—one of the- more than 7,000 leading drug

I.

|

MAPLE, BEECH and BIRCH.

of the second missionary congress of the
MANUFACTURER OF
American Catholic
Church Extension
vivify the body. These are but trivial Society, held in Boston. At the princi- Clapboards, Spruce, Basswood, Pine.
affairs compared with some of the great- pal meeting the speakers were Cardinal
20tf
L. C. AtO'fSE. Liberty, Me.
O’Connell, Most Rev. John B. Pitaval,
er movements in human society.
Many Archbishop of Santa Fe; Hon. Joseph
a man
se con a- n sini
and woman has gone through
Scott of Los Angeles, Calif., and Jere- !
goods of every de
Gethsemane as truly as ever Jesus did. miah E. Burke, a supervisor of schools
Furniscript ion.
in Boston.
Mr.
Burke
waithe
!
local
ture. bedding, cai
only
His experience was just the common lot
i*»*ts, stoves, etc I
“The
; layman to address the meeting.
t'unntui> I
of man.
I always enjoy hearing speak- I
Antupie
missionary spirit of the Old World’’ he
a specially. If yoi
ers teach Jesus as the center of the unisaid, “was infused into the life of the I
'ell drop me *
new.
i
No
sooner
was
the discovery of
verse.
They have got a long distance
receive a prompt cab.
the New World made known than mis- P«ista card and von will
waiaki: il ..o<»mks,
from the position occupied by Adam and
i\»rner Cross and Federal Sir
ts. Belfast,
sionaries—Franciscans, Dominicans,JesMoses and Martin Luther.
But I hope | uits,
secular—thronged its shores, rivalsome day they get courage to lift anchor, ing each other in the intensity of their APPLETON.
allow themselves to be wafted a little I zeal and the sincerity of their devotion. !
Saturday night, Oct. 18th, was not a night
“Wherever the explorer went there | one would select for a ride to Camden or
beyond the seas where their forefathers I| was the
black-gowned friar. Not a cape I Rockland, but notwithstanding the rain and
sailed so grandly.
was turned, not a river navieated, not a
members of Appleton I. O.
If people would follow Jesus more and 1 mountain climbed, but there was found } mud twenty-five
O. F. lodge visited Mt. Battle Lodge and were
the
with
j
the
cross.
missionary
their own traditions less they might
“We search the pages of history in royally entertained by the brothers of that
make a new discovery now and then.
vain for more sublime examples of self- j lodge. The degree staff of Warren Lodge conThey might possibly discover that Jesus denial, self-sacrifice, self-renunciation ferred the third degree on one candidate and
is but an outward manifestation of some- and self-abasement than those exhibited the work was performed in a manner that
Jesus by the Jesuit missionaries in their eager- won the praise of members of the Camden and
thing more incomprehensible.
ness to convert the Indians of the North
A large delegation from
stands in much the same relation to the
j other lodges present.
American continent.
Rod Rebekah Lodge visited Miriam
civilized world that the idol does to its
“Their scrolls of .martyrology are lu- Golden
minous with such names as Joques, Bre- Lodge of Rockland on the same night. They
Geo. M. COLE.
devotees.
beuf, Daniel, Lalemant, Gamier, Men- also were well pleased with the cordial recepMonmouth, Oregon.
ard and Rasle—names that shall never tion given them by the sisters of that lodge.
cease to be cherished so long as Christian
James Spaulding has bought of John Richnuu
uci
women
uizzy
hearts are responsive to deeds of Chris- ardson the place now occupied by George
’’
Every woman who is troubled with fainting tiana heroism and fortitude.
Simmons. The buildings on the place will be
and dizzy spells, backache, headache, weakrepaired, work to begin at an early day....
ness, debility, constipation or kidney troubles
The Shoe Situation.
Hen thieves are doing a thriving business in
should use Electric Bitters. They give relief
this vicinity. Among the victims who have
when nothing else will, improve the health,
Distinct firmness prevails in the footwear met with losses are t rank Berry, Leslie Hall,
adding strength and vigor from tbe first dose. market and producers are expected to name Ambrose Fish and others... Harry Pease has
Mrs. Laura Gaines of Avoca, La., says: "Four advances in the early future, owing to the
strength prevailing in hides and leather. sold the goods in his store to Maynard Brown,
doctors had given me up and my children and
Traveling salesmen report that buyers display who took possession Thursday. Mr. Brown
all my friends were looking for me to die, when less reluctance than heretofore in paying askhas been at work for the past year for Mr.
ing prices and appear disposed to purchase on
my son insisted that 1 use Electric Bitters. I
Pease and has made many friends who are
a more liberal scale.—Dun’s Review, Oct 26th.
did so, and they have done a world of good."
glad to know that the business is to be conJust try them. 50c. and $1.00 at all druggists
ducted by a young man so popular in the com
or by mail.
munity as Mr. Brown. Mr. Pease will remain
here for an indefinite time, probably during
FOR
H E. Buckles t Co.. Philadelphia or
the winter.... James Spaulding is at work for
St Louie.
Fred L. Davidson.
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RHEUMA Purifies the Blood and Throws
Off Complicating Diseases.

1LAMSON

& HUBBARD

FALL AND WINTER STYLES

far Sale

By

DWIGHT P.

PALMER, Belfast.

j
J

Weakening of the blood tissues by continued
attacks of Rheumatism affects the heart and
produces complicstions which result fatally.
RHEUMA puts the blood in condition to ward
off other diseases and eradicates Rheumatic
conditions from the whole system. Recommended for all forms of Rheumatism. 60 cents
at A. A. Howes & Co.'s. This letter will convince you of its great value:
"I was so crippled with Sciatic Rheumatism
I could not walk. Doctors could do nothing for
After taking three bottles of RHEUMA,
me.
the Rheumatism had entirely left me."-'Guy
Torley, 129 Summit Ave., St. Paul, Minn.
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HOW TO START AN APPLE

ORCHARD

the

By

C. P.

Vital Points

partly,

United States
yr* Expert.

Department

of Agriculture.
Corn is supposed to have originated
but is not found growing
I Mexico,
and teosinte seems to be tile only
(
llfse-y related plant that now grows

or

The first thing to do in starting an
apple orchard is to select the best
While apple trees will grow
place.
everywhere, they will thrive and produce fruit only on such soil and in such
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ngland must wake up and raise
food.”
statements

are

confirmed
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by

Those who have travelled through
ts of New England have been !
at the vast

reaches of unim-

The Commissioner of Agriof the State of Connecticut is
•'d to have said recently that the
soil.

State, if properly cultivated,
hie of producing food products
it to sustain the people of that

that

:

ach year, and that is no doubt
other New England States,
nigh prices of land in the North■

nnd
“as

particularly in the fruit-growof Washington and Oregon,

irned attention to the east, where
good fruit-lands may be had for
less money. A statement which

officially
he

from

Washington

farm lands of New York

ars

a

larger

amount

shows

yield

than do the

ands of many of the very fertile
jitura! regions of the west.
It is
Vund that there are great areas of
'<
>

1

f

V
t

of the

Mississippi River, and
of it east of the Alleghanies,
is available for very high cultivaand for the raising of beef cattle
-neep. The railroads are bringing
facts to public attention and also
: -ring agricultural
development by
a
fishing farming stations. The New
Central Railroad Company has two
ast

3

stations in New York, and we have
-.1
this State, comprising a part of
treat blueberry plains of Washing-

Minty, whose fertility and easy cultif
ensure
big returns to the agri‘i Rt.
The Boston Chamber of Com-

letter

Mrs.

j

£

Hal':,

which

Heart Burn

50c

a

box

at

from

ago

statistics

my
to

health began
fail.
I couldn’t
eat anything j
without suffering
for
it.
I had isfefei
heart burn, scur
stomach,
pal,!- B°*
C,lytat ion of the
heart, smothering spells, pains in mv sides and
back.
In fact, I suffered all over,
and a cough almost like consumption.
Doctors failed to relieve me;
in fact, t'ney didn’t seem to know
what ailed me. I continued to grow
worse until I was aide to sit up only
a part of the time.
I had almost lost
all hopes of ever being any better.
“Eut "e day some one threw some
books in at my door.
I read them
and found them to be P- runa books.
“They described my feeling so truly
I scut at once and got a bottle and
You
began taking it.
pronounced
my ailment systemic catarrh, and
me
some
advice.
gave
“Wh- n I had taken two and onehalf bottles I began to eat without
suffering. I continued to improve.
“When I had taken eight I was like
a new person.
That was nine years

|

sick

people

|
;

!

|
;

j
j

CASTOR
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for

i
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Bears the
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Always Bought

is

Roup

no

and

as

going

Minutes Mean Dollars
IM

plication of brains.
In my opinion egg laying contests
nrc Just beginning, and we shall have
If
more of them in the coming years.
they add even a half dozen eggs a
year to the output of the American
hen it will add many millions of dollars zo the wealth annually produced
by American agriculture.

:

THE HAGERSTOWN POULTRY SHOW.

Eight thousand of America’s finest
chickens were bidding for prizes at the
Great Hagerstown Poultry Show, which

According

a

blaze of

pride

FATAL TO 60GG LOOKS

and cream of America's best

cash

ANIMALS

I

1

breeders, all under one roof, seeking the
coveted “Blue Ribbon” and valuable j

to

and surveys of undoubted recountry school and country

TREATING

Doubtless you know the danger of delayed treatment
of colic and other diseases. You also realize that
wrongly applied remedies are often worse than no
treatment at all. In other words, not to diagnose
a disease accurately may prove fatal. Every owner
should be able to reeognize an ailment and give
correct treatment at the first symptoms. Prompt
action is the great secret
of treating horses.
Minutes mean dollars.
Of course proper treatment is always necessary.
That is Just how Humphreys* 500 page Veterinary
Manual will prove so valuable to you. It is by
F. Humphreys, M D., V.S.,
and teaches how to diagnose and give proper
treatment.
This book will save you
hundreds of dollars and
costs you nothing. It will
be sent absolutely free
on request to any fanner
in order to introduce
Humphreys’ Veterinary Remedies. Remember, it is
absolutely free. You do not have to order any
remedies to secure the bor !c. Address, Humphreys'
Homeopathic Medicine Company, 156 William Street,
New York City. This is a splendid opportunity to
obtain a veterinary treatise that you should have
!u your library. As a reference work you will find
it invaluable. To have it in the time of need will be
worth many dollars, whereas it will cost you but a

glory Friday

night, Oct. 17th. These birds represented
the

CITY.

bring

to

the utility part into such prominence
that the winner of these contests can
get as much for his birds as the winner of our big shows iias been getting
I am told that Mr. Barron
for his
has sold his pen at the Missouri contest for $500- $50 a lord.
Mr. Barron lias been trap nesting his
For the last
birds for many years
eight years accurate records have been
kept of the pedigree and performance
So his high
of generations of birds
records arc not guesswork. They are
the result of years of care and pains
taking labor, not to mention the ap-

wound up in

YORK

“Dr. Thomas’ Eclectic Oil is the best
remedy
for that often fatal disease—croup.
It has
been used with success in our family for eight
L,
N.
Y.
W'hiteacre,
years.”—Mrs.
Buffalo,

a

contests are

NXW

of her builders. On the run from Cape
Henry to Nantucket she faced a 50-mile
gate and was able, her officers say, to
maintain an average speed of over 19
knots, with a maximum of 20 knots.
The Texas is equipped with electric
steering gear.

a

Egg laying

Use For Over 30 Years.
^C°t^y»^NV,

the Government measured mile course
tomorrow, preliminary to her acceptance
trials. The standardization runs will be
first in order. The Texas left Old Point
I Comfort at 8 a. m. Monday, commanded
by Capt. W. C. Melvin and manned by
750 men from the Newport News yards

fancier does enter some
birds,
rule, their egg record will
be found at the bottom of the list

occurs

m

the frost is on the pumpkin ani the fodder’s in the shock.
—James Whitcomb Riley.

Rockland, Me., Oct. 22. The battleship Texas, one of the largest of the
American sea fighters, dropped anchor
in Rockland Harbor today. She is expected to begin her builders’ trials over

recom

Thin

Blood

and Nervousness
Quickly Wreck Beauty.

Will

j

w<

Tale people are generally nervous.
Thin blood not only affects the complexion by robbing cheeks and lips of
color but it also weakens the nerves by
robbing them ot iiuiirismnent.
When you have so far lost control of
your nerves that you
tty t<> pieces’’ over
the least- little noise or excitement, it is
time
a rest and
to
nerves
high
give y->ur
to build up your blood. The drawn look,
the sunken eyes, the deepening lines
about the mouth and forehead, the loss
in weight, are plain signs that the nerves
and the body are being poorly nourished.
Don’t put oil' taking Dr. Williams'
Pink Pills any longer.
You may be
nearer a collapse than you think.
Dr. Williams' Pink Pills are a fine
remedy for the treatment of nervousness,

“The Work of the Rural School.’’ The wonderful string of Rose Comb Black
of common emphasis is the necessity
Minorcas, winning every first prize there,
of a programme of social service in which |
neuralgia, sciatica, nervous dyspepsia
school and church, State and university, Not satisfied with this prize, the birds
and St. Vitus’ dance.
shall aid. The slogan of the new move- from the Pratt Station aiso captured
ment which aims to transform the “little
nrst prize for the finest pen of White ;
red school-house” of tradition into a
Plymouth Rocks; first prize on a beautimodern institution is, “Hitch up education
White Wyandottes; first
with life.” Just what this may mean it ful pen of
takes a whole book to explain, and the p-ize for best young Pekin Drake and i
explanation is as interesting as it is worth for best young Pekin Duck.
while.
No doubt, as regards cities, a
This marvelous showing of the birds
system of vocational training may be of
doubtful value—as the experience of 1 from the Pratt Food Co.'s Poultry Farm
Rochester, for instance, has shown —nor demonstrates their ability to successshould we be too eager to follow the ful.y breed, hatch, rear and feed their
examples set by German cities, such as stock, so as to c 'rnpete with the world’s
Munich.
But in the country there can
best in poultrydom.
The original of the compound Rheumatic
be no question about the wisdom of
“hitching education up with life.”
Through the courtesy of the PrattFood Oil. The original formula has been purPlainly and authoritatively ”lhe Work Co., we are pleased to announce to our chased and the oii is being prepared by the
of the Rural School” tells just what has
readers that they may feel at perfect j
been done and what still remains to be
Blended Rheumatic Oil
done in this direction.
Methods of liberty to write the above Company
teaching are undergoing a radical charge. about any subject relating to poultry, as
School gardens and school farms not only a complete staff of
poultry experts are
supply valuable training, but aid in the
WM. 0. POOR &
whose sole duty is to answer
acquisition of reading, wriring.arithmetic, employed,
and geography. Corn clubs anc similar questions and solve knotty chicken probBELFAST. MAINE.
organizations teach scientific agriculture, lems.
1 ry it.
Prices: 15, 25 and 50 Cents.
and knowledge spreads from children to
*09
parents. Medical inspection is made
something more than a form. Schools
are consolidated, and free transportation
is provided for the child-en. Better
Molting: is a strain on
homes are supplied to teachers. These
hens' vitality. They need
are only a few of the lines along which
TO ANNOUNCE to my patients and
intelligent and devoted men and women
to the public that I will be found at my of*
are
laboring to improve the country
Room
5, Masonic Temple, from 8 a. m. to
fice,
schools and, through them, the whole of
5 p. m., after my enforced vacation on account
life.
The
movement
is
of a aurgical operation. I have materially
country
strong
*
and it is strengthening, hut it has not yet
renovated and improved my office, installing
25c. pkg. to 25 lb. pail at $2.50,
one of the latest models of the Weber founThis valuable tonic strengthgathered power enough fully to meet the
aids
the
blood,
tain cuspidors.
34tf
digestion
ens the nerveB, purifies
emergency. The darker side of the picand helps them to shed the old and grow the I
ture reveals
DR. E. S. WEBBER.
obsolete methods still in
new coat. This time gained-means eggs gained. J
Results guarantee*! or money back.
force, bad moral and sanitary conditions,
Hmvo you Pratts Poultry Book of 160 f«4tt9
1
general apathy or discontent, the conL. T. SHALES & SON
drift
tinued
“The
away from the farm.
Work of the Rural School” covers rhe
whole subject.
The book eminently
DEDICATE HIcH SCHOOL BUILDING. CLEANING.
deserves reading; its clear-cut style and
STEAMPRESSING
wealth of interesting detail make the
new
school

point

jl

i

LookOurWay!
We Want YOU to Have The

Republican

Journal

OUR CLUBBING OFFERS

I
j

The following clubbing offers
apply
tions paid in advance; and when

SON, AGENTS,

Aid

Molting

NOTICE

1WISH

prgtts,

t

Promts*,

's6*\

I

'..

Poultry Regulator.

H. C. Hoffses

Bangor’s

High

building

dedicated Oct. 22r,d with exercises
held in its asstmbly hall. Mayor F. O.
Beal presided. Prescott H. Vose, chairman of the School Committee, made a
report in which he said the total final
cost of the school would be about $375,000. The principal address of the afternoon was by Payson Smith, State Superintendent of Schools, who said that the
building was ur.equaled in Maine and
with but few superiors in the country.
Also he said: “The high school has rto
was

longer any justification
solely or even chiefly as
aratory institution.

to be
a

regarded
college prep-

It must

as

own

field of

ac-

tivity.”

Blood Bitters.

$1.00 at all stores.

subscrip-

|

is also necessary to say that none of these
publications are mailed with The Journal or from this office.
We have to pay for these publications one
in
year

advance, and they

then sent from their respective
offices to our subscribers. Our clubbing offers are as
follows for one year’s subscription paid in advance:

The
The
The
The

Journal
Journal
Journal
Journal

are

and Farm and Home,

and Tribune Farmer,
and McCall’s Magazine,
and Woman’s Magazine,

The publications included in our
different addresses.

may be sent to

$2,00
2,25
2,10
2,25
clubbing offers

The publishers of the Woman’s
Magazine have
advised us of an increase in their subscription price
and a consequent advance in clubbing rates, and The
Journal and Woman’s Magazine are now 52.23.
_

Announces that he has limited his practice
to diseases of the

Eye. Ear, Nose and Throal
AND KlfRACTION.
Office hour*—10

Heavy, impure blood makes a muddy, pimply
complexion, headaches, nauaea, indigestion.
Thin blood makes you weak, pale and sickly.
For pure blood, sound digestion, use Burdock

to

The publishers of McCall’s Magazine have sent us
this notice: “The subscribers may select their free
pattern within 30 days after the receipt of their first

far as

possible provide for the manifold conditions of youth of varying taste, talent
and capacity, to fit them in the best pos-

sible way each for his

and REPAIRING.
CUSTOM CLOTHES TO ORDER’

only

payment is made it
should be stated what premium, if any, is desired. It

Company.

VirBs-ADiiprtiGDildFii

Prevent

middle toe he is

good, disqualified; throw him out. On
the contrary, if a magnifying glass
can show on the leg of a White Wyandotte a small hole that looks as if there
might have been a tuft of down there
some time then he is no good, no matter how perfect in every other respect
Now, if a bird is bred to look at
merely, then perfection of feather and
Of
these other things are all right.
course the breeders of fancy birds all
claim that their birds are good layers,
but they don't enter them in the egg
Where an exception
laying contests

Always Bought

Signature of

clock,

*tOI l*-

every-

The Kind You Have

When

a

^ Bears the

Rheumatic

where. Sent free by the Peruna Co.,
Columbus, Ohio.
People who object to liquid medicines can now obtain Peruna Tablets.

Infants and Children.

of

The Kind You Have

Blended

ago.

interest

corn.

And the raspin’ of the tangled leaves, as golden as the morn;
The stubble in the furries—kind o’ lonesomelike, but still
A preachin’ sermons to us of the barns they
growed to fill;
The straw backs in the medder, and the reaper
in the shed;
The hosses in their stalls below—the clover
overhead—
Oh, it sets my heart a-clicking like the tickin’

U. S. S. Texas at Rockland.

prizes.
liability,
Unfortunately, only a few of the eight
church alike are proving unequal to the
thousand birds on display could obtain a
task that new conditions have laid upon
them—the task of spreading real enlight- prize, as competition among the different
enment, of providing centers for social breeds was as keen as a razor edge.
life, of creating a spirit of co-operation,
One of the largest winnings at this wonand of checking the drift of population
derful show was made by the Pratt Extoward the cities.
How the case stands
Fresh
with he country church Messrs. Charles periment. Station at Morton, Pa.
Gill and Gifford Pinchot have shown in from their victory at Allentown a few
their book devoted ro this subject, and it weeks
before, the Pratt Birds made anis noticeable that they emphasize the
other magr.iticent showing at Hagerssame point as J. D. Eggleston and Robert
W. Brut-re, the authors of the new book, town. They made a clean sweep on their

*«S‘J^S^U..

“I think Peruna the greatest family remedy there is. for so many ailments arc due to catarrhal trouble.
I
would advise any one afflicted with
catarrh to take Peruna and I am sure
it will leave.”
In the Revised “Ills of Life” we
have many similar testimonials which

his

on

The Kind You Have Always Bought has borne the
signature of Chas. H. Fletcher, and has been made under his
personal supervision for over 30 years. Allow no one
to deceive you in this.
Counterfeits, Imitations and
“
Just-as-good” are but Experiments, and endanger the
health ot Children—Experience
against Experiment.

The husky, rusty rustle of the tossels of the

eczema,

Signature of
!
also taking a hand in the dej
1ni.nt of agriculture in New Eng1
iinugh a committee on agriculture,
CIVIL WAR PENSIONERS.
romnittee will not undertake to do
■By (onstructive work that is now
Washington, Oct. 22. More than oneg don. hy existing agencies, but will tifth of the men who served in the
Army
with. 11 these agencies to improve and
Navy of the United States in the
It
will try to Civil War were still on the Government’s
Engla-,d agriculture.
re the
co-operation and support of pension roll at the beginning of the presbusinessmen and transportation com- ent fiscal year.
s for th>
This was revealed today by the annnal reading a pleasure.
development of New Engagricultire as a business industry, report of Commissioner of Pensions
■viii rnostlj confine its activities to
Saltzgaber. showing that on July 1 last
nig out, n co-operation with the there were 462,379 Civil War
pensioners.
England ines of railroad, State The estimated number of individuals in
: private
ageicies, some of the most the United States Army and Navy in the
"actical problems confronting the farm- war was
I Childhood haB many ills; but worms, whether
2,213,365.
today, nnd wil announce its detailed I In the past year there was a decrease pinworms or stomach worms, must be vigorplans from time tctime.
No gain in health and
of 34,884 Civil War pensioners, while the \ ously guarded against
strength is possible until they
net loss in the entire pension roll was
are removed.
If you suspect
-\
40,094, leaving 820,200 pensioners of all
that ; your child is suffering
classes.
There remain 1142 Mexican
from worms, do not lose anWar pensioners and 1066 from Indian
other minute, but get a bottle
of thiB time-tried, dependable
wars.
The last surviving pensioner of the
remedy—Dr. True’s Elixir. Disnow and all year
covered by my father, this comwar of 1812 died eight years ago, alTrade Mark
’round. Use
pound has for over 60 years
though 199 widows of that war’s fighters
been growing in reputation as
still receive pensions, a decrease of 39 a sure
remedy for worms of all kinds and for
since last year.
keeping the stomach in the pink of condition.
Ohio leads the States with the largest
Send for list of symptoms.
25c., 50c. and $1.00i,
Do not endanger your child’s health, but get
number
followed
of
j
pensioners, 77,599;
It not only prevent*, but d
by Pennsylvania with 75,618; New York a bottle of Dr. True’s Elixir, the Family Laxacold*, fever, catarrh, diphthei
tive and Worm Expeller, at once. Good for
68,270; Illinois, 56,482; Indiana, 49,987; adults
To insure perfect health and plu
also. At your dealers, 35c, 50c and $1,00.
when eggs bring higgeat prices, add
and
Missouri,
34,298,
Michigan,
39,490;
Advice free. Special treatment for tapeworms.
daily Pratt* Poultry Regulator, the it_
d: turner. Satisfaction guaranteed or mo
MasBachusetts, 34,124,
ij
Send for book.
141
Him y— Prmto M0 ymgt P—ttry Bt
For a mild, easy action of the bowela, try
WLf r
Doan’s Reguleta, a modern laxative. 25c at all
/
Auburn, Malnb **s
L. T. SHALES * SON
■tores.
i'e

feathers

to

mock—

pounds or more in weight, plumage
perfect in color; but if he hasn’t any

al] stores.

the future of rural life.

“About twelve

tumn days
pictur’ that no painter has the colorin’

When the frost is on the pumpkin and the fodder’s in the shock.

To illustrate: Take the Light Brahma, a
magnificent specimen, twelve

It is coming to be realized that one of
the gravest problems which our civilization has to solve is that which concerns

|

we

a

poultry business.

head, herpes,

Doan’s Ointment is highly

Is

Looking back through these twenty
months since the contest began and
including the effect of the similar contest at the agricultural experiment station at Mountain Grove, Mo., it seems
to me that nothing has happened in a
hundred years that has done so much
for the utility end of poultry keeping
as these egg laying contests.
Poultry
shows we have had for many years,
but these have been a detriment rather
than a benefit to the utility part of the

THE WORK OF THE RURAL SCHOOLS

tracts:

should

piles,

Practical

A year ago last November the first
egg laying contest In America was
started at the Connecticut Agricultural
college at Storrs, Conn.

r u iu

make j
thfollowing ex- j

years
1

Stomach,

Scur

scabies.
mended.

In O c t c b o
1910, wc -ee-:vc
a

j
unim-

New England as there is
Mississippi Valley, and we can
as good
apples right here in
gland as they can on the Pacific
and apples with a better flavor.
s just as much
profit in raising
today as there ever was. There
■:son for the high cost of living,
.nd in

t]

SMUiHtHjflU SPELLS

as

Good Hen.

Ps.

bag developed her from an animal pro
ducing a few quarts of miik to sustain
her young to an animal that produces
Bixty quarts of milk in a day.
One of the essential tilings in securing a large yearly record is "fall freshening," which enables the dairyman to
produce a large flow of milk iu winter.

For any itching skin trouble,
salt rheum, hives, itch, scald

e

By GEORGE A. COSGROVE,
Practical Poultryman With Two Big

■

New

Elmer A. Stevens of Massawho said, among other things:

De-

creamery was offering high prices.
varieties under good culture will begin
Had half of his cows freshened in the
to bear apples in four years.
Apple
fall he should have been hauling 100
trees under good management and care
j will live and
quarts of milk instead of twenty.
produce fruit for more
Another dairyman in the same state
than 100 years, and the right things
was conducting his dairy in a directly
should lie done in rhg beginning.
This man has been shipopposite way
To obtain the best results the soil
ping for several years practically as
should tie plowed and corn or potatoes
much milk in December as when his
grown a year before tile trees are
cows were on grass
He was shipping
planted. In sections where tlie mer- I
in December 250 quarts of miik per
(!■
os
not
more
20
than
go
degrees
cury
day from twenty-two rows, and his
below 7oro autumn is (tie best time in
milk check for the month was §316.
Tlie rows where the
which to plant..
The value of “winter dairying” may
>
trees ore to be planted may be plowed
be stated briefly as follows:
deep col the trees set. bunking them
First—Cows produce more milk and
They will stand
ill' well with earth
butter during the year when they
the wintei :i!t.l will gain three mouths
freshen in the fall because they are
cviseason over trees planttil., f
Bure to produce a
good flow of mill;
hi
ed
ilie
ing
during the winter. In the spring fresh
;
Dynamite is being used with much
pastures stimulate the milk flow an I
One-half of
sue. r-c in tree planting
keep it up through the summer.
put down about three feet
| a sti.
Second. The hired help is kept emwhere the tree is to lie planted will
ployed continuously.
foiweu the -"il thoroughly and advance
Third.—The winter dairyman has the
the growth of the tree materially the
check
biggest
first two rear®

in Boston last week of
of

Prooi of t

]

MAN.

stmasters Association
: the
principal speaker

Beats All the Poultry Shows

location as are best suited to them.
The best land for apple trees is the
roiling upland that lies at an elevation
of from 400 to 2,000 feet above sea
level. On land of this character trees
The claim is sometimes made that
are far more healthy and will be less
feed stuffs are too expensive in winter
subject to diseases. There also is less
to produce milk at a profit
This is
danger from late spring frosts.
all wrong, and we have only to inThe kind of soil is tlie next most imvestigate the work of the dairymen
portant thing. If possible this should
who follow all the year round dairying
be somewhat heavy loam, with enough
to substantiate the fact that they are
clay in it to save washing in times of
making the most money.
heavy rains. A soil that is made from
With the silo and an abundance of
limestone is best for fruit trees.
alfalfa hay. milk can he produced on
This kiud of soil is found on the Pathousands of farms almost as cheaply
cific coast, in several of the northwest!
in winter as in summer and in nearly
1 ern states, in the great lakes section,
as large quantities.
The increase iu
In Kentucky and Tennessee and in the
:
cost for winter milk is more than offLake Champlain and Hudson river valset by the increase in price.
leys. While good apples will grow outTo compare the fall and spring
side of these limestone soil formations,
neither the trees nor fruit are as good.
“freshening:”
One fanner with twelve
1
Tlie trees are shorter lived, while the ! cows had them all come in fn■ h
flavor of the apples is lacking.
I in the sprig
when the price of milk
was
the lowest
111 tile winter he
The right preparation of the soil is
!
was feeding these twelve cows, and
of great importance.
To dig holes in
they were all dry with the exception
sod and plant trees in them, as is so
of three, and they were strippers
Me
often done, is absolutely wrong. Trees
was driving two miles to the creamery
so planted frequently do not produce
every day in the middle of December
fruit under fifteen or twenty years
;
with twenty quarts of milk alien the
when they should bear in six.
Some

■

When the heat of summer's over and the coolin' fall is here—
Of course we miss the flowers, and the blossoms o' the trees.
And the mumble of the hummin’-birds and
buzzin* of the bees;
But the air’s So appearin'; and the landscape
through the hase
Of a crisp and sunny morning of the airly au-

THE EGO LAYING CONTEST

The dairy cow of today is largely an
artificial product.
The application of
•clence in breeding, feeding and care

-_

[

WINTER DAIRYING PAYS

By C. B LA.XE.
Assistant Chief of Dairy Division.
part meiit of Agrivulture.

Association.

ipter 'J begins abruptly with flint
lent types of various colors as a
g food crop in many parts of
#
;"a America.
According to their
or fancies
Indians and whites
*
yhtedl.v directed Ihe evolution 0t
ward groups of different habits
ovth and color of kernel,
rer It
brings us to the first
tic writings of man's influence
in ls47 James L. lteid heiru.
:,.|iro\ ing what is known as lteid
Dent, in IStUi I'rofessor Blount
the improvement of Blount Proi.d in is«0 James It hey began
aprovenieiu of Boone County
This and similar work have
great blessing to this country.
ter 4
is the story of a boom
began about 1900 and which did
injury and much good to corn
•incut
work.
The wonderful
tty of making plants to order
ceding and selection having been
-.rated with chrysanthemums
tiler plants, the boom in corn
started.
Thousands heard
g
cory that by selecting cylindrical,
•'tiled, straight rowed ears the
"Uhl be doubled. Many tried it
failed.
They were incorrectly
t.
To increase the yield by seone must select seed from the
yielding plants. What It can do
the value of seed corn,
c is
now beginning to write chapRecords are being kept of each
many parts of the corn story,
■se records will enable this and
ing chapters to be written trutliFor example:
t wild stage those types whose
endured the dry or winter seago
utinued to perpetuate their kind.
|
an. wanting a larger, softer and
nutritious grain, has selected and
gated snch types till the kernels
|
R.y man's needs, but are not now
to the perpetuation of their kind
■
as the seed is preserved by man.
I.-ing tile ears in n crib affords
protection, but the better care
tip
:.-d by a seed corn house has on•no portion of seed to yield eightH
-ishels more per acre than the
n
left in the crib.
A seed corn
which cost S500 returned $1,500
:n one year because of the greatductiveness of seed so kept
;:3 *

I

Success

By GEOROE T. POWELL,
President of the Agricultural Experts'

nit cultivation.

r

That Meao
Failure.

(A timely old favorite.)
xtaey’s somethin' kindo’ heaity like about the
atmosphere

llore Than Twice the Profit Thai the
Summer Dairyman Can Make.

Biggest American Crcp

3

f

AUTUMN.

a. m.

to

12 m„ 1 to 3 p.m

7 to 8 p. m.. and by appointment.

CORNER CHURCH AND BRIDGE STREETS
Telephone connection
28tf

magazine by making a request on an ordinary postcard, stating that the pattern desired is a free pattern
to which they are entitled.”
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The Governor and Council have been

i

Reports from different parts of the
county at the close of last week were
disheartening as to the potato crop. In
many places potatoes were under water;
in others the ground was so muddy that
potato diggers could not be used, and
the unseasonably mild temperature increased the tendency to rot. Where it
practicable
digging by hand
before

a

told

is

it is time

true

something

was

published last week told
St. John, N. B., and Boston
on a recent trip was so laden

A news item
how

the

steamer

with Canadian potatoes and other produce that she did not make her usual

landing

Lubec and left

at

on

the wharf

there several thousand cases of sardines

waiting shipment

on

rush orders.

The

Boston Herald says that “the Lubec sardine man whose thousands of cases were
left behind

the

recently

Edward M.

was

Bull

Moose

or

candidate for

Pemocratic

Lawrence,
assistant

Congress

norship

provoke
..pinions

the

are

naturally

status ot those

political

them.
But no newspaper
have seen, except the Boston

'..hat we

Moose

Bull

fight

its result

to

as

by
expressing

organ,

presents Bird, the

:ate has created dissension in his own
..arty and alienated other support by his
injudicious utterances. As it looks today Walsh, the Democratic pondidate,
will be the winner, and the real contest
s between Walsh and Gardner

few weeks ago it

A

negotiations

were

announced

was

going

on

for the

sale of the Portland Argus to the Portland Press, and that if the transfer was
the

affected

publication

would be discontinued.

of

the

Mr.

Argus

Oscar R.

manager of the
Argus, held the controlling interest and
'.laving been appointed postmaster at
A

ish,

the

business

Portland wished

to

dispose

of it.

gathering apples,

with

Among Maine People

and

they will stand considerable frost a
days of freezing weather would be

In Greater Boston
In the years since I left Maine
to Boston, the
constantly impressed

were

busy last

week

onions from Pearl brook farm to

hauling

the Dana

building

ing.

third story is

The

to be

stored for

dry-

used for this

purpose and the onions were transferred
from the carts to an elevator run by an
electric motor.

apple inspector was here
apple packers

An
pers

found

may follow. It is
on the wharf a lot of

barrels which

new

size,

ard

last week

and shipsaid that he

and trouble for

were

and that on

apples

in

not of the stand-

opening

one

But it

appears 'hat the negotiations for the
ale of the paper to the Press did not
materialize and Thomas E. Calvert, the
editor. has secured from the Democrats
of Portland and other sections of Maine

apples.

75 cents

bors, and

a

one

who had fruit

equally

had often asked why there should
be this difference in price. The other
day, after watching this neighbor
pack for a while, tne first mentioned
grower said he could answer the ques-

good

tion,
pick

and he

did

as

follows: “When

No. 1 apple I wipe it carefully
up
and lay it in the barrel, and the same
with a No. 2.
I see that you do not
a

your apples and you throw them
You can pack faster
the barrel.

than I can, but I consider my time well
paid for.

inspector found, and this lesson on packing, will help to explain why
it is that apples can be brought here
from Oregon and Washington and sold at
five or six cents apiece when our apples
are bringing but SI or S2 a barrel.
The
new apple law is
designed to promote
honest measure and honest packing, but
if rigidly enforced it will be some time
before Maine apples can attain the place
in the market they deserve because of
the had practice of shippers in the past.
If every apple grower and shipper would
at once begin to follow the methods of
the western men the day of high prices
for Maine apples would come the sooner.

An

even more

were

A

and
sur-

prising report is made concerning the
•: rib' :
which have almost oitirely disnj peart:! from, their former haunts in

recorded

TROY

LANDMARK CONE.

J. L. Bagley, the present
farm

adjoining

owner

his own, known

of the
as

the

in town affairs and on his judgment
many relied. Far back in early childhood
we thought the
old fashioned dwelling
one
of the finest—used to admire the
painted walls and nice finishing, which at
that time were seen only in the oldest
houses.
But the old home, that had
witnessed many marriages, births and
deaths,(and had sheltered many families,
had finished its work; yet to see it falling
to the earth gave a feeling of sadness
such as one experiences when a giant
tree, that has been the pride and comfort
of many generations, is felled to the
ground, although time and decay may
likewise have robbed it of its strength
and beauty, yet their usefulness is not
ended—much of the lumber of the former is going into the nice, big barn Mr.
Bagley is now building while, the waste,
like the decayed tree, will furnish fuel
for our winter fires.
“Nothing is lost.”
S. J. S., in the Pittsfield Advertiser.
nent

point.

Potatoes

are

pouring

into

our

markets from Canada, Holland, Belgium,
all duty free except those from Canada,
which pay 10 per cent ad valorem, and
If the
as a result prices are declining.
this
consumer derived any benefit from
Jowerirgthe price of an article of universal consumption there would nc doubt

he many converts to the Democratic docBut such is not the
trine of free trade.
buy a peck or
The
majority
case.
great
less at a time and they pay the same

price they would

if dealers could pay

$2

Aroostook point While
per barrel at any
not helping the poor man by reducing
the high cost of living the new tariff is
vitally injuring the agriculturist. The
Aroostook Republican says of this condi-

tion:

How’s

This ?

We offer One Hundred Dollars Reward
for any case of Catarrh that cannot be cured
by Hall’s Catarrh Cure.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
We, the undersigned, have known F. J
Cheney for the last 15 years, and believe him
perfectly honorable in all business transactions and financially able to carry out any obligations made by his firm.
NATIONAL BANK OF COMMERCE.
Toledo. O.
Hall’s Catarrh Cure is taken internally, actthe
blood
and
mucous
suring directly upon
faces of the system. Testimonials sent free.
Price 75 cents per bottle. Sold by all Drug-

Aroostook county, and all other potato
have received a solar
plexus blow—a blow which hurts, stagis no argument on
gers, cripples. There
this point, which is conceded by Democrats as well as those of other political
When our farmers are gists.
tendencies.
Take Hall’s Family Pills for constipation.
the
thrown into direct competition with
all so needand
of
labor
Europe,
cheap
lessly and foolishly, it is a wilful miscarChildren
riage of justice and fairness, the adoption
of a falicious and malicious theory which
FOR FLETCHER’S
act
is sure to perform the boomerang
and
sponsors.
against its promoters

producing sections,

FREEDOM.

Bangor.

Mr. William Thompson will take charge of
the feed mill owned by the Freedom Supply
Company the middle of November.... Mrs.
Richard Farwell was the guest of Mrs. A. M.
Small recently....Mr. and Mrs. George Worth
and their aunt, Sarah Perley, have moved
from their farm in Unity to their home in the
village....Rev. John G. Vance’s niece from
Castine visited him recently_Mrs. J. D.
Plummer and daughter Lena and Mrs, W. R.
Sparrow and daughter Hazel were in Waterville on business, October 25th ...Quite a few
of the farmers in this vicinity are getting discouraged as a large number of acres of potatoes are under water and it still rains.

Dr. George F. Durgin of the E. M. C. S..
Bucksport, preached a very able sermon at
the Methodist church here Sunday, Oct. 26th.

|jj

Rev. A. J. Lockhart expects to return from his
vacation this week and fill the pulpit as usual
next

Sunday.

Philbrook,

delegates to the Sunday school convention held
in Augusta last week, gave very fine
reports
of the convention
Sunday and spoke of many j
that
suggestions
they thought might be used
to advantage in the home
Sunday school.
j

High Cost of Living.

Purchase

vour

Winter Blankets

Cry

CASTORIA

■

now.

1

|

Annual
Blanket Sale

||

Begins Today

1

Prices from 59c. to $12.00

I

|

The members of the Burr Sewing club of
Mizpah Rebekah Lodge enjoyed an all-day
session at the home of Mrs. Fred Cole last
Thursday. A delicious chicken dinner was
served and a splendid time
reported by all
who were present.
Mrs. Oscar Cole and Miss Marian

JI
I

PALERMO CENTER.
Mr. and Mrs. W. B. Howard, who have been
at their farm here during tie summer, returned to their home in Somerville, Mass., Monday.
compound interest.
full
A number of Hallowe’en
ACTIVE IN MANY FIELDS.
parties will be held
Joseph LaDuke will care for the farm and
Not only are the young people cominf stock through the winter.... Mrs. Mabel Tur- this week, the High school class of J915 havSale
from the farms or fresh from school anc
ner went to New York
Monday to remain for ing one in Union Hall on Wednesday evening,
college, but every little while some mat an indefinite time-C. E. Knox, who has the Senior class in the Junior League Thursfull
Wool
who has made good and risen high in hi
been visiting his family here for two weeks, day evening at the Methodist vestry and Friprofession in Maine makes the change tc returned to his work in Bridgewater,
at Northern Light
day
Sale
evening
Grange hall, m
Mass.,
the broader field that the New Englanc
Mr. and Mrs. Warren Pullen of White’s Corner.
metropolis affords. Only within a few Monday....
full
11-4, All Wool.
Misses Rose H. Eaton and Harriet
days there have been two notable in Yarmouth are spending a few weeks at their
Moody
stances of this kind—Kev. John H. Quin 'cottage here....S. S. Partridge of North attended the matinee concert given in Bangor
Sale
of the old college church in Brunswicl
Whitefield, was in towTn, Friday, buying beef Wednesday by Sjusa’s Band. Mr. C. C.
has come to the pastorate of the Firs
cattle for the Brighton market. J. A. Brad- I Moody, Mr. C. R.
Lougee, Philip Goodenow
j
All Blankets
Priced.
Congregational Church in Chelsea, anc ! street sold one head and W. W. Turner three, and Philip Jepson, members of the WinterFarnsworth G. Marshall, superintenden
...S.
E.
Bowler
has
been
busy of late repair- port Band, also attended the afternoon conof the Augusta schools, has been electee j
the lines of the Palermo Tel. Co., caused cert and several other members of the band
to the superintendency of the schools oi !
by the big storms-Farmers in this section attended the evening concert.
Malden at a salary of $2700.
In many parts of Greater Boston the are having trouble to harvest their potatoes
William Eldridge, a resident of this town,
because of the heavy rains.
sons and daughters of Maine have forma!
I
dropped dead in the street in Bucksport late in
organizations and I note that one of the TROY
the afternoon Oct. 22nd
About two years ago.
j largest and most active of these societies,
At the Reading Club
the Dorchester Daughters of Maine, had
meeting last Friday while in the employ of the dredging fleet, he
| their first meeting of the season last evening officers were elected as follows: Presi- | met with an accident, losing his right arm.
Thursday. The 150 ladies of this clut ; dent, Arnold W. Dodge; vice president, John He was employed as canvasser for Chase &
represent all parts of Maine. The new Pratt; secretary, Laura E. Pratt; treasurer; Co. nurserymen and also sold notions. He
president, Mrs. Augustus A. Fales, was Allred L Estes; librarian. Clara B. Bagley, leaves a wife and several children. The body
formerly Helen B. Sweetland of South assistant librarian, Freda Shibles;
was carried to North
Bucksport for burial, a3
trustees,
Thomaston, and she succeeds Mrs. Web- Fred H.
Bagley, Mrs. M. W. Dodge, Blendon that was their former home.
ster E. Pierce, formerly of Weld.
The
speake at this week’s meeting was John L. Myrfck. The program consisted of a numacre farmstory.
Heavy, impure blood makes a muddy, pimply
1 00
Clair Minot, of the staff of the Youth’s ber of charades, a dialogue by Phyllis h,stes
J.
y V7 barn 40xlOu. These bu,
Companion, formerly of Augusta, whe an^ Benson Gowin, readings by Wilhelmina complexion, headaches, nausea, indigestion.
high'and have the host view <,f
addressed the club on “The Women | Cunningham, Phyllis Estes and Kenneto Wil- Thin blood makes you weak, pale and sickly.
any on the Searsport road; th.
on the shore; there is do
a r.
Writers of Maine.” The chairman of son; auto
For pure blood, sound digestion, use Burdock
solos
harp
in wood and pasture; good level
by Arthur Bagley, and
For Card
and Other
the committee in charge of the meetBlood Bitters
at
all
$1.00
stores.
Merton
potatoes and hay; no rocks; g
Bagley. One name was acing was Mrs. Isabel D. Austin, former- songs byfor
reason for selling is that the
geo,
Games, the
Room,
membership. A fine supper was
ly of Belgrade, long the treasurer of the cepted
U\e in Massachusetts. They ha\
SWANV1LLE
CENTER.
served by the committee and the meeting
club.
very low, below' the assessors’
The
Club
Industrial
met
with
Mrs. Wallace
closed with a social hour....Mr. and Mrs.
Lunches, Teas.
miles from Belfast p
only 1
LITERARY LIGHTS.
David Piper of Rockland are visiting Mrs. M. Gray Oct. 22nd and the next meeting will be
place should sell quick a; the
Speaking of the Youth’s Companion W.
Ftc.
only $4,300.
Dodge.... Elmer Hill, who spent the sum- with the President, Mrs. Otis Patterson, Nov.
reminds me that the number of natives I
of Maine on its editorial staff—including, ! mer at Isle au Haut, is visiting his parents, 19th... Miss Louise Cunningham is in Boston
This is a strong, serviceable foldin addition to Mr. Minot, Edward Stan- Mr. and Mrs. H. G Hill....C. E. Waning, who to visit her nephew, Jewell Dowling, tor sevh?ve a lar£<* list of far
WF
* *
price from $500 u $8,00''•
wood, C. A. Stephens, Edward W. Frentz. underwent an operation in Melrose, Mass., last eral weeks.... Mrs. Garrie Cunningham, who
ing table designed to be sold at a popterested and want a bargain, v.
Henry S. Chapman, Miss Edna Foster week, is reported as doing well_Mrs. Annie has been housekeeper for A. E. Nickerson
can sell you within a mile of
ular price.
and Francis Hight—is to have an arfditon
an\ town in the
county, and i a
Moore, who underwent an operation in Belfast while his wife was in Boston, had the misfornext month.
look over our list before
This is Charles B. Hawes,
It is easily operated, requires little
buying
last week, is gaining.. Mr. and Mrs. S. H. Chase tune to fa’.l down stairs. She was quite badly
or phone and tell us
who comes from the English department
your wants
bruised and the back of her head cut, but no
room in storage, folds compactly, and
guaranteed and a square deal t
of Harrisburg Academy, Pennsylvania. of Waterville visited Rowena Clary last Thursbones were broken and she managed to keep
has heavily braced legs, w hich are selfHe is the son of Charles T. Hawes, the day and Friday... .Frank Meservie has leased
Bangor insurance man, and is a Bowdoin the Mott Fernald place for three years, to begin along with her work... H. P. White slipped
locking, either open or closed. The
Cll\
HOMES
Nov. 1st.Fred Shaw of Lynn, Mass., is and fell on a plough wheel while ploughing
graduate of two years ago.
legs are rubber tipped to prevent noise
IITL have a large list of
city F
and cracked a rib. Dr. Newcomb was called
The other day I met Neil Fogg of
* *
vduuu tjates xor a
on most every street in !;•
wee#,
or injury to hardwood floors.
and made him as comfortable as possible and
Freeport, nephew of Donald B. MacMilin price from $700 to $5.0(H) If
you
lan, the Arctic explorer. He went with UNITY
This table is refined in design and
for a bargain or an investment, we «...
he is doing finely.
Arthur Doliber is attendthe party on the steamer as far as Etah,
thing to offer that will net ;.. u an> w
Dr. E. M. Soule and family left
can be used with good taste in any
ing to his chores... Miss Gracie Evans is at
Wednesday
S to 2(> per cent, on your investment
Greenland, where it was forced to make morning for a two weeks’ visit in Boston and work for Mrs. Watson
Robertson, who is in j part of the house.
and talk your wants over with uV
winter quarters, and then returned to
will then go to California for the winter. poor health.The second oldest woman in
feel put out if you do not buv.
they
his studies at Harvard, where he is in
It is 30 inches square. 27 inches
to
return
about
the
They
first
expect
of May..
the graduate school,
Monroe, Mrs. Joan Roberts >n, who nearly 94
he tells me that
high, 11-4 inches thick and weighs
MacMillan has already bagged the polar Mrs. D. B. Lothrop and little daughter Caro- years of age and helpless, is very low at this
wanted
only 10 pounds. The price is very low.
bear that he promised to send back to lyn of Providence, R. I., are guests of Mrs. writing.... There are many acres of
potatoes
V17L have several customers
adorn the trophy room of the new Bow- Lothrop’s parents, Mr. and Mrs. James
*
* ■
dium priced places, so :f
Libby. to be dug yet and the wet is rotting them
doin gymnasium —the polar bear being ....Mr. and Mrs. W. F.
FOR SALE BY
thing to sell, we can get you
Lowell, who had been badly.... Pembroke Staples, who drives R. F.
the athletic totem of the college. It is a
short notice.
visiting in Boston,Portland and Augusta for two D. No. 1, has returned from his annual vacafine specimen, weighing more than 700
weeks past, returned home Saturday_Mrs. tion and resumed his route.
pounds, and its presence is warranted to
INSURANCE
Lucy Mitchell was the guest of her daughter,
mean victory.
VI7F are in the insurance bus:70 Main Street.
Belfast, Maine.
Mrs. Sawyer, in Fairfield a few days the past
A MAINE WEDDING.
**
write Fire, Life and Ac
There was a Maine wedding in the I week-Mr. and Mrs. Orville Fuller of Austrong, reliable companies, i
ested
in this line please
Dorchester district the other night, when gusta were week-end guests of Mr. Fuller’s
give us a
Notice of First Meeting of Creditors,
Harold D. Archer, formerly of Augusta, mother-Mrs. Frank Rice of Cleveland, Ohio.
n the District Court of the United States for
married the danghter of the Hon. Fred was the guest of H. B. Rice the past week_
the District of Maine,
OPPORTUN 11 IKS
S. Gore, the city penal commissioner. i Albert Hillman is quite ill with pneumonia.
1A7E have several busine*.- >•{-.
n the matter of
William
ln BankruPtcy
can start right in ami
The ushers, all college classmates of the Dr.
you
Knight,
Bankrupt.
Whitney is attending him... .Mr. Guy Norat the beginning
U.ili an
groom, were George W. Howes, formerly
'o the Creditors of William Knight of Monroe,
ton was a business visitor in Belfast
about them.
-J;
recently. I
of Milo, A. W. Hughes, formerly or
in the County of Waldo and District afore- !
Grant was a business visitor in
-George
said, a Bankrupt:
Brunswick, and Thomas VV. Williams,
man & Know
Notice is hereby given that on the 11th day of
formerly of Houlton. There were scores Boston the past week.Mrs. Arthur Brown
>ctober, A. I). 1913. the said William Knight No 02 .Main
of Maine people among the several hun- of Havana, Cuba, who had been the guest of
litl;
street,
-•as duly adjudicated Bankrui t; and that the I
Wnen you have that choked and stuffed up
dred people at the reception that followed her people, Mr. and Mrs. J. M. Whitaker, durPhone 231 -11
'irst Meeting of his Creditors will be held at the
crusts in the nose, raisin
the
feeling
morning,
the ceremony.
ing the summer, left last Thursday for her
* Rice of Dunton & Morse, Savings Bank Buildng of mucus, droppings in the throat and of1 have been reading with much pleas- home in Cuba-Mrs. Sarah
Jones of Hampfensive breath, you are affected with catarrh
! ig, Belfast, Maine, on the 14th day of Nov enture a book of verse that one of the most
er, A. D. 1913,at ten o’clock in the forenoon,
den wras the guest of her niece, Mrs. F. M.
immediate steys should be taken to stop the
* t
which time the said Creditors may atscholarly’ of our Maine men here has reiisease or it will become chronic and serious.
j
the past two weeks_Mrs. Albert
Fairbanks,
1
their claims, appoint a Trustee,
cently published. “The Singing Heart.”
,
By all means use Hyomei. Monty refunded * tjnd, prove
xamine
the Bankrupt, and transact, such other j
McManus
was
the
of
friends
in
Portland
guest
It is a
by Isaac Bassett Choate. Mr. Choate is a
:>y A. A. Howes & Co. if not satisfied.
usiness
as may
come before said
properly
the
few
nedicated air treatment that does notdrugand
little old man, apparently so frail that a
j rlwenty-five years exrtrienee
past
days.
meeting.
fitting glasses enables me to tit
breath would blow him away, but in his
lerange the stomach, but is breathed in through
JOHN R. MASON,
glasses will help. Consultation !
he Hyomei inhaler that comes w ith e very $1.00
breast there is truly a singing heart, and LIBERTY.
Referee in Bankruptcy.
Outfit.
It
the
catarrh
effectively destroys
Mr. Elisha G. Norton died at his home on
his sweet, beautiful character has en44 South Main St.. WINTERPOf
Bangor, Maine, October 22. 1913.
jerms and quickly soothes and heals the irrideared him to the army of pupils that Main street Saturday morning, Oct. 18th,
ated mucous membrane of the nose and throat.
Office Days, IV'ci c?.\s Pid! i..
have had the privilege of his help and after an illness of a few weeks. Mr. Norton
Get a complete outfit now and be cured of
1 WILL BE AT TH 1
friendship. It is a coincidence that he had been in poor health for a number of years, :atarrh.
lives at 99 Pinckney street, the old house
horest House, Monroe, Wednes-!.\
but grit and courage were his strong charSTATE
OF
MAINE.
that was the home of that more famous
vember 5.
1
COUNTY OF WALDO, SS.
V: ork s Hotel, Brooks.
Maine writer, Elijah Kellogg, when he acteristics and served him well in many hard
Thursday, N
rhe
in
life.
He
was
born
in
the
town
of
this
in
places
lived
Boston and wrote his 50 or more
Hotel, Thorndike, Friday a n.
twenty-eighth day of October.
A. D. 1913, on execution dated the ninth
Central
House,
Palermo
and
was
74
of
immortal books for boys.
Mr.
Unity.
Norton
Friday p. n
Mr. Choate is
years
age.
Bellows’ House, Freedom, Saturday of October, in the year of our Lord ninea native of Naples and graduated at Bowwas a veteran of the Civil War,
enlisting in
een hundred and thirteen, issued on a
vember
8.
judgdoin in 1862.
His book, by the w’ay, is the 2nd Maine Cavalry, Co. D. for three years,
lent rendered by the Supreme Judicial Court,
published by a former Maine man, R. H. but was in active service only about one and a
ithin and for the County of Knox, at the term
hereof begun and held on the second
Hinkley, a native of Portland, and for half years owing to sickness. After the war
Tuesday
f September, A. D. 1913, to wit, on the ninemany years the head of the large pubhe spent a few years in California, going from
eenth day of the term, being the 30th day of
lishing house of R. H. Hinkley Company
there to Arizona, where he was engaged in
eptember, A. D. 1913, ir. favor of Herbert C.
'lark of Rockland, in the County of Knox and
business for a number of years. He was twice
A WELL KNOWN LAWYER.
late of Maine, doing business at said Roekmarried. His first wife was Miss Sarah Gove
and as Herbert C. Clark Company,
ag ,ost
The death of Albert S. Hutchinson is of
died
in
Arizona.
In 1901 Mr.
ohn B. Murphy of Waterville, in the Countv
Palermo, who
widely felt here, both among the lawyers j Norton came to Maine and married Mrs, Susan
f Kennebec and State of Maine, f. r the sum
of the Suffolk bar, where he won a high
f eighty-eight dollars and ninety-nine cents
He is
Woodard, who survives him.
also
*>8 99), debt or damage, and twenty-six dolplace since his admission a dozen years survived
an adopted daughter. Mrs. Edward
by
ors
and ninety-nine cents ($26 99). cost of
and
in
Newton Highlands, where he
ago,
uit, and will be sold at public auction at the
filled a leading place in all worthy com-, Mitchell of this village; a brother, ex-sheriff
Sheriff’s uflice, at 19 Congress street, Belfast,
munity activities. Mr. Huthinson was a S, G. Norton, and a sister, Mrs. John C. Chadlame, to the highest bidder, on Wednesday, the
native of Auburn and was the adopted son wick of Belfast. The funeral services were
bird day of December, A. P. 1913, at 10 o’clock
of Chief Justice Savage cf the Maine held Monday at the home, Rev. H. M. Abbott
n the forenoon, the
following described real esa
supreme court, of whom his father had officiating. Thtre was a profusion of beauti- !
ate. and all the right, title and interest which
been a law partner. The young man and
he said John B. Murphy has in and to the
ful flowers from relatives and friends and
a me and all the right, title and interest which
the own son of Judge Savage were classfrom Arbutus Chapter, O. E. S., of which he
he said John B Murphy had in and to the
mates at Bowdoin in 1893—two members
ame on the eighteenth day of October. A
I'.
of the class who gave the most promise, was a member. At the close of the service
911, at 12 30 o'clock in the afternoon, the time
and both are dead.
Mr. Hutchinson was Liberty Lodge, No. Ill, F. & A. M. read the Ma.hen the same was attached on the original
sonic burial service. The interment was made
a law partner here of his uncle. Freedom
rit in the same suit, to wit:
OF THE
Hutchinson. He taught in the Y. M. C. A in the cemetery at Sherman’s Corner. Those !
l wo certain tracts or parcels of land situated
law school, and in Newton served on the from out of town who attended the funeral were |
n Stockton Springs, in the
County of Waldo
school committee and was president of Mrs. Charles H.
nd State of Maine, and described as lots No.
White, Mrs. Maud Hamblin of
or.
59
8 and
the Men’s League. He died last week
plan of land at said Stockton
Lillian Edmunds of Melrose
-prings drawn by Brock & Marston and reafter a few days' illness of pneumonia. Augusta, Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. S. G. Norton,
( orded with Waldo County Registry of Deeds
Mass.,
Highlands,
George Cann Minard, a native of Bowt Belfast, Maine, as "The Treat lot.”
Being
doinham, has been the center of late of a Mr. and Mrs. John C. Chadwick of Belfast,
he same premises described in deed from
storm that has raged around the Boston Mr. and Mrs. Fred Norton of Palermo_
trthur P. Sleeper to John B. Murphy, dated
Parental School, of which he is the head. Donald Walker of New York City ia in town
)ecember 12, 1905, and recorded in book 281,
The trouble arose through objection to for a short stay with his parents....Mrs.
age 81, in the Waldo County Registry of
)*eds.
methods of discipline used by some Harold Donnell and daughter Doris left last
Also, a certain lot or parcel of land, situated
teachers in the school, but the resulting
week for Providence, R. I., for a few weeks*
n Stockton Springs, in the County of Waldo
a
from
investigation has wholly cleared Principal
nd State of Maine, and described as lot num- j
Minard and strengthened his position in visit with her sister, Miss Frank Ayer, and
ered 47 on Plan of Land at said Stockton
the difficult work that falls to him in will also spend some time with her mother* ( ____i prings drawn by Brock & Marston and record- I
in
R.
who
is
Howard,
connection with this institution. Mr.
I....Dr. and
teaching
« d with Waldo County Registry of Deeds at
j
Minard is much the same type of man as Mrs. Cargill were auto visitors in Pittsfield
lelfast, Maine, as the "Treat lot.” Being the
ame premises described in deed from George !
G. W. Hinckley of Good Will Farm. He Friday....Mr. and Mrs. Maurice
Grey and
horkley to John B. Murphy, dated December
believes in boys, especially boys that
Hon. A. J. Skidmore spent Thursday in Au9, 1905, and recorded in book 281. page 82, in
other
call bad, and he has a wonlie
Waldo County Registry of Deeds.,
left
Earl
Maloney
last
...Mrs.
week
derful influence over them.—Kennebec, gusta.
Dated at Belfast, Maine, this 28th day of
for a two weeks' visit with her husband in
in the Boston Herald.
(
•ctober, A. D. 1913.
rhat Dr. Foss’ Cold and Grippe Pills will
Attleboro, Mass....At a special meeting of
FRANK A. CUSHMAN, Sheriff.
Its the right paper-right time
Arbutus Chapter, O. E. S., Thursday evening | losltlvely core all colds in 24 hours if taken
right price ?“1 ihe right place to
the D. D. G. M., Mrs. Mosher of Bowdoinham, , is soon
as you notioe the cold, also cures
Can’ we show them to
buy.
made her official visit and expressed herself
1 lick headaohes.
Don’t fail to use them this
as much pleased with the excellent work of
Yours truly,
the close of the meeting a l sinter and be well.
Only 29a a box.
Two furnished or unfurnished rooms suitable
Haifa Hair Ranewer cartablr ata the chapter. At
the
in
served
fine supper was
banquet room.
>r light housekeeping, with electric lights and
Nodoobt afaootft wfc*- ....C.
■e of bath.
DR*'
In desirable location. Apply to
M. Hurd was a business visitor in

i

pair.

per

g$

pecial

size, 64x76,

price 98c.

Special

size, 11-4,

finished,

Special

$1.98

9
m

M
m

9
■

size,

price, $4.48

M

}■

Specially

|

JAMES H. HOWES

I
]

A
I
!

1

>

Playing
Sewing

\
\

Study,
Receptions,

4xi».

the movements of

“R. W. Cook place,” recently rang the
death knell of the old house and with his
this country and in Canada. An expediown hands laid it at rest.
R. VV. Cook’s
tion that set forth from Fort Saskatchgrandfather, familiarly known to the
ewan June 1, 1908, saw on the 23d of
oldest inhabitants of Troy as “Squire
iuly a herd of caribou which numbered
Woodhouse,” was the first owner of the
from thirty tc fifty thousand head and a
and his children's children to the
place
told
them this was not the
Dog Rib Indian
fourth generation have occupied the old
main herd but that the larger body was
home, which n any years ago was sold
"Four days and since then several families have at !
still farther to the north.
later they struck this herd, which must different times lived there.
The name of “Squire Woodhouse” has
have run bersd close upon one hundred
not been forgotten, but is still familiar to
thousand head.”
the present generation, as he was promiEarly in the season, before the free
trade Democrats in Washington began
tinkering with the tariff, the prospects
were good for a profitable potato crop.
The drouth later hurt some and the continued wet weather in harvest time
.■aused considerable loss; but the Wilis cutting down
-or. Ur trwoed tariff
the farmers’ profits to the vanishing

|

|

The schools in town will be closed Thursday
and Friday of this week to allow the teachers
to attend the State teachers’ convention in

The
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the Great Slave

one

me

Mrs. E. S. Young left on Monday’s boat for
Brookline, Mass., where she will visit her son,
Mr. Ralph Le San.

Reduce

Card Table

It does not seem so very many years
ago that The Journal kept standing a

too,

Lakes."

|

I

Folding

What the

buffalo, which once roamed the shipping at the port of Belfast; a fleet
western plains in countless numbers, has of schooners owned here was
busy in the
come to he considered extinct except for
Jacksonville, Florida, trade, etc. But
the herds maintained in this country and
by sale or shipwreck the local fleet has
But an
in Canada by the government.
totally disappeared and the only vessels
article in the October number of The that come here are schooners and barges
Wide World magazine, in which the ex- with coal or fertilizer, and there are no
of the
ploratk
Royal North-West return cargoes. Tnere is no sailing
Mount- : Police ,r, areas ir Northern packet business with
Boston, as freight
Canada heretofore unknov* n and un- is delivered here by rail at the same rate
travelc.i by the white man are described, as in Boston, and no vessels are
coming
tells of the discovery of herds of buf- here for repairs as the marine
railway
i
r.„r
from
ten
to
two hun- has been given up.
falo.
erirg
Changed conditions,
dred. Tr* writer say: "All these ex- not local but world-wide, have
brought
avi- strengthened the convic( tditk-.F
about this state of affairs, and other in1
tion t'..
rds still exist in the un- dustries have taken the
__e
place of the
i.'try south of the Great vamsneu snipping.
•-‘xpl r
Slavt ;..••• at : also in the vast ‘plain’
etween

Mrs. Frank Crockett arrived Saturday night
for a brief stay with her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
C. L. Jepson.

week.

I

I

The

:

returned home ...Mr. and Mrs.
Clarence Howes spent Sunday with his sisten
Mrs. A. B. Berry, in Searsmont....Eddie
Moore has gone to Danvers, Mass., where he
has a position in the Insane asylum... Mr.
Edward Leighr and daughter, Mrs. Eeon
Lapalin, have been visiting Mr. and Mrs. C. S.
Adams. Mr. Adams has advertised his farm
for sale.

H
tfij)

as

sufficient amount to buy the interest of
Wish and the paper, which was

at

Miss Elvina Grant of Prospect visited her
sister, Mrs. T. H. Sprowl, several days lsst

H

Mr.

count:

SOUTH MONTVUJLE.
Mrs. Mary Foster of Portland, who spent
the summer with her brother, Parkman Wood-

P^ce

grower has been getting
barrel more than his neigh-

apple

list of deep-water vessels,— ships, barks,
brigs and schooners—that were owned
established in 1803, and has been pub- wholly or in part in Waldo county or
lished as a daily since 1835, will continue commanded by Waldo county men. The
to speak for the Maine Democracy. Mr. fist, originally a column in length, grad< alvert is an able writer, a scholar and a
ually shrank; the brigs disappeared and
gentleman, and the Argus should, and we finally the barks; the ships were lost or
'rust will, prosper under his manage- transformed into barges, and the list
ment.
was
finally given up. In those days,
a

WINTERPORT.

f|

barrel

marked Northern Spies he found in it five
different varieties of

an<

thing that has
above all otheri
is the number and the prominence of thi
Maine people that I am always meetinj
here, or at least hearing about here
They are everywhere and the number ii
ever-increasing. There are more native!
of Maine in Massachusetts than of an;
other State except Massachusetts itself,
and Boston has more Maine people thar
even Portland possesses.
The tide oi
migration that set Maineward from Massachusetts after the revolution has beer
setting the other way for many years
and the early debt has been paid witl
came

Two-horse teams

Progressive candidate, as the winner.
He is generally assigned the third place.
The Fee- vote is an uncertain factor just
wipe
now, an. : Gardner, the Republican candiinto

that

was

while

A local

for the goverof Massachusetts continues to
discussion and speculation, and

colored

which corrects the acid condition of
the blood and builds up the system.
Get it today in usual liquid form ochocolated tablets called Sarsatabs

in

he .ill .Maine district.

The four cornered

freeze that

interfered

ruinous.

■done.

Hood’s Sarsaparilla

were

County Correspondence.

man, has

applications.
It requires constitutional treatment,
end the best Is a course of the great
blood purifying and tonic medicine

left of the crop.
The almost continuous rains have also

sheriff and county

county as regards the enforcement of
the prohibitory law.
If half that is

It manifest's itself In local aches and
pains,—Inflamed Joints and stiff muscles.—but It cannot be cured by local

to save what

and destroy what

few

attorney of Knox

Is A Constitutional Disease.

engaged in
they could
might come any day

men

was

petitioned to investigate the doings of
police court at Rockland and the

the

Rheumatism

—

1

Wy

DR, E. H. BOYiN

<

EYE

SPECIAL

;
?

|

!

\
\

Sheriff’s Sale.

__

j
i

rAKEN

;
;

The

New York

Wall

Herald
Sunday,

Nov. 2,

Final Poll

Paper

Mayoralty
Campaign

4500Rolls
1914

Will

Publish

i

—-

Drder

Copy

just relei\ r:'!,

Style Wall Papei

Your Newsdealer. ;

PRICES:

j

5c. to 15c.

FOUND

people

Rooms to Let

Mops railing naif

faffis*hair.
—Imwmrnn+U***.

CITY

Union Friday.

>,STORE.

i

43tf

Telephone 114-13

(j
j
j

j

YOU.

I

Cale& Jones.

|

On# hundred mud sixty hands are employed
in the local sardine plant. The payroll for the
past two weeks was $1,600.

The News of Belfast
FALL

FAMILIAR

FLOWERS.

Sow clei-odendron grows apace where there
are open fields;
The solidago memoralis offers wondrous yields,
Sow Indicum compositae is in full bloom, it
seems,

\nd in the park callistephus chinensis proudly

phaseolus multiflorus makes the meadows

gay;
iie gorgeous gentiana tribe grows tall and
has its day.
he amelopsis is aflame along the garden wall;
\nd all these nice plants, as you know, are
heralds of the Fall.

Pythian

The

Sisters

will have

a

whist

Coffee and doughnuts
Admission, 15 cents.

7th.

-v.

served.

ready

party
will be

of Albert Henry Morse and
Winnifred Avery will take place
Vednesday, November 5th. Miss Avery leaves
position in Carle & Jones store next Sat-

Miss Alma

urday.
addition to those mentioned last week
.^v. D. B. Phelan, Mrs. Judson Warren and
.ev. A. A. Blair attended the Sunday school
nvention in Augusta. They returned home
In

Friday.
The

first

of

session

was held in Odd Fellows hall last FriKeyes
evening, with a good attendance.
urnishes the music. Mr. Spinney will teach

hool

dances.

oe new

Valley canning factory

is

now

ng as long
.i kinds of

they

:

as the supply
apples except

must

be free from

ones are

worm

of

R.

T.

Rankin

and

adjoining

cussed but

adjourned

holes.

of

Journal is indebted to Mr. F. S. Perkins
Diego. Calif., fora copy of The San
•ego Union, containing particulars of San
ego's Panama-California Exposition, to be
.’he

Williamson’s History. The first volume
Williamson’s History of Belfast is practic-

The Belfast Musical Society is planning to
give Gilbert anc Sullivan’s comic opera Patience some time about the middle of

January.

The opera will be given at the Colonial theater
and rehearsals will commence next week.

ally out of print. A copy is picked up occaThe Pied Piper of the Maine Democrats
sionally ,and Loring, Snort & Hartnor.,Portland,
had a few copies, which are probably all dis- (Kingsbury B.) was in Belfast last week interWe have heard of viewing the local party leaders—wonder if he
-1 in 1915. The buildings are now in course j posed of *b.y this time.
sales as high as $S. A copy ha3 been left at called on the mayor-and advised the calling
rection and the exposition will be worth
of a conference of the town committee men to
this office for sale at $fi. It is in a fairly good
ssing the continent to see.
state of preservation; a little discolored with discuss the needs of the party and take such
.-. aside Grange is t
give a Hallowe’en sup- age, and the binding worn, but it could be re- action as may be thought necessary for its
from fi to 8 p. m. in the Grange hall this,
bound at small expense. It may be seen at best interests. A call has been issued for this
ursday, evening, followed by a dance with The Journal office and will be sold to the first meeting at the Court House in Belfast at 10 a,
usic by Keyes orchestra.
The hall and banm., Oct 31st, when it is hoped there will be a
applicant at the price named.
:et room will be appropriately decorated for
large attendance. One or more speakers from
San

occasion, and the members will spare

le

make the occasion

a:ns to

an

enjoyable

Farmers’ Institutes in Waldo County.
Institutes will be held in Grange
Hall, South Montville, Saturday, November
1st, and Equity Grange Hall, Belfast, Tuesday,
November 4tn. The sessions at both these

no

Farmers’

one.

purchase of a Victrola for the Morse
gh school shows that Bath's school comm.itis up-to-date, in respect to musical inruction. All they need now is motion picThe

e

to

res

make

study

attractive.

Bath

institutes will

Inde-

open

10

at

a.

and

m.

I 30

p.

Montville, Geo. L. Gillingham,
Moorestown, N. J. will speak upon the Poultry
Industry; Prof. Geo. E. Simmons, Orono, on
icture machine as well.
Soil Renovation; F. L. Tibbetts, Dexter, un
In Saturday’s foot ball games Bowdoin was
j Dairy Cheese Making; and C. R. Leland,
efeated by Colby at Waterville, 12 to 0; and ;
Assistant Dairy Instructor, on Seed and Plant
Orono Maine defeated Bates, 34 to 0.
The |
Improvement. At Belfast, Prof. Fred Ras»tter game was a surprise as two of the regu- j
mussen, Durham, N. H., and other able speakMaine team were crippled and unable to
ers will discuss Darying and other farm topics.
ay, and a defeat was generally predicted.
At Charleston, Higgins Classical Institute deW. C. T. U. The semi-monthly meeting of
bated M. C. 1., by a score of 7 to 0.
the Belfast Womans Christian Temperance
Union was held Friday afternoon, Oct. 24th, at
The alarm from box 25 about 5.30 last Friday
the Home for Aged Women with Mrs. Annie
.fternoon was for a burning chimney in the
Smart. The meeting was called to order by
use corner of High and Spring streets own*
the president, Mrs. Annie Frost and opened
by M. R. Knowlton. Mr. W. E. Kotman with the
singing of America. This was fol-st saw it and gave the alarm.
Flames were
lowed by devotional exercises led by Mrs.
r.en coming out of th? chimney 20 feet high
Smart. The Shepherd’s Psalm was repeated
om the burning of an accumulation of soot,
and followed by prayer by Miss Woodbury and
he fire department responded promptly and
the Lord's prayer by the members. The sing:t out the fire with the chemical. No daming of Jesus Savior Pilot Me, closed the devo:tre was done.
After a
short
business meeting
tions.
Advertised Letters. The following let- the
following program was given: sing-r3 remained uncalled for in the Belfast
post ing,
Some
Miss
WoodDay;
reading,
: ce for the week
ending Oct. 2Sth: Ladies— bury; reading, Mrs. Minnie Coombs; singing,
rs. Lillian
Bergh, Miss Lena Butler, Mrs. White Ribbon Rally Song; reading of resoluary E. Overlock, Mrs. A. P. Robinson. Miss tions
the State W. C. T.
Mrs.
endent.

nnie
ev,

R.

Hill, S. Parker

Roehr,

A. L.

V. P.

(2 letters) Vinal
Thornton, ('has. C.

•?e.

‘Iiss

Mildred I.

Darby gave a dinner last j
home, corner of Pearl
streets, entertaining the clerks of

day night
i

Union

James II.
at

th

6.30,

at her

new

Howes store.

the

Dinner

was serv-

including roast chicken
vegetables, lobster salad, hot rolls, ice
menu

cake, coffee and cheese. The centerhuge bunch of yellcw chrysantheums.
After dinner the guests
inspected the
w home and the remainder of the
evening

"earn,

eee was a

spent socially
The guests were Miss
>laude Russell, Mrs. Ada Larrabee
Wildes,
Miss Emma Hichborn. Miss Maude
as

Matthews,

Sirs. Eva

Brown, Mrs. John Davis

and

Miss

narlotte Tibbetts.

|

meeting
live

ing

two

new

new

members

were

white ribboners

added, mak-

added

to

the

society this fall. After a prayer by Mrs.
Mabel Howard, Mrs. Frost spoke a few words
of greeting to the new membeis, and the
meeting closed with the singing of, Blest be
the Tie that binds, and the benediction. The
next meeting will be with Mrs. John Collins in
local

Pearl street.

IUI

1

Collins; poem, A Reply to the Liquor
Dealers who Advertise,Mrs. Annie Frost; poem,
The Ribbon Around the World, a greeting to
the Countess of Carlisle, president of the
World’s W. C. T. U., read by Miss Woodbury.
Then came a pretty little flower exercise by
two little girls, Adelaide Howard and Janie
Terabane, carrying baskets of flowers, which
A social
were later distributed to all present.
hour followed, when home-made candy and
fruit were served. Before the close of the
John

—

H.

U.,

adopted by

Taylor, Mrs. Olive Ward, Mrs. H. T.
Mrs. Edith L. Young.
Gentlemen

deout,

At South

rn.

mi

3I|<^3>||Q| 1»
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CARLE & JONES’ J
THANKSGIVING SALE
EVERY 3rd YARD

I
o

j

Every 3rd yard
3rd

y 1 ime—Friday, October 31.10
■

Dress

[

a. m..

to 3. p.

m.

fj

Goods,

woolens, no silks,
Every 3rd yard 9C.

Time—Saturday. Nov. I, 10
Very truly

0

yard g£a

a. m. to

3. p.

HI;
m.

yours,

CARLE & JONES.
'

°

day

action taken.

The meeting was
regular evening, Monday, No-

of

"Broadway Jones",in

■

Dr. W. L. West lectured at Canton Friday
at Poland Saturday on tuberculosis in animals, and has appointments to deliver lectures
on this and kindred subjects
during the winter
in

parts of the State.

various

by

train last

He

day evening

with a good attendance. Messrs.
Luther A Hammons and John Cuzner solicited the food, and the supper was a bountiful
After supper plans for the winter
discussed, and it was decided to have the
one.

were

first
regular meeting at 12 m. Sunday, Nov. 2nd.
Supt. of Schools Wm. E. Woodbury spoke of
the commercial course just established in the

High

school

and

of the

need for

courses

in

training and domestic science. He also
showed the plans and specifications for the
new school building to take the place of the
present buildings on the c ommon.
manual

i_.

jL/uvia

i.ia

uog wmcn accomF. D. route No. 5.
When his
a

come

on R.
panied
substitute, L. L. Robbins, went on the route
Bert proposed to give him trie dog, and Robbins subsequently gave him to a third
party;
but today it would puzzle a Philadelphia lawto
tell
who
owns
the
yer
really
dog and should

him

The dog spends the
Davis home on Waldo

pay the tax next spring.
night in the barn at the
In

avenue.

morning

the

he goes down town

and accompanies Mr. Robbins to Searsport.
On the

return

he

leaves the

team when

it

reaches Vine street and makes for the Davis
place. He knows when Sunday comes and remains about his old home and Monday morning is on hand for the
Mr. Rob hi ns.

trip to Searsport with

Guild.
The regular meeting of the
North Congregational Church Guild was held
with the Misses Morison, Pearl street,
Monday
evening. There was a large and interested
The

arrived

designated by

Saturday night.

Meer, manager of the Pierce-Billings
move the last of this week or the
first of next from the E. S. Pitcher house,
Max

It

decided to make the dues 35 cents for
the year, and 5 cents for each of the
picnic
suppers for those not on the committee. There
are to be three
picnic suppers during the year,
at the homes of the members. An invitation
was received from Miss Grace H. Hall to a
supper at her home on Congress street Monday, November 10th, at 6 o’clock, in honor of
Mrs. Virgil L. Hall. The invitation was accepted with pleasure. The dues will be payable at this meeting, or at any time previous.
was

Nrvrire

Tim

ctnoma*

r.nWnn

thorough overhauling and renovation, and
first of January will go on tae -route between Belfast, Warren's landing, Castine and

the

Brooksville. When the Castine leaves the BanCastine route, which will be Nov. 1st
she will go on the Belfast and Castine route
until the GoldenRod is ready. The latter steamgor and

only

put in first class condition by
but will be kept so. As every
one knows the Castine is a better boat
today
than when she was launched, because she has
never been allowed to get out of
repair and
new material has been used where it was needed. The public are assured of good service by
the new management... .There is a movement
on foot to put the steamer Tremont on a route
down Eggemoggin Reach, how far down to be
determined later. She would start in the morning from that end and come to Belfast, remaining here long enough to enable people to do
their shopping and trading, and returning land
them at their homes in the early evening.
Several attempts have been made to establish
such a line, but for one reason or another were
not successful. Yet there are many people on
the route who would like to do business here
and who cannot do it in Bangor or Rockland
and return to their homes the same day. The
Tremont is well adapted for the route and it
seems that it might be made a paying one and
bring considerable business to this city which
now goes elsewhere.
will not
new

be

owners,

-——

a

ABOUT OUR

“Clothes Service."

word

beginning with S.

Solo, piano.

factory,will

Scotch

what we’re aiming at—to sell clothes that fit and
become the man who buys them—to sell clothes that
are so much better than ordinary clothes that
every

HERE'S

customer becomes a friend—to sell clothes

T he

Miss Marguerite Owen
Mrs. S. A. Tanker

selection,

Soothing selection, piano duet,
Misses
Craig and Myrtle Frost
Chenery house, Spicy speech, Margaret
Miss Alice Simmons
corner of Franklin and Cedar streets, and Dr.
Sympathetic song, sweetly sung.
E. A. Wilson, who has been occupying it. will
Little Charlotte Knowlton
Scraps from stray scrap book, readings.
tike possession of his house on Upper High
Miss Katharine 1). Kittredge
street.

Northport Avenue,

to

OCAVCUC, sung vy

aiA

Consumption Takes

with

These appalling facts should

j

warn

w

over-

%

any other drains upon

|

that after
or

sickness, colds,

strength, Scott's Emulsion should
be promptly and regular’v used because tubercular gerr
ive only
weakened systc
The tested and pn-.^n value of
Scott’s Emulsion is recognized by
the greatest specialists because its
medical nourishment assimilates
quickly to build healthy tissue;
in

section.

alcohol
Be

Miss Alice

Simmons.

Tuesday evening
Mrs. M. L. Slugg.

held

The
a:

Bownc.

Bloomfield, N. J.

ing in

Need

t

a

a

i a-

ii

1

\o\

°

CLOCKS
YVe have

:-KEEP

IN

[pi]

—

TOUCH YYTTH

YVe invite your inspection.

f

L-=-

large window display of Clocks —Banjo. Black YY'ood, Mahogany
and Marble. Kitchen Clocks,
Big Ben Repeaters and Small Alarm Clocks.
a

—

-|

O

A FIVE LINE OF

H

HALL,
Journal Building.

Q

October 1st to December 25th.
Holiday goods are arriving and its never too early
to plan tor Christmas at

§

New

W. A.

1

^

Locke’s Jewelry Store

a

the bargain 1 am offerKineo Range, left with me

|

'ii1—mi

■

FROM

=

see

for sale.

Positively

THE NEY\
no

THINGS-|_

®

trouble to show goods.

H. J. LOCKE & SON,
District Watch Inspector for M. C.

m

YES

R.

R.

)l|(->|foll'r=-To;-

ioi-

■>

Wilsoo’8 Honey, Horehound and Tolu will
cure any Cough except Consumption and
Chronic Bronchial Coughs.
A large bottle

Girls Wanted

for 25c. and money refunded if it don’t stop
the Cough. For sale only at the

CITY

DRUG STORE.

BOYS AND GIRLS
in every town
their
WANTED
Christmas money selling
State
to

AT THE

earn

our new

THOMPSON Mffi. GO.

“State of Maine, My State of Maine."
Patriotic! Inspiring! 40 per cent commission!
Don’t delay, you can make a lot of money by
writing at once. Special prizes to those making largest sales. Start early and get a chance
for the big cash prizes. Send fifteen cents for
sample copy and instructions.
UNDERWOOD MUSIC COMPANY,
Department D., 432 Congress Street,
lw44p
Portland, Maine.

song,

1

wall paper, prices 5 to 16 cents, and would be
to show them... .Votes wanted for!

get them at The Dinamore Store, the authorized Regal agents—The folding card table
■old by H. E. NcDonald, 70 Main street, is the
bpst thing of the kind yet on the market.
Call and aee them....Darn it all, why don’t

|
f

A Good Line of Infants’ and Children’s Wear,
A specially fine and full line of Babies' Bonnets.

13-76

Range
Call and

New Advertisements

latest novelties in stamped fancy work and a
good line of infants' and children's wear....
For that “little dance'' you should have a
Regal Shoe—a pair, of course—and you can

£

NEW GOODS DAILY'-

to insist oil Seolt’s.

sure

You

first rehearsal was
home of Mr. and

the pony contest by Miss Helen E. Ellis, 23
Bay View street—Miss H. M. Black has just
returned from a business trip to Boston, and
you will find at her store a full line of kid and
fabric gloves for fall and winter wear, messaline silk petticoats in all the prevailing colors,

f

in all the prevailcolors

|__ing
j- Latest Novelties in Stamped Fancy Work.

J

Coming!

the

pleased

t
--

IWI—

Winter is

weddings,

Carle & J,nes announce a Thanksgiving Sale from 10 a. m. to 3
p. m., Saturday Nov. 1st. when every third
yard of table dair.ask, napkins, dress goods
(woolens.no silks) will be 9 cents. Carle &
Jones have just received 4,500 rolls of 1914

j

for fall and winter wear.

The

bride. Miss Katherine C. Quimby;
on

i

You

KID AND FABRIC GLOVES

f

1

habit-forming drug.

or

seott

The cast of the clever little society play, in
two acts, The Best Man, by Howard Hale, to
be giver by the Unitarian society in the Colonial theatre the latter part of November, has
been made up as follows: Charles Whittier,
the groom, Charles Hammons; Mr. James Carter, the man from Wisconsin, Charles Harmon;
Albert Sommers, the best man. Morris L.
Slugg; Julia Campbell, the bride, Mrs. Morris
L. Slugg; Kuth W’hittier, sister of the groom,
Miss Anne M. Kittredge; Clara Campbell, sis-

authority

now

l Messaline Silk Petticoats

audiences will look forward with pleasure to
her reappearance in other rolea.

an

will

properties and because it contains no

and

the

|
f

business trip to Boston.
find at her store a full line !of
a

£—1

I

♦

♦>$-<♦ *4*3

just returned from

body-building, blood-making

The long ar.tcipated Joyce of the North
Woods” pictures, with the scenes in the second
part laid in Searsport, Swanville and East
Belfast, and played by Mary Fuller and the
Edison Company, who summered in Searsport, were shown at the Colonial Theatre

Worthington,

W -!*. *t..'.v fv- ^ ^ •-*- v*-.~ -i- ♦>;-^>4**>4.,

Scott’s Emulsion is used in tuberculosis camps because of its rare

Ladies of the Maccabees of the World
met Monday night at the home of the
lady
commander, Mrs. Annie Sanborn, High street.
After the regular meeting a report was given
of the recent State rally, held in Bangor, and
then came a bc-an contest in which Mrs. Carrie
Clement won the first prize and Mrs. Minnie
Salter the booby. The next meeting will be
held Nov. 3rf with Lady Edith Drury, at the
Colonial house.

Mrs.

•

I

has

f

a

development of active,
life-sustaining blood corpuscles;
strengthens the lungs and builds
physical force without reaction.

The

ter of

Street. Belfast. Maine.

MISS H. M. BLACK

l

£ii.Is in the

Isabel, the little daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Miles S. Jellison, celebrated her seventh
birthday Oct. 28th at her home on Church
street. Seven guests were present, coming
directly from the afternoon school session.
Games, etc., were enjoyed until they were
called to the dining room, where the little
hostess served refreshments.which included a
birthday cake with its seven candles.
Verna

^r-«»K»s4'

^

timely, intelligent

treatment.

work

mar-

People Every Day

preventable

The Knowlton & Wyman Rea! Estate Company have sold the W. A. Winchester place in
Waldo, formerly owned by William H. Beckwith, to R. E. Harmon of Machias, who will
move there.
Mr. Harmon has been looking
over the farming districts in Maine and
says
there are better farms and better bargains in
Belfast and Waldo county than in any other

Monday*

12 Main

in the United States and the surprising truth is that most cases are

us

smaller

RALPH D. SOUTHWORTH.

ounuay scnooi SCnolars.

next

359

a

In a word to build up a reputation in the
present that
shall mean an ever-increasing business in the future

the

meeting of Seaside Chautauqua
Circle will be with Mrs. L. F. Gannon, 48 ConThe

on

gin of profit than is customary, knowing that the man wh
buys one suit from us will come back for many another.

follows:

was as

program

Tuesday evening to capacity
houses. The pictures were much enjoyed, as
attendance of members.
At the business
the audience recognized a number of the
meeting, which wras presided over by the scenes. Miss Fuller’s
appearance upon the
president, Miss Anne M. Kittridge, it was vot- screen was
greeted with applause, and Belfast

ed to invite younger members of the church
and parish to become members of the Guild.

A WORD

The “8” supper in the Congregationaiist
vestry Wednesday night, Oct. 22nd, was succulent and savory, deftly served; and “S”,
among other tilings, stood for success. The
sale
in the afternoon was successful and
the entertainment in the evening could also be

and

home

is

of those present, followed Mr. Blair’s interesting paper. The next meeting will be held
Friday evening, Nov. 7th, in the Universalist
vestry, when Miss Cora Stanwood Cobb of
West Newton, Mass., will give an illustrated
lecture on "Rome, Ever Old,
yet Ever New."
Miss Cobb has spent much time in Rome and
is thorougnly familiar with her
subject.

me

The Men’s Forum held their first supper of
season in the Universalist
vestry last Fri-

er

j Napkins

production

which George M. Cohan with his father
and
mother, Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Cohan, appear, all
friends
of the Bradburys.
personal
Giorge
Cohan is one of the
leading actors of the

man

the

her

Every

“'‘uic.-'S

c11''11 J

a

n

attend the

mealing,
gress street, Monday afte.noon, Nov. 3rd. The
recently had a birth- lesson, chapters five and six of the C. L. S. C.
day; something that happens to all of us about book, “Rambles and Studies in Greece," the
from the "Newsmagazine" “Where Civionce a year, and going home to
supper found topic
himself locked out. On demanding admittance lizations meet." Roll-call; Current events. All
his daughter, a Miss of ten years, asked him to interested are cordially invited.
wait a minute.
He waited, but when the
The Independent football team which was to
minute was up again asked to have the door have played in Brooks last Saturday gave
up
opened.
Finally he was admitted and pres the trip owing to the rain. The eleven is
ently was shown a frosted birthday cake with made up as follows and is doing practice work
3t> lighted candles, the work of his daughter. whenever the weather permits:
Gannon, le;
The writer has seen a section of the cake and
Libbey, It; Norton, lg; Wood, c; Woods, rg;
can testify that it was a
good one, a credit to Shute, rt; Vaughan, re; Ritchie, qb; Jipson,
the young cook, and Bert was
naturally proud mu, iiuuiiBon, rno; VyOitren, ID. I ney Will play
of this evidence of his daughter's
culinary skill. in Castine next Saturday.

Steamer

Table Damask
^

..

Belfast business

A

is back at this port, having become the property of the Coombs Bro’s, owners of the
steamer Castine. She is to have a new boiler,

9C.

Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Bradbury left Wednesnoon
for
Lewiston, where they will

day

The Industrial Club of Swanville was
pleasantly entertained Wednesday afternoon, Oct.
at
the home of Mrs. Sadie Gray. After
22nd,
the work was finished a dainty lunch was
served. The next meeting will be with Lulu
N. Patterson Nov. 19th.

also

Christian Science society of Belfast is
-ending out invitations to a lecture to be given
Bicknell Young, C. S. B., of Chicago, a
ember of the board of lecturers of the MothThe lecture is public
Church of Boston.
.d free to all and will be given at Memorial
... Nov. 13, at 8 o’clock.

no

to the

vember 24th.

Bangor, Department Inspector was present,
and her remarks after the inspection, which

The

vice,”

only 31 years of age and has amassed
$3,000,000 by his art. Mr. and Mrs. B. will
spend
Charles B. Norton has sold two Chevrolet a few
days in Augusta before returning to
touring cars the past week: A five-passenger Belfast,
touring car to Walter C. Shaw for immediate
The reading section of the Arts and Crafts
delivery and one to Louis de Lemos for spring
society held an interesting meeting Tuesday
delivery.
evening, when Rev. A. A. Blair discussed
There was no quorum Monday evening at Winston Churchill's novel
"The Inside of the
the regular meeting of the school committee.
Cup.” An informal discussion of the problems
Several minor matters were informally disin
the
book, participated in by most
presented

the

took the form of instruction, were very
en?ouraging to the members of the Tent, who
make up in enthusiasm what they lack in numbers. After the regular work Mrs. Ralph H.
Howes, Mrs. Annie M. Frost and Miss Annella
Guptill served sandwiches, wafers and punch
and a brief social session followed.

of the season Thursday
afternoon, Novem6th, at the home of Mrs. Albert C. BurMrs. Alva Roy Scott of
gess.
Bangor will
speak on ’’The Abundant Life Through Sir-

early spring product.

the regular meeting of Emma Barker
No. 4, D. of V., Thursday evening, Oct.
23d, in Memorial hall, Mrs. Lena Baker of

used

ing

ber

Alts. M. D. Mendall of East Northport reports digging dandelion greens in her garden
last Alonday and that they were as good as the

Tent

apples holds out.

sweet

pupils already promised,

The regular inspection of A. E. Clark
Camp,
Sons of Veterans, will take place Monday,
Nov. 10th, under the direction of Col. E. K.
Gould of Rockland.

Miss Lambert will open her private Kinnext Monday at the home of Mr. and
Mrs. Horace Chenery, with eight pupils. Next
Saturday afternoon she will open a children’s
dancing school in Odd Fellows hall, with 18

At

put-

ng up about five or six thousand three-quart
ins of apples per day and will continue canof

dergarten

Charles B. Eaton and family moved last
week to their new home, the
Moody house, 3
Court street
Mrs. R. H. Moody has a room
there at present.

property of the company on the north. The
building will be 100 feet wide and 150 feet long.

eek.
The Saco

Little Eleanor Stephenson, daughter of Mr.
Mrs. D. F. Stephenson, celebrated her
third birthday Oct. 21st by entertaining several little friends. A birthday cake with three
candles was a feature of the party.

bought

•.

v

Friday, afternoon at 2 o’clock.
F. W. Taylor, who recently
bought the
Griffin farm on Belmont avenue, had the misfortune to lose one of his span of work horses
last Saturday.

for

>n's

E. S. Pitcher has received word from
Wil
liam R. Chapman that he will
bring Blauvelt,
John Finnegan, the Irish tenor, and other noted musical artists to Belfast on
Friday, Dec.
I2th. The concert will be given at the
Colonial.
The Woman’s Alliance of the First
Parish
(Unitarian) church will hold their first meet-

The Sewing Circle of the Woman’s
Hospital
Aid will meet in Room 2, Masonic
Temple,
tomor ow,

season

Plans and specifications have been prepared
a new barrel house to be erected at once
by the Coe-Mortimer Co. on land recently

having the First Volume of WilliamHistory of Belfast to be rebound liice the
-vend Volume will please take them to Miss
;ith L. Burgess. 21 Union street, they will
sent to Houghton, Mifflin & Co. within a
If those

vice at 2 30 p. m. The evenin
service at 7.30
will be conducted by Annie B. Carter.

The Methodist Ladies Aid Society will have
parish supper in the vestry Hallowe’en
highc, followed by a social.

[

|

Seaside Spiritualist Society will have
for
speaker and message-bearer Nov. 2nd. Ella M.
Staples of Belfast, who will conduct the ser-

deer each to Mr. and Mrs. Maine

a

and

\y

were one

THE HOME OF GOOD VALUES

Pottle.

Hills.

Lime Island, situated between Long Island
Lassell’s Island in Penobscot Bay, has
been sold by Edmund C. Frye of Camden to
Guy Norman of Newport, R. I. The island
contains about thirty acres and it is reported
that it will be another island summer home.

Spinney dancing

the

day

and

marriage

The

for occupancy next

Mr. and Mrs. William Marriner
of Vassal
boro and Mr. and Mrs. B. K.
Meservey of
Waterville motored to Belfast
Tuesday to attend the funeral of Mrs. Caroline J.

On and after Nov. 17th the City National
Bank will close at 3 instead of 4 p. m.
Am »ng the receipts of game at Bangor Mon-

Mr. and Mrs. Wm. E. Kotman are at the
Windsor Hotel for the fall, to look after the
building of their new cottage on the North
Shore, Northport, which they plan to have

Pittsburg Post.

—

I

Herbert Morey is putting on a new steel
ceiling in the store of Louis Goldberg.

Dr. Herbert E. Knowlton while using sn
axe last Friday accidentally cut his left hand
quite badly, severing a tendon. The wound
was dressed at the Waldo County Hospital.
The teachers of the city and rural schools
will leave this, Thursday, morning for Bangor
to attend the two days session of the State
Teachers' Association. There will be no school
for the two days.

gleams,

; he

Carle A Jones have aold and delivered to 1
Mrs. George W. Frisbee returned
Tuesday I
Wm. E. Kotman a Buick gray roadster.
from visits in Thomas ton and
Rockland.

House to Let
Rent

107 Waldo Avenue.
reasonable.
Inquire on
the premises.
tf44
_

LET US

DO YOUR
CASTING

We have reopened the foundry on Front
buy Holeproof stockings at The Dinamore
street, under the superintendence of Mr. A. R.
won’t
have
and
then
to darn....
you
Store,
See appointments of Dr. E. H. Boyington, eye LEADBETTER, an experienced iron moulder,
have a large stock of patterns, and are prespecialist....Two desirable adjoining rooms
on first floor to let... .The attention of smokpared to fill all ordera promptly and at reasoner* is called to the advt. of the Old Corner
able prices.
30tf
Drug Store....Houae 107 Waldo avenue to
let. Apply on the premise*... .See statement
BtlFAST FOUNDRY & MACHINE GO.
of the Searsport National Bank of Sears port.
you

itinnraraiitTifiBwr* 'T*

mrae imim—ruir ri'

mohe*

TO LET

Weber

Two desirable rooms adjoining on first floor
it the corner of Church and Grove streets.
Apply to MRS. ALICE I. T HO MBS.
I Telephone 121*5.

;

tii

varvif.*:

?>:•
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Just received

Light,

Wagons

a new car

oi

vveoer

Wagons.

easy running general purpose wagons.

For sala by

J. A. MCKEEN

u
___

Belfast tor Half

Annals of

Hr. Anderson was tbe successful candilate; it was bis first election to tbe office.
Liar fellow citizen Joseph Bean, of the
inn of Furber and Bean, was elected
Representative to the Legislature; he
was then known as Joseph Bean, 2d,
there being another townsman older than
re of the same name.

a

Century.
OLD SETTLER

BY AN'

(Hon. Wm. G.

CHAPTER

Crosby.)

ANODYNE

(ISIS.)

XXXYIII.

The sixth day of April, 1S43, was Fast
Day. Snow began to fall in the evening
of the 5th and continued through the
night and until afternoon of this day. It
was estimated that the fall was twelveinches at least in depth. At four P. M.
there

not

was

Church

sleigh-track

a

visible on

The natural inference

street.

good people in that locality
were complying with the request of the
Governor by devoting the day to “humiliation, fasting and prayer, and abstaining from all labor ana recreation inconwas

that the

sistent with the usual solemnities of the
occasion."

The Telegraph. Captain J. B. Coyle,
the f.rst steamer to put in an appear-

In October the erection of a one story
building fn the rear of the Unitarian
church was completed: it was known as
the Unitarian Vestry. Religious services
were held in it for the first time on the
evening of the fifteenth of the same
month.
It was removed some fifteen
years ago to Bridge street, near Waldo
Avenue, and is now a school-house.
The |busir,ess of ship-building was not
so briskjthis year as in the year preceding. The only vessels built and launched
so far as the compiler remembers, were
the ship Lady Arbella of about 400 tons
burthen, the brig Mazeppa, of about 200,
and (the barque Ralph Cross of about
300; they were all launched from the
yard of Master Roierson.

J
|

Mg|

Countless thousands
of families have found
it to be the surest and
quickest remedy for
Cuts, Wounds, Sore
Throat, Bowel Complaint —internal and
external ailments.

(LINIMENT
I

*

I

I
I
1

P

jHK

Wlf

5^, ;j

IN USE OVER
103 YEARS

«
M

It? long-continued use is the highest
proof of its merits. Sold everywhere.
25c and 50c Bottles

M

ance

at our wharves this

spring;

rive i on the firs: day of April.

She

ar-

was

advertised
ply
piace
St. John, X. B., but did not long continue
on the route.
She was soon followed by
the Charter Oak, Captain S. H. Howes,
and the Huntress, Captain Thomas C.
Jewett. Tr.c first sailed under the advertised flag of the "Peoples Anti-monopoly. Ar.t.-corporation line 11 I," and
plied between Bangor and Boston, touching for awhile at Portland: the latter
un :er the dag of the "Steamboat and
Railroad Line,’’ plying betw een Bangor
and Portland and connecting at the latter

piace

and

between this

to

Competition led

Party” held

to

reduction

a

It cononiy one dollar and fifty cents.
tinued until September when the Hunt*aken

was

off

and

and the

swallowed by the
Railroad." After that

“Anti-monopoly"
"Steamboat

the route

was

and w

joyously
ith

w

a

at even-

Ric-nic

Temperance

"Ladies'
at

crowned

as

Recent

;

went

by

the way

of

and his

chapter,
disciples, as the anniversary oi the day
when he commenced writirg his “New
was

made in

former

a

Person

Deaths.

left at four o'clock in the

no one

cared to

How is

it

now?

Have

mail

a

letter.

become less

we

more

were

then?

or,

have

we

thoroughly appreciative of

truth that "the Sabbath was made

the

for man,” and that
m

or

in our observance of the Sab-

bath than we

become

rece’ve

ake such

of it

man
as

therefore may
his taste or in-

suggest? or—perhaps

clinations
own

use

credit it

is

better that

we

for our

should not

inquiry.
The annual meeting of the Waldo
time on Peach street, near High street.
Total Abstinence i two
nephews, Dr. F. L. 0. HufSey, ot
Eastern Railroad. There was no small A grove of evergreens was extemporised County Washingtonian
was held on the 11th of Decema flag-staff
Old Town, and H. M. Stevens of Beland
Society
of
his
house
in
front
amount of growling here on the occasion
Prior to this date harmony had fast.
from which floated a white banner ber.
and the proprietor of the Stage Line be- raised
of the pervaded all the councils of the Society
the
g Hamilton who Hind last week
"Opening
bearing
inscription
tween this and Augusta advertised that
and the representation of and great and good results had followed in
Halloweil, aged SO years, was one of
he would carry passengers for one rio.- Seven Seals”
The time had come at last j
with seven clasps, three of them its labors.
the oldest merchants in that city, and on
lar and arrive in Augusta in season to a Bible
when the apple of discord was to be j
the
o'clock
in
nine
At
broken.
morning
the da} of his funeral, Oct. 20th, all
take the steamer from that place to Bosthrown into its feast by tbe introduction 1
were fired, emblematic of
ton on Monday and Thursday, The Char- seven cannon
of business were closed during the
of a resolution that “all who retail ar- places
that announced the
thunders
seven
the
for
the
on
her
last
ter Uak was here
hour of service. Mr. Hamilton was born
trip
seals. A bugle, dent spirits as a beverage in the county ] in Waldo
County, the son of Isaac and
the seventh of December. opening of the seven
on
season
our or.iy steam, connection with Boston
was per Charter Oak, via Portland, and

The

new

steamer

Penobscot touched here

the doth of June on her way from
Portland with passengers to attend the

on

views of the Bible.”

He resided at the

drum ar.d fife furnished music for the
occasion, and a plain, substantial dinner

provided for ail who were disposed
partake of it. Sixteen sat down at

was

Maine Conference of Churches at Ban- to
than sat at the
more
On the 29th she came down the the table; four
gor.
whose second advent the
river on a pleasure excursion, called here table with Him
asserted had already ocfor passengers, thence to Castine where new Evangelist
curred. Mr. Barrett received his numershe remained a few hours and thence
ous visitors very courteously and conback to this place and Bangor. She was
versed freely with all disposed so to do
mended to ply between Boston and St.
on the peculiar religious views enteron
on
cut was soon

John,
the Kennebec route.

lateen

pun

ana

tained and promulgated by him in his

of our good people went to Bosthe steamers to unite in the commemoration of the battle of Bunker Hill,

Many

pamphlet.

ton on

During the month of July there was a
very prevalent influenza, attributable

June 17th, and to celebrate the compleDaniel Webster
tion of the monument.

doubtless to very sudden and extreme
changes in the weather, but after the
fashion of all time attributed to the Na-

the orator on the occasion and among
those assembled were President Tyler
was

distinguished

and many other

and State officials.

It seemed

national
to

be

a

when the nation went up to the earliest altar of ov.r rational liberty to lay
upon it a nation’s offering of gratitude

day

tional Administration, It was denominated the "Tyler Grippe”; a grip which
the Presiwas effectually unloosed at

following.
Phrenology
by Doctor A.

dential election of the year
A course of Lectures on
was

delivered this month
The lectures

illustrated

to

Bartlett.

so

drawings
by skulls, plaster
heads, and public examinations. In No-

the Huler of fvalicns for unnumbered
mercies and blessirgs, and prayer that

long

as

that granite

monument

point-

was

of

casts and

vember Mr. C. P. Castanis, by birth a
Greek, gave two lectures descriptive of

might be “Peace
Our gratitude was sincere;
the manners and customs of his native
so was our prayer; but, as the honest
the massacre ai Srio, the place
old clergyman of ihe olden time said, country,
ed toward Heaven there
on

Earth.”

pursue the

of

Waldo are

long

and

nuisance.”

a

After

a

discussion the resolu-

earntst

; Elizabeth Hamilton. When he was IS
he went to Bo ton, but two or three
years after returned to Maine and setHe was for two
tled in China Village.
years superintendent of the Town Farni
i in Augusta and held a similar position in
In 1SSS he beHalloweil for some time.
came engaged in the coal business, which
he conducted to tne day of his death.
For many years he was a member of the

adopted; it was the death-blow
original Washingtonian movement j
in this locality. The status of the business of retailing ardent spirits at that
time may be gathered from the report
made to the County Society by the secretary of the Belfast Washingtonian So- Republican City Committee, served on
years
ciety, from which report it appears that the Board of Aldermen and for six
1890 he
tion was
to

the

says beech enters into hun
dreds of articles from hobby-horse rock-

an

American

toys,

“Let the dead Past bury its dead!”
The Fourth of July was celebrated

auspices of the Washingtonian
Tempe-ance Associations. Fifteen so- |

under tne
cieties

were

towns

in

the

companies,
to

millitary

Two

county.

the

and

Castine,

nelpec
people.

in attendance from different

Hancock Guards, from

the

Artillery

Frankfort

swell the large

of

concourse

and families.

One

or

more

lectures

on

attracting
much attention, were given by Mr.
Phineas P. Quimby, illustrated by experiments with a subject when under
the influence of mesmeric sleep, as it
was then
styled. Lectures w re given
at several of the Churches by a Mr.
Bowen, a blind man, on the education of
Mesmerism,

a

subject

then

On the 25th of October Elihu
literary
the “Learned
Blacksmith,”
day, at the Unitarian Church, were the Burritt,
gave a lecture at the Baptist meeting
of
of
the
Declaration
Independreading
house on the Policy of Peace.
ence by Hon. Alfred Johnson and an
In the month of August the office of
oration by Col. Charles W. Cutter of
the Republican Journal was removed to
N.
A
dinner
H.
was
Portsmouth,
public
in the brick building on Main
served in the large chamber of Mr. chambers
Daniel Merrill’s store house on the street, then newly erected, now occupied
steamboat wharf, at which there were on the ground floor by M. F. Carter &
of October Mr. Rowe,
about six hundred guests. The Prize Co. On the 7th
one of its proprietors, sold his interest in
was
awarded
to
the
Banner
County
brother
and the paper and office to George C.,
Frankfort
The

exercises of

the

Washingtonian Society
presented by Miss Caroline F. Alden,
daughter of Doctor J. P. Alden, and received by the late Benjamin Shaw, Esq.,
was

of Frankfort,
was also

now

Winterport.

A ban-

the blind.

of his copartner Benjamin Griffin, and
the paper was thereafter conducted un-

In
of G. C. & B. Griffin.
bidding farewell to his patrons and the

der the

name

public, Mr. Rowe remarked that “if in
Washingtonian Society, the gift of the his connection with the Journal he had
“Martha Washingtonians” of this place, unjustly offended any one, he asked that
which he most freely accordby Miss Abigail Marshall, daughter of forgiveness
He
Hon. Thomas Marshall, afterwards Mrs. ed to those who had injured him.”
F. W Berry, now deceased, and receiv- devoted his time to collecting his bills,
ed by James H. Smith, Esq. A banner forgiving and being forgiven, until 1846,
was
presented to the Juvenile Cold when he re-purchased the i#terest of
George C. and the old name of Rowe and
ner

presented

to

the Belfast

Griffin
Our

ing of

was

resumed.

village

was

the 13th of

vent of

a

enlivened

on

the

morn-

the ad-

of wild beasts, birds
preceded by a car drawn by

caravan

and reptiles,

elephants in harness. A large conof people witnessed the exhibition. The proprietors announced in their
Represents
collection embraced

House,

the present landlord, Mr. Lancaster, on total abstinence principles.”
It is gratifying to know that the House,

death occurred

has been fre-

although
proprietorship
quently changed, still maintains its wTell
deserved and established reputation.
Among the noticeable deaths ot this

Only
rally in

—

Auburn Hair”—it is

on

every

bottle.

one

To

Friends of Miss Auvena Myrick of Troy,
for several years a teacher in the public schools in this village, will be interested to lean- of her marriage to Frank
Currier of Wilton, which took place in
Wilton, Oct. 15

Thursday evening, Oct. 16. the homejof
Clyde Martin, Tark street.
Pittsfield, was the scene of a pleasant
family gathering in honor of the anniver-

sary of the birth of Mr. Martin's mother.
Mrs. John Martin. The party was secretly
planned by Mrs. Clyde Martin and In r
sister-in-law, Mrs. Edna Cottrell, who
came on W ednesday and was not seen
by her mother until the dinner was
served. Tne home was prettily decorated with autumn leaves.
A bountiful
dinner was served at 5.30 o’clock, a
birthday cake occupying the center of
the table. Those present were Mr. and
Mrs, Clyde Martin, Mr. and Mrs. John
Martin, Mrs. Karl Cottrell of Stockton
Springs, and Dr. and Mrs. D. D. Winslow.

two

daughters

Mrs. LeClear’s Health—

He leaves
year ago.
and an aged sister.

Her Own Statement.

Mary E., widow of John
Sept. 19th at her home

died

Detroit. Mich.— “I am glad to discover a remedy that relieves me from
m y suffering a n d
pains. For two years
I suffered bearing
down pains and got
all run down. 1 was
under a nervous
strain and could not
I
sleep at night.
went to doctors here

W'*- %'/ //A\\

did not do

W/M
_-LL_

cuy

me
..

,
Seeing Lydia

•-

II

<»>-pitHl ^

r
E.

< lose«l.

“Our Personal Guarantee
to all Skin Sullerers” FKOBAMim
WM. C. POOR * SON. DRUGGISTZ

how it
help our

know

will

help

oux

business If we
patrons.
We keep in stock and sell, all the well
But
we will sa>
known skin remedies.
If you are suffering from anj
this:
kind of skin trouble, eczema, psoriasis
rash or tetter, we want you to try a full
size bottle of D. D. I). Prescription
And, if it does not do the work, thli

bottle will cost you nothing. You alone
to judge.
Again and again we have seen how a
few drops of this simple wash applied
to the skin, takes away the itch, instantly. And the cures all seem to be
permanent.
D. D. D. Prescription made by the
D. D. D. Laboratories of Chicago, is
composed of thymol, glycerine, oil of
wintergreen and other healing, soothing,
And if you are
cooling ingredients.
just crazy with itch, you will feel
soothed and cooled, the itch absolutely
washed away the moment you applied
this D. D. D.
We have made fast friends ot more
than one family by recommending thi*
remedy to a skin sufferer here and
there and we want you to try it now j
on our positive no-pay guarantee.

Residence 6&-1)

At a Probate Court hem at Belfast, within and
for the County of Waldo on the I4tli day of
October, A. D. Ifcl3.
KKI.LY, executor of the last will of
Frank W. Kelly, late of W interport, iu said
of
Waldo, deceased, having presented a
County
petition praying that the actual market value of
said property, subject to a collateral inheritance
tax in the state of Maine, the persons interested
in the succession thereto, and the amount of Hie
tax thereon, may be determined by the Judge of
Probate.
Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice to
all persons Interested by causing u copy of this
order to be published three weeks successively
in The Republican Journal, a newspaper published at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, within and for
said County, on the Util day of November. A. I).
1913, at ten of the clock before noon, and show
cause, if any they have, why tile prayer of said
should not be granted.
petitioner
v
JAMES LIBBY, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Arthvk W. Leonard, Register.
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liKADKoKD P. (1 AltDN Kit, late ol Itedasi,
in the Coonl.v ot Waldo, deceased. and give
bonds as the i" directs. All persons ha\mg th
mantis jigam-t I he estate ot saiil deceased are tie
siretl to preseni Hn* same for settlement, and al
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Belfast, October 14. 1013.
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No I It’K. The subscriber belt
'j i»y gives notice that she has been did) a|
and testa
ot the last will
exeeutnx
pointed
ment of
late
of
Searsmom
AL.AN30N (1. t’ASWKl.l.,
4
In the County ol Waldo,deceased. All person
li;tVing demands against tile estate ot saitl tit1
the
same
for
settle
to
oesired
present
ceased are
t
ment, and all indebted thereto are requested
nmk, ,l
k „ CAf|WK, ,,
Seal sniont, October 14. 1013.
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subscribe r
NOTICE.
hereby gives notice that she lias be n dill I
appointed executrix ot. the last will and testa
ment of
L1BBEUBC. CUMMINOS. late of Prospect,
All person x
In the County of Waldo, deceased.
of said de
having demands against the estate
ceased are desired to present the same for set
are request® i
thereto
Indebted
all
and
tlement,

"pi'okkno eya. cum minus.
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Ordered. That the said petitioner give nonet* b
all persons interested by causing a copy ot tin
order b> be published three weeks sueeessivei;
in ’I In lb-publican Journal, a newspaper publish
ed ;it Keliast. Unit they may appear al a I'rob.it
Court, i" be In Id al Pel last. within ami «<»r sau
H
County, on the 11 Hi day of November, v 1*. 1IH
at. ten" ol Hie eloek bet ore noon, ami shoxx
I
of
sail
the
prayei
cause, il auythey have, why
petitioner should not he graiiti tl.
.JamKS I iin.Y. Judge.
A true copy- Attest:
I,i. t»N.\III*. Kegister.
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At a Probate Court, held at heitast. w ltmu am
lor the County of Waldo, on the 14th day o
October, .a. 1). I1U8.
F
PAKKKK. administrator of tin
estate of Catherine .Mayo, late of Monroe
ill sail! Countv of W aldo, deceased, having pie
settled a petition praying Hint the .Judge ot I'rn
Pate may determine xvtio are entitled to tin
balance of the estate of saol deceased, now ii
bis hands for distribution, their respect e share
therein ami order the same distributi tl accord

I
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s

s.

F’KANK
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...

low ed.

At a Pia-haie loim held at K.-Ja-t. xx it hill am
for tin* County ot y*aldo. «>n the 14th oa\ o I
October, A. 1lt»l J.
Kelta-r. adminia. (T'SHM AN oi
tratorot tin* estate id benjamin w. Kimwl
ten, late of Moiitvihe, in saiil » onniy <*. W aldo
deceased, having pie-cnte.I a p. ti ion piaynu
t.*ra 1 leenSi* to sell at private .-ale cnl ni; n a
**-late, ilesefibeil in -anl petition, situated ii
•Montvide. Me
"
dered. That the -anl petitioner give indict t<
all persons interested l> causing a copy ot thi
oid<
t> be published three xveek-sueecs-ixci;
m
The Kepublieau Journal, a newspaper pub
iislied at fh ltast, that they max appear it a Pro
bale ourt, to he held at i ellast, within and f-»
said ( ounty. on tile 1 lib day of November. A. D
Ibid, at [»*n of the eloek hi* lore noon, and shov
eause. if mix they have, why the prayer «>t sjiu
p« titioner should not he granted.
JAMKS 1.1HKY, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
A m ill k W. I.konaki*, Kegister.
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At a Probate Court helti at
tor the Ci uniy
Waalo.
October, A. 1> lJ13.

MAXWKI.l.. widow ot John I
n
.id 1 om ;
il. late ot Kr.inktui
V
t
of Waldo, deceased, h i\ .ng ptr-g u .i
ppi living that W ihiam W. ciai k .-! I'i anktoi t m i’
be app Milted administrator ot tin* •■-talc ot -»a
decea seii.
nidered. 1 hat tin* -a -I p.■• tn»n.*r give m.i.v t.
all pel-, n- inn rested by causing a copy ot lln
t.
weeks -m ee—1\«• user to he 1 i.bll-lut
in Tin* llepublican Journal.
mxv-p per pub
ii.-ln d at l'elta-t. that Hu
max appe
at a !’•
bale Com:. io b«* heid at I’.eda-i. x\ n am and t.>
-aid County. on the 11th .lav ot No\ember. A. I'
'»:
ul -hov
15*13, at ten ot the eloek ».• t
cause, if any they have, win the player ot san
petitioner should not he .raiiieu.
J a M Ms 1 |Pb\ Judge.
A true eopy, Attest:
'aim hi i; W. l.i nvihu Kegister.
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Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound advertised, I triedit. My health improved
wonderfully and I am now quite well
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Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound Restored
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tion praying Unit Hairy K. Utn.>
-><*:;i'sp.•: t
>t tin
Maine, may be appointed aumuu-n !
estate ot -aid deceased.
That
-aid
the
tMdered.
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all persons interest,•,{ by cau-,iig a copy of thixe’x ii
ol del to be published three we,-Us
The Kepublieau .lournai. a newspaper pu di-liei
at
eila-t. that I In y may appeal it a Piubnt.
la: I T -a
Com t. to be heal at i-elta-t. w it 111
County.on the 1 till day o! No\t tub t. A.D r.'U
,.iat tell ot tin* eloek i*«*foie noon, aim -I -w
it any they iiaxe. why the piayet ol said pent op
el sii'onUi not be planted.
.1 AMI's t.lltl Y. Judge.
A true eopy. Attest
l.i- <u\ i;i*. lb
A unit i; W
-it:
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Ordered. That not .ee
given to
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!<> bt
interested b\ caimaiga copy •*: t!i s oid«
published tfirei weeks successively m The Re
publican Jounu.l. pubd-hed at bed.mi that the;
may appeal ..! a Pivbate Court, t-' be held a
belfast. within and for sant iVuutv. on tht
second Puesuav
November next, .u *<-n of thclock betoie noon, and sin w cause.
any the;
haw. why the same should not be ; roved, ap
proveti and a..owt u.
JAM K> 1.1 lib\ Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
AnriU K \v. I.F--N Mil*. Register.
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At a Probate <'.-urt held at Pelfast. wntlun and
the County of Waldo, on tlie second Tues
ft
nay of October, a. 1>. 1P12.
certaui instrument, purpo» ting t» be the !.<<’
wid ami o■'lament or Mary c. Ihuminer
late id Seal -ip.-r:, -n *a;<i Coun ty
NY.-Ido, deceased, having been presented for pi abate
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certain mstiument. purporting to be the last
w
and testament of Jo! n C Pilisbury, iatt
of Belfast, m >..ni County of
v.o, dec a>ed
been
t rest tiled for probate.
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to
a’.! persons inThat
notice
Ordered.
begiv-n
terested by causing a copy of tins ordei to bt
suceessivt
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iu The Republished
publican Journal, published at be das:, that they
ourt. to be he-d a't
may appear at a Probate
He a-i. w ithin and for said County on the >ec--nd
Tuesday of N >veinbet ncxt.i at ten ot the eloefc
before noon ami show cause. if any they have
why the same should not be ;. -ved. approvec
ami allowed.
JAMES U! : Y. J
ge.
A tine copy. Attest:
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Caroline (Reynolds) Hunt, widow of
again. No woman suffering from fethe late Hezekiah Hunt, died Oct. 19th
male ills will regret it if she takes this
Mrs.
a long illness.
in
after
Burnham
one of the earliest settlers here in this
medicine.”—Mrs. James G. LeClear,
Hunt came to Burnham one year ago to
336 Hunt St., Detroit, Mich.
Century, grandfather of our fellow citi- live with her son, Wilton Hunt, in whose
zen William T. Colburn, who died Jan- i home she had been most tenderly cared
Another Case.
She
for and where her death occurred.
uary 15th, aged eighty-five.
was born in Troy, April 12, 1838, and
Philadelphia. Pa. “Lydia E. Pinkcame with her parents to Burnham when
ham’s Vegetable Compound is all you
SEARSMONT.
| nine
estabfather
of
and
her
years
age
About two or three
claim it to be.
The Ladies' Aid society will hold the annual : lished the tannery there.
Her husband
before my periods I would get bad
days
Two
about
six
died
daughyears ago.
Christmas sale and baked bean supper, Thurs- j
backaches, then pains in right and left
^ ters, Mrs. Clement Brown of Clinton,
day evening, i/ee. «tn, m the vestry, to which Mrs. Nellie Hazeltine of North Clinton
sides, and my head would ache. I called
the public is invited to contribute and patronthe doctor ami he said 1 had organic inand four sons, John and Joseph of Hartize. The following committees have been ap- land and Wesley and Wilton of Burnham,
flammation. I went to him for a while but
did not get well so I took Lydia E. Pinkpointed: Aprons, Miss Angie Millett, Mrs. survive. The funeral serv'ices were held
from the church, Tuesday afternoon, and
Aaron B. Ripley, Mi:s Jennie McFarland, Mrs.
ham’s Vegetable Compound. After takthe
interment was in the family lot in
Myra Hall and Mrs. Emma Berry; fancy table,
ingtwo bottles I was relieved and finally
village cemetery.
Mrs. Eben Cobb, Mrs. Lucy Bean, Mrs. Frank
my troubles left me. I married and
have two little girls. I have had no reGelo and Mrs. Arsd Mahoney; candy, Miss
An Auto Case in Court.
turn of the old troubles.”—Mrs. CHAS.
Mary Cobb, Miss Minnie Paine, Miss Maud
Boell, 2650 S. Chadwick St., Phila.,Pa.
Bryant, Miss Elizabeth Hills; mysteries. Miss
Machias, Me.. Oct. 22. It is uncommon
Helen Cobb, Mrs. Frances bowler, Mrs. Inez for any Maine County Court not to have
B B B
B are curable. All kinds
BB| BB
mean
H *1 ■! h
suffering: and
Hall; supper committee, Mrs. 11. P. Taylor, in a term to attend to a “hoss case,”
■M ■ ■
U
danger. The CAUSE
Mrs. George Luce, Mrs. M. J. Reynolds, Mrs. usually the plaintiff declaring he was
I
b
internal.
is
always
mulcted or otherwise b
■ Bm
Charles Cushman, Mis. A. J. McCorrison, Mrs. misled, cheated,
^^B Dr.
■
the defendant in the purdamaged
by
Miss
Fannie
T. P. Moody, Miss Della Lassell,
chase or exchange of horses. In the * tablets produce amazing results by attacking the
Hanson and Miss Mary McFarland"... Orrin P.
The piles are dried up and
Washingion County Court a case has just INTERNAL CAUSE. 24
days’ treatment. $1.00.
Jackson has taken a contract to make 7,(00 been decided wherein the age, condition ! permanently cured.
DR. LEONIIARDT CO.. Buffalo. N. Y. (free book)
fertilizer barrels for the Coe-Mortimer Co. in
and running qualities of an automobile
Sold by Wm. 0. Poor & Son and all druggists.
Belfast. Mr. Jackson has enlarged his shop figured in an action concerning an autohis
and
also improved
buildings... .John mobile trade instead of a horse trade,
The
William Lincoln West
but not varying much otherwise.
Levensellar recently bought a valuable young
suit was that of Geo. W. Ross vs, Foster
Ex-Veterinary
horse of F. E. Miller... Mr. and Mrs. Fred j
Inspector Bureau of Auiina
S. Reynolds for deceit. After considerMorrill and son of Providence, R. I., called
Industry I S. Departuienf of Agriculture
able deliberation the jury decided yesthe past week.John !
on Iricids in .town
V liTK I*INAHIA I*c
terday that the defendant must pay back
Luce, who has had employment in Hculton $309.70 of the $550 he had received for
ANIMALS
Til EATS AM. DISEASES (T
the machine.
the past year, arrive c heme lest week.
Hospital, l'litiriDiiey ai d Office.

We have been in business in this town
for some time, and we are looking to
build up trade by always advising our
patrons right.
So when we tell you that we have
found the eczema remedy and that we
stand back of it with the manufacturer's
iron clad guarantee, backed by ourselves
you can depend upon it that we give our
advice not in order to sell a few bottles
of medicine to skin sufferers, but be-
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Mr. and Mrs. Fred Marden of Searswere in town Thursday.
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It gives me pleasin go* d health
recommend Doan’s Kidney Tills to my

PuT-ait Court lo.it at Velfast.w.
or the
:
urtv of V
the
of October, A. 1> 1PI3

—

administration of said estate tor ado*..
Ordered. That notice thereof bo
weeks successive!v. in The Kepubit a
a newspaper publistn
r*
.ol. uiv.
that a"; t-cisons interested
..it*-bate Const, to in- held at Keif..'., ti t ■.«
ot Octobet next. and| sh w
><
have, w hy the said account shos.Yi n ■:
jamfs i li'iY
A true copy. Attest
akthi k W I 1. N \Kl i

am

■

day

PERSONALS.

am m m mm mm wm mm

a

■

me 9th day of Sept-mK;
Richardson, executor ot the e't
Richardson.late of Troy.in '»
deceased, having presented ins fins

other.

:

j

on

friends and neighbors.”
tor sale by all dealers. Price 50 cents. Fester Milbuin Co., Buffalo. New York, sole agents
for the United States.
Remember the name— Dear’s- and take no

At

99

WALDO
fast,

Often the passages were too frequent,
then again scanty and attended by a scalding
sensation. I used nearly every remedy I had
ever heard of but without good results.
I
finally read of Doan’s Kidney Pills and at once
procured a supply at Poor & Soc'9 Drug Store.
After taking three boxes 1 was cured and toI

i
1
i

Milter J.
^arah a.

ment.

ure

i

>

confidence. Home endorsethat backs Doan’s Kidney
Pills. Such testimony is convincing. Investigation proves it true. Below is a statement of
a Belfast resident. No stronger proof of merit
can be had.
Herbert E. Patterson, High street, Belfast.
Me., says: “About four years ago I suffered
from kidney complaint. The kidney secretions
were it regular in passage and contained sedi-

widely U: ed.
species of beech

PITTSFIELD

Ordered, that the said petitioner g:v
all persons interested by causiug a
order to he published three week*
in The Republican Journal, a urw-'p. ,lisbed at Beliast. that they may spp»
bate (.Y urt, to be held at oePast,
said County, on the 11th day oi Nov
1913. at ten of the clock be tore uooi
cause.it any they have, why the pr.«»;.
petitioner should'not he ctanteu
J A vi K> LIBBY
A true copy. Attest:
ASTHl'K >' l b'SAM1, Ks

a

not command your
ment is the kind

day

■

ceased.

Belfast citisen cornea to the front,
telling his friends and neighbors of hit experience, you can rely on his sinerrity. The statements of people residing in far away places do

grows natuthe United States, but few trees
in this country have a wider commercial
range. It extends from the Gulf of
Mexico into eastern Canada, and in practically every place where it grows it is
cut
lor market.
The total yearly output of beech wood in the United States
is approximately 500 million board feet.

B. Lovett,
in Lincolnviile. Mrs. Lovett was the daughter of
Geo. L. and Rosilla (Young) Heal, born
year, in addition to such as have been already named, were those of Captain | Dec. 17, 1846, in Lincolnville, which town
On June 7,
had always been her home.
John Doyle, who for many years ran a
1868 she was married to William H.
and
Eastport, j Hodges, who was intimately associated
packet between this place
who Puilt the house on Main street now ) with the town schools for many years,
occupied by Cyrus Patterson, and died j and to them was born one daughttr,
Mabel Claire, now the wife of Herbert
at Eastport in August aged thirty-five; j
McCobb. Mr. Hodges died ,n July, 1988,
Mayo Hezeltilie, brother of our fellow i and in 1891 Mrs. Hodges was married to
citizen Paul R. Hazeltine, for many , Mr. Lovett, with whom she lived on the
his death in March, 1908, and
years a merchant in this place and of farm until
'■ that was her home until she passed away.
whom mention has heretofore been made,
A host of friends feel in her death a
who died in Boston, December 5th, aged ;
personal loss. She was a faithful wife
thirty-eight, and whose remains were and mother and a kind neighbor, and her
daughter, Mrs. McCobb has
brought here for interment; Alvar. Ed- surviving
the sympathy of all in her bereavement.
munds, son of Asa Edmunds, father of

four

hand-bills that their
“all the animals in the United States!”
Tonic.
Hair
Invigorating
For several days this month there was
Parisian Sage surely removes dandruff
an
exhibition at the Town Hall of wax
with one application makes the hair soft, wavy
and abundant. It cleanses, cooIb and invigor- statuary, of life size, representative of
ates the scalp.
the Last Supper.
If you have dandruff, it is because the scalp
Nourish the scalp
At the dhnual fall meeting, held on the
is too dry and flakes off
with Parisian Sage and dandruff disappears:
the whole number of votes on the
11th,
60
Co.
a
Howes
&
Get today from A, A.
large
gubernatorial ticket was 668; for Hugh
cent bottle—it supplies hair and scalp needs.
Parisian Sage quickly stops itching bead, takes J. Anderson, regularly nominated demoaway the dryness, immediately removes dancratic candidate, 398, for Edward Kavdruff, makes the scalp healthy and gives the
hair that enviable lustre and beauty you desire. anagh, irregular, 102, for Edward RobLook for the trade-mark—the “Girl with the
inson, Whig, 186, for Appleton, Abol, 24.

beech

beech chairs, and in dozens

on

coops are

a

course

The “Girl With Auburn Hair”
Parisian Sage, the Most Pleasant and

si;

on

plates,

for articles which come in contact with
toodstufl's, and beech meat boards, skewers, lard tubs, butter boxes, sugar hogsheads. refrigerators, dishes, spoons, and

j

September by

We walk

of other ways use articles made of beech
almost every day of our lives.
Its fre
dom from taste fits the wood especially

&e.
They were exceedpraying for rain un- of his nativity,
During the same
interesting.
til the wind changes'” The various ex- ingly
month and the month following a course
of
some
of
our
unsophisticated
periences
of lectures on Anatomy and Pnysiology
townsmen on that occasion have a place
was delivered by Doctor Calvin Cutter,
in the memory of t.ieir surviving contemauthor of several popular works on anatporaries; the record of them in these
and Physiology and anatomical out- Charles C. Edmunds, who died June 6th,
annals might afford amusement to the omy
line plates designed for use in schools,
aged sixty-three, and Ebenezer Colburn,
has
which
but—
succeeded,
ger.erat.on
“What's the use of

butchers' blocks.

to

beech floors, eat off beech picnic
carry beech baskets, play with

Street Commissioner. In
elected County Commissioner for
Kennebec for six years, part of the time
as chairman.
He belonged to Dirigo
Lodge of Masons of Halloweil and Trinity Commandery of Augu.-ta. He was a
member of Granite Lodge of Pythians
and Crescent Lodge of United Workmen.
He was married in 1658 to Miss
Sarah Bell of Dorchester, N. B., whose

kept by

its

ers

was

ground.” The report proceeds, “that
we are happy to add that Belfast village
blessed with

|

*»

Co>7 $ra

1

was

"we have sixteen licensed retailers, two
taverns, fourteen stores and dens under-

is

When

*

*for the County of « »i Jo. on the l*t!'
4'
<
October, A. P. ISIS.
r ATHKRIN E A. SWEENEY, wt.iow ot p...
Ks O >»eeney. lute of Wtnternori
»
ounty of Waldo, deceased, having pit**l*rtmoil praying that John F. Morgan
pointed administrator ot the estate of s,

STATEMENTS THAT MAY BE INVESTIGATED.
TESTIMONY OF A
BELFAST CITIZEN.

department

of Newburgh and Dixmont and taugi t
school for several years in his home and
adjoining towns. In the year of 1375 he
went to Fort Fairfield and bought what
But
is now known as the Grant farm.
his yearning for the West —his boyhood
dream—caused him to sell his farm in
1SS0 and go to Hope. North Dakota.
Being a man of considerable business
ability he became superintendent of tie
h. M. Rennick Lumber Co.; was active
in business affairs of the city and one of
the founders of Occidental Masonic Lodge
of that city. In 1.-92. he went to Centralia. Wash., and finally to Oregon,
He has been
where he had since resided.
an honored member of Archon Lodge, F.
and A. M. of East Dixmont since lSb7;
was a member of the Royal Arch Chapter
F. and A. M., also a charter member of
an Odd p’ellows lodge in Portland. Ore.
At his request his body was cremated and
the ashes will be sent to East Dixmont
and buried in the family lot under the
rites of the Christian church, of which lie
He leaves
had been a life-long member.
two sisters; Miss Sarah H. Whitney of
Old Town.Mrs. H. L. Stevens of Belfast:

Thomaston; to and from Augusta and
Ellswcrth tri-weekly; to and from Albion and Dixmont semi-weekly; to and
from Gardiner weekly; our Western Mail

Benja- scrupulous

the house of Mr.

min Hazeltine. father of C. B. Hazeltine, Esq.
The 15th of July was celebrated by
Mr. Jonas S. Barrett, of whom mention
a

And Other Things

Made in this Country

from Beech.
Washington, D. C., Oct. 27, 1913. In
this country beech is the favorite material for wooden shoes, the manufacture
of which has reached considerable proportions in the United States according
to the department of agriculture, which
has just issued a bulletin on the use of
the wood. These shoes, the department
aays, cost from 60 to 75 cents a pair and
are good for two years.
They are worn
son, Biunswick, Me.
those who have to work in cold or
“I have used the True “L. F.” Atwood’s by
Medicine for a long time, and always with good wet places, such as tanneries, breweries
; results. I can highly recommend it for Sick and livery stables, and bv workmen in
Headache and psins in the stomach."
steel mills and glass factories who must
Mrs. W. D. Sargent,
walk on hot grates or floors.
Farmers,
!
Skowhegan, Me.
too, are classed among the users.
!
Regular size 36 cents at all dealers.
Beech wood is put to a very much
“L. F." MEDICINE CO., Foitiand. Me.
;
wider range of uses than the average
person would be likely to suspect. The

Unfits

WORDS FROM HOME 1A}

WOODEN SHOES

for every phaae of existence, business, professional, or social. Those who suffer from
headache know the symptoms, and when to
use the remedy.
What remedy is the difficult
question to many. The True “L F.” Atwood’s
Medicine seldom fails to relieve promptly.
“I always had Sick Headaches before taking
"L. F.” Atwood’s Medicine. After taking it, I
have no more Sick Headaches, and would not
be without “L F.”, says Mrs. George Ander-

morning and
The pre- arrived at from 8 to 11 in the evening.
uel F. Kurd, now deceased.
Post office open every day except Sunsentation ar.d receipt of the banner in
from 7 a. m. to 9.30 p. m. Suneach instance were accompanied by ap- day,
w as
a day when, it was presumed,
day
off
The
remarks.
day
passed
propriate
ing

of rates for freight and passage until
the fare from, this place io Boston was

ress

Thomas Towre, now Mrs. Richard Briggs
of Et'Ston, ai d received by Master Sam-

with the Eastern Railroad to Bos-

ton.

Mail” then

ern

Water Army ol t>e;tast. the gift of the
Misses Temperance Society, by Miss
Frances Tcwre, daughter of the iate

very

'

Benjamin R. Whitney of Portland,Ore.,
died Oct. 11th, after a long illness. Mr.
was
born in Newburg, Me.,
The Mails arriving and leaving during Whitney
son of John C. and Mary
Nov.
1S47.
3,
this year were as follows: to and from
He received his edFolsom Whitney.
Thomaston and Bangor daily: our‘‘Westucation in the common and high schools

was

she

A SICK HEADACHE

P I PIN s N
nivcs mmoo

pollltod oxooutiix

Siinsoiahoi
‘I HP. I li*
il.at slu* lias l-oon duh
I h** last Will and toMan.-

1*1

I'll A It LI' S K. II A \ IM i:. Illle of Searsp. I
tile Count* ot Waldo, dee. used, and
bonds as the law dlleels. All persons liavn
demands against the estate of >aid dreeaseil
desired to present the same lor settlement, an
all Indebted iheieto are requested to mak«* |*
,1,1'nt llium'iltiuely.
M. 11AV N ,,,•
(
Searsport, Oetobor 1*1, 110 8.
ill

I he
A DM IN 1ST It AT ItlX’S NOTH-Kl\ serlber hereby gives notiee that she ha
t
been duly appointed admlnlwlialrix, wrh
will annexed, of the estate of
KLlSlIA .1. TOW I'. It, late of l.lneoliivlKe.
ami given
in the County of Waldo, deceased,
dc
bonds as the luw directs. All pel sons having
m
mauds against the estate ot said deeeaseu
an
settlement,
lor
same
the
desired to present
all Indebted thereto are requested to make puv
,„rnt immediately.
CE1 KimA A, TOWkk,
Llucolnvllle, October 14, iv»i8.
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From

an

During the recent rainy weather I
spent an afternoon "rummaging” in the
attic. Among some old books I came
across a large encyclopedia called the
■Pictorial Library of Useful Information,” published in Boston in 1836. The
Id book
vers

battered and worn.

was

missing,

were

as

of the first pages; but
onlorn 1 saw the quaint,

(iv

•red illustrations, and
he years fell
■

away.

as

were

in

the present prohibition mixture.
Ye)
what means this very next item;
A Bangor paper states that on Sunday
morning a man was found dead in the
dock, and that on Monday morning another man was found dead near tht
bridge. Both were intemperate men anc
were no doubt intoxica:ed at the time of
their death.
What a lesson! What £

a

it at

if

by magic
I

was

a

learning my first lessons from
wonderful pictures, and acquiring,

Mild,

J-JBU-,ll|'g*1-1

HT-T-rr

.^l1 1'7

The welfare of a city depends on the
loyalty of its
citizens to one another. Each one’s
prosperity

warning!
Scarcely a paper is received at out
to
patiently
they
explained
me, office which does not record a crime 01
for
hooks—for
a love
good books—which calamity occasioned by drunkenness.
through life has given me my chief en- Murders, fires, falls, larcenies, assaults,
etc., are noticed and said to be owing tc
yment. Reverently I turned the timeintemperance.
ilowed pages, and as 1 read here and
In a long list of prominent men deuse

depends

were

here

desire grew upon
others some of the
a

with
found.

me

to share

■

them and you will

a

vwiivbt

uu.

x

v. IIUUOVV'I

and
had heard

Our

\vueiiuc

MB
j
I*

H

H
■raj
IfaB

them back to religion.
serpent at different
:,ss; and that in 1778 he saw it himAnd so I mignt quote on and on from
f
He judged it was one hundred feet I
the book bits of wisdom, and facts helpng and three feet in diameter. In 1793 j
ful, instructive or interesting. To me it
same person, or one of his family, !
is very fascinating in its old-fashioned
id a view of the animal near the same
A clergyman above referred to,
ace.
directness, earnestness and honesty. But
so related to the writer of this account
lest my old friend proves wrearisome to
vt in the war of the Revolution some
: the British troops at
Castine had a The Journal readers, I refrain, and re.
ew of a similar animal.
He also stated luctantly close—not its covers, for they
vt one person whom he well knew, saw
are missing—but its dear time-yellowed
.v.i of them
together in that vicinity j pages; and
grateful for tne insight it has
■me twenty years before.
Many years
_r •.
when there were few families on given me into the best characteristics of
mint Desert, the skeleton of an animal those early days—loving it for the memas found near the shore in an unfreories it has evoked, I return it to its safe
,voted part of the island, which was
a New England attic.
! to be seventy feet long.
The resting place in
R. T. Newell.
a serpent has been often seen near our
vst since 1815, and.the accounts given
those who saw it, go to confirm the
Eczema and Itching Cured
seen a

large

sea

Wm
11

W

Lonlr f°r

|H

jj

H

‘th th
TRIANPIF

i&fl
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rmer

statements.

sympathy

(
V

the next:
1 am acquainted with a great many
ery good wives, w'ho are so notable and
anaging, that they make a man everyving but happy—and I know a great
: any others wiio sing and play and paint
! are so accomplished that they have
time to be useful. Pictures and fiddles
everything but agreeableness and
Incss, can be had for money—but as
t-re is no market where pleasant mant-rs, and engaging conversation, and
ristian virtues are to be bought, meinhs it is a pity that ladies do not oftener
ry to provide them at home.
Intoxicating Liquors not a Friend Any-

purities—stops itching instantly.

E-J

Dr. Hobson's

wa

Smokeless Oil Heater.

H

Changing

simplicity itself—merely slip out

Hj
II

the old wick ana carrier
and drop a new one in its

Hj

jES****^kg2M

prescription, not an experiment.
All druggists or by mail, 50:.
Pfeiffer Chemical Co., Philadelphia and St. Louis.

The

new

equipped with patent locking
flame-spreader, which prevents
smoking; has oil indicator on
font and latticed window frame
—more durable and attractive.
The Perfection Heater is
finished with vitreous enameled turquoise-blue or plain
steel drums. Simple in construction, strong and handy.
Smokeless and odorless.

fection Heater is the triangle
—it stands for the greatest
improvements ever made
in any device of the kind.
all dealers,

Mr. Amos O. Dyer, who has been
visiting
his cousin, D. L. Dyer, returned to his home in
Ohio last Friday-Mrs. Thomas Lang i6 recovering from ar attack of acute indigestion.
-Mrs. and Mrs. Delphinus Dana of Frank-

! fort art staying indefinitely it the home of
their daughter, Mrs. Walter Marden. Mr.
Dana is employed at the Blaiedell corn
factory.
Mrs. Harold Clements, who recently underwent an operation of a serious nature at the

|

...

j1

hands

of Drs. Hunt and V\

alton, is doing as
expected.Mr. Chester S.
Curtis is in the employ of C. A. Me’ Kenne;.
Mr. Oliver Lowe is
moving his fami^ to
Searsport, where he is in the employ of Mr.
Ler»*y Littlefield.
well

as

could

oe

...

MONROE.
It has rained in this
vicinity for days and
lots of people haven’t
dug their potatoes
Water is standing on the ground in low land
....Mr. and Mrs. Marshall Rand and son Earle
have just returned from a visit of two weeks
in Haverhill, Mass., with her
mother and otherrelatives.
Mr. and Mrs. Ephraim Haskell,
Mrs. Linda Littlefield, Mrs, Helen
Cooper and
Mr. Geo. A. Palmer have been in Portland the
...

Is famous pie-crust flour
—makes it tender and light
and flaky and perfectly digestible. Just as good for
bread and cake and biscuits
and whatever you are baking.
And the mosteconomical flour

past week at tending the meetings of Rebekah’s
and Grand Lodge, I. O. O. F....Mra. Fannie
Shields entertained the W. C. T. U. at her
home Oct. 17th. The next
meeting will be
with Mrs. Roscoe Clements Nov.
7th_Mr.
and Mrs. Harold
Moody have a little daughter,
bom Oct. 16th.

you most

—

Albany,

N. Y.

Boston, Mass.

----

....The third of a series of meetings con
ducted by Mrs. Nettie Whitcomb Smart of
North Searsport, a well known medium and
lecturer on spiritualism,
Clarke’s last Sunday.

I

NOR1H SEARSMONT.
Mrs. Olive Ladd of Lowell, who has been
spending a few days with her husband here,
returned home this week-Mrs. Alice
Hunt,
who has been sick the past
week, is somewhat
Edison
of
better—Harry
Lynn,Mass.,who has
been spending a few weelca with Mr. and Mrs.
Geo. Cooper, returned home Oct. 20th....
Messrs Israel Woodbury, Frank
Cooper and

Bay View7 Study

was

THE
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held at Leonard

urday.
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Myrick,
Troy’s popular young ladies, wras united in marriage iast
week to Mr. Frank Currier, a prosperous young
....

H|
£■

Miss Auvena

one

of Wilton, where they will reside, j
Earnest wishes for a life of happiness from a j
host of friends in Troy go with the bride to
her new home-Mrs. T. W. Hawes has been I
quite ill for some days. Her sister, Mrs. E. E. I

j^H

B

family

and

of

j

Pittsfield, spent last

week with her.

iBS

from the words: “For God

so

one

into the

application

to

of

the

business has

BELFAST and
BURNHAM.

at

after Sept 28, 1913, trains connectBurnham and Waterville with through

A M

some

eminent

JACKSON

1' M

Belfast, depart. 7 05
Pity Point. *7 10
Waldo
*7 20
Brooks. 7 32

for several months.

won

patron-

ly28

Proprietor.
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FRANK COE FERTILIZERS.
Manufactured
Factory in the Country at Belfast, Maine
& HALL BELFAST AUENTS.

FROM BELFAST.

Maine

northwest

will tell you to use E.
in the Best Equipped

trains for an \ from Bangor, Waterville, Portland and Boston, will run as follows:

born boys who
thirty years
ago and with keen natural ability and close
Frank is

They

On and

ing

Minn., arrived by train last Friday for a brief
visit with his mother, Mrs. Joseph Higgins,

quite poorly

driversjif desired. Your

235 2. house 61-13.
G. PRES TON.

let YOUR CROPS

1857

Lj|

Leach home has been sold to Elmer and ClarPenney, and their mother, Mrs. Phebe
Penney, is already settled in their new home.
-Mr. Frank J. Ferguson of Minneapolis,

went

f

“I

ence

who has been

I have single and

$

LTI1ECQE;/V10RT| nER COMPANY. NEW YORK |

loved the world,
that He gave His only begotten Son, that whosoever believeth on Him shall not perish, but

1

Telephones-stable

Main street.

_^

$

from Charleston occupied
pulpit at the Center church last Sunday
forenoon, and gave an interesting sermon
the

H

age issolidted.

<
>

THORNDIKE.
Rev. Mr. Hunt

■

‘m

S

& Transient Stable

Washington street just off
S1^a'ef
double
hitches, backboards, etc. Careful

i

j

farmer

HE

Livery, Boarding
'S

]

of

j

sue-

Gio.

Harvey and son have returned home ! cess. An evening spent with him recently
Smirhfield, where they had employment was greatly enjoyed by his friends here in
at Dr. G. C.
Kilgore’s summer home_Iiollis hearing him teli something of his own eXperiSeekins has moved his fa ily to Belfast for ence and the conditions existing when he first
the winter, where
went west and conditions as they are today,
they have employment

!
j
J
j

»

j

...

Mrs. Nellie Wallace is on the sick list_Miss Though very modest and reticent about his
j
Ruth Hanley spent the week-end in Waldo, own affairs, he does not mind telling some- >
|
the guest of Doris
Shorey_Mrs. Geo. Har- thing of the hardships of pioneer life in the |
The homesteading of a large tract
vey and daughter Lizzie have returned home early 80’s.
from Searsport, where they had visited rela- of land in the Dakotas' gave him his start in
tives for several weeks-Mrs. L. D. Holmes business
life, and led to his engaging in the
is ill at this
writing and is attended by Dr. G. lumber business, eventually going to MinneC. Kilgore-Mrs. James Webster and Mrs. F. apolis, where for several years he has been
Porter Webb were guests of Mrs. Webb’s part owner and general manager of a large
mother, Mrs. S. J. Flye, in Freedom, Saturday lumber manufacturing business. His many
and Sunday-Messrs. Albert Toothaker and
friends are glad to see his genial face, and glad
Kendall Fifefield were quests of E. C. Peavey that though so busy he left his cares to gladOct. 19th-Arthur Thompson and family of den the heart of his mother during these dark
Poor’s Mills were guests of James Webster days, and we hope he may live long and be
and family Sunday.
permitted to revisit his native land many
times_Another flurry in pork. When Leroy
SANDYPOINT.
Fickett went to feed his hogs the other morn
Miss Laura Blanchard spent the week-end I
he found 9 nice piglets beside their mother
with friends in Prospect_F. F. Perkins went
J
M. Higgins recently sold a nice
to Seboeis Monday for a week_Mrs. Warren hog. Henry
to Nathan Berry_Mrs. Richard Higgins
hog
Barrows and son Manley have returned to
received a box of most delicious grapes by
their home in West Newton, Mass.,
having
express Monday from her uncle, Robert Patspent several months here_Mrs. L. K. Perterson of Farmington, California. Last year
kins is in Boston for a visit_M. A. Sanford
she received some fine oranges from him....
and Mr. Van Bleck of Bangor spent Sunday
Mr. S. F. Files and daughter Doris of Pittswith Mr. and Mrs. Fred Perkins_Mrs. F. S.
field was in town Saturday on business-Mrs.
Harriman has been in Bangor several days
Elisha Gordon and daughter are guests of Mr.
with friends-Mr. Elwood Grant and wife of
and Mrs. Nelson Gordon..... Mr. and Mrs.
Dover spent a few days here last week....
Charles Clark of Castine were guests of Mr. j
Mrs. Althea Grant has closed her home and
Howard Small and Miss Martha Oct. 12th ami
gone to Boston to live with her son, Clinton
13th.... Mrs. Fred Patterson visited her daughGrant-Mrs. Kate Staples has gone to Dover
week.
for the winter-Hairie Partridge is in Bos- ter, Mrs. Blinn Hogan, in Brooks last
W'hile there she was quite ill. Medical aid
ton for a visit-F. S, Harriman is
away on a
was summoned and she was able to return to
vacation and Miss Jennie Black is
assisting in
the store-The dance at Griffin’s Hall last her home Sunday_Master Clyde Cilley of j
with his
week was largely attended... The farmers are Belfast passed Oct. 17th and 18th
grandfather, Mr. H. M. Higgins... .Mr. E. L. (
late gathering their crops owing to the bad
weather the past three weeks.
Bartlett, our postmaster, is at home very sick, j
Dr. H. L. Kilgore attends him. His many
WHITE'S CORNER, t Winterport.)
friends wish him a speedy recovery-Mis^ |
Mrs. Marcus Littlefield attended the RebeCarrie A. Ferguson accompanied by her brothkah assembly in Portland last week, stopping
er, frame rerguson, passed ounuay aiteruuuu |
en route for a visit with relatives in Burnham,
with Mr. and Mrs Roes C. Higgins.
and returning home Friday
J. W. Jewett,
i
who sustained a dislocated clavicle and a seriThe Family Cough Medicine
ous sprain of the shoulder by being thrown
In every home there should be a bottle of (
from his wagon, is able to ride and is in JackDr. King’s New Discovery, ready for immeson for a few days at present.... Mrs. T. O.
diate use when any member of the family conShields entertained the ladies of the W. C. T.
tracts a cold or a cough. Prompt use will stop i
U. at her home last Friday afternoon.... The
the spread of sickness. S. A. Stid of Mason. 1
attendance of the two schools in this vicinity
Mich., writes: “My whole family depends upon
is considerably broken by an epidemic of both
Dr. King’s New Discovery as the best cough
mumps and measles-Mrs. C. H. Libby and
and cold medicine in the world. Two 50c botMiss Louise spent the week-end in Swanville.
ties cursd me of pneumonia.” Thousands of
Hugh Smith, who lives near the Newburg other families have been
equally benefited and
line, is quite ill at the present writing. He
depend entirety upon Dr. King’s New Discov- J
was stricken suddenly with sn attack resembery to cure their coughs, colds, throat and lung j
ling a shock, but did not suffer any paralytic troubles. Every dose
helps. Price 50c and
Clarence
came
son
His
effect.
from Surry
$1.00. All druggists.
for
care
him... .C. B. Jewlast Friday to help
H E. Bucklen & Co.t Philadelphia or
ett and C. W. Nealey recently completed siloe
St. Louie.
and are waiting for fair weather to fill them.

|

—

j

....

*

*

or

from

|

unknown

**!°™

or

everlasting life,” John 3, 16 ...Real
estate is still changing hands. The Robert O.

j

t

Medical

to the

THE ADAMS METHOD

cently and enjoyed a trip to Togus
Mrs.
Edwina Garceion Bradford is visiting at her i
old home in Troy-N. M. Batchelder 1 as re- ]
ceived word of the death in Hampden of his
sister, Mrs. Charlotte Gould, formerly of this
town....Mrs. F. A. Myrick has received from j
Boston a tine lot of new style hats, in which 1
her friends and neighbors are much interested, i

r

HILL. iMvanvill**.)

f

LIQUOR HABITS

approve! and scientific method known

is ail the time required for relief from the Drink
Hal it.

T

30th,weather permitting.
Miss
Woods spent a day in Augusta re-

Rosamond

m->3t

$
11
your
fur
Physician
.A,k
investifcate
$
v'"in P;"f'S?ion'
f;lmily
EH“rKNOWtse
»vMUV\5. N.»
T
Klertnics.
No secret formula
formula.
No sudden stopping of
No suffering
pain.
j
$ drugsCall stimulants.
T
address
+
j

!

account of rain and will be

held there Oct.

hy the

X

same

have

OAK

_^11

_

THREE TO FIVE DAYS

♦

an

place next Saturday afternoon_The last
Sunshine meeting was with Mrs. Hattie Sanderson. The next will be with Mrs. Lizzie
Smith next Thursday-The meeting of the
Artist’s Club at Mrs. F. A. Myrick’s Oct.,16th,

Kpf.
fjg|g
||p
l|||

....

—

DRUG AND

trt'ated

♦

interesting meeting with Mrs. Georgia Woods last Sat-

Mg

Herbert Mahuren are packing apples....
Miss Edna Proctor, who has been at home for
the summer, has returned to Massachusetts.
Miss .Annie Proctor of New York is at home.
Mr. and Mrs William
Bryant are visiting
his brother, Lewis Bryant, at the Paul Ranch.
-Miss Gertrude Marshall of Boston is with
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Hudson Marsh;.
11, at
Hie Paul Ranch.

home industry.

_

Bagley

COMPANY

develop-

support

-----

R

*

upon your own

DO IT FOR MUTUAL GOOD.
DO IT FOR BELFAST,

Im

fc

Its future growth and

SPEND YOUR MONEY AT HONE

a

WEST WINTERPORT.

k.

descriptive

OF NEW YORK

j

FOR SALK IY YOUR SROCER.

write for

OIL

New York. N Y.
Buffalo, N. Y.

j

B

or

STANDARD

■

loaves to the sack.
Your grocer keeps William
Tdl. Insist on it next time
you order flour.
B

of every

circular to

County Correspondence.

milled—gives

Perfection Oil Heater

is

party of young
friends Monday evening.... Ira D. Cram returned from Boston Saturday.... Mr. and Mrs.
Frank B. Luce, who have been visiting his
anere.
parents, Mr. and Mrs. F. A. Luce, returned to
When the attempt was first made Belfast Friday-Mr. and Mrs. Burleigh Nash HA I.LD ALERev. John McAulif? of Westport preached
pro’'e ardent spirits on board of ships went to their home in Rockland Saturday_
■•.necessary, serious objections on the Mrs. Lucy Plummer returned to Hampden here last Sunday a. m_ Miss May Hopkins,
art of seamen who on shore manifested
Friday... Sheriff F. A. Cushman was in town who spent the summer here with her aunt,
ch lo'-e for it, might have been anticiLionel Jealous and P. W. Jaquith Mrs. E. J. Hall, returned to her home in Lowated.
Seamen who, when exposed to Saturday...
of Waterville were here Saturday... .C. Pem- ell, Ma6»., Oct. 18th.... E. B. Choate is at work
had
exhibited
themselves
temptation,
for C. A. Hall.... Fred Hutch ns of Freedom is
constant victims—victims to men who l broke Carter of Belfast was in town from Friin mak
the health and iiappiness. tern- j day to Sunday-Mr. and Mrs. Cody Watts of helping Wayland White nig his potatoes....
-ral and eternal, of their fellow-citi- I Waldo have moved into G. F. Spear’s house...
Maynard Hall and David Hiatus are picking
ns a
j rev to their unprincipled and Mr. and Mrs. P. C. Alien went to Lewiston up potatoes for Sewail Staples_Mrs. M. W.
"eedy avarice—we repeat, that from J Saturday.... Mrs. Sarah Thompson is at home White, Mrs Newell White and Mrs. C. V.
:ch seamen, serious objections might 1
from 1 elfast.... Isaac Quigg of Palermo and j Stevenson were in Watervil ? on bus:ness Oct.
ive
been expected; we have heard of
L. Cooper of Belfast are sawing lumber j 18th
such objections—on the contrary how Ralph
on the Whitten lot with their
ten have we heard from this nobie, but
portable sawj
WALDO STATION.
jured class of men, an entire approval I mill... The schools in town closed Friday....
The present rainy and foygy weather is
the reform. What a comment this on Mrs. Lucy Plummer of Bangor, formerly of
rather discouraging to the fanners having po"ie moiives and conduct of the dram
this town, has been visiting her old neighbors
tatoes to harvest, but the vegetable gardens
•Her.
What a practical comment ad- and friends.
She returned home last week....
"essed to the serious and moral reflecare growing apace... .Guy Marden and family
J. W. Wentworth is about to lay a pipe to
lun of the citizen, who can talk of the
Sunday with his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
water to his stable_Will Swasey of spent
carry
ght of vending intoxicating drink, and
James Marden-Mr. and Mrs Bert Hamlin
who
has
been
Marblehead,
in
Mass.,
f sanctioning such right by law.
boarding
What
are receiving congratulations
on the birth.
comment addressed to the man who town, returned home Monday... Ora Morse
Oct. 7th, of a son, Clarence E irton_The
•••lieves that intoxicating drink is ever has hired out with C. L. Abbott with his horse
What encourage- team to haul lumber for his portable mill. Mr. death Oct. 14th of young Richard Robertson
••-eessary or useful.
of Swanville has cast a gloom over the comment is thus aiforded to withdraw the vic- Abbott is
sawing lumber on the Berry lot....
He was well and favorably known
ms of intemperance from the gulf into
Mrs. Cora Goodwin passed last Sunday with munity.
■vhich they have fallen. Yet more than
of a genial nature was a general
her cousins in Liberty-W. D. Tasker, aged and being
Hi, how imperative is the obligation on
favorite It means much loss to a town to
HI our citizens to endeavor by every 85, is a smart old man of his years. He has
have young men of promise and anility taken
milked four cows, picked 21 barrels of apples
eans to guard the yet temperate from
from its midst.
his
which
can
and
done
all
his other harpotatoes
very temptation
plunge them dug
to such a vortex; to endeavor by all vesting.
■

wicks is

Bpr PKC'TI All

§■

JSBfl

doctor’s

CENTftR MONTVILLE.
0. R. Harriman entertained

a

■

Ointment is guaranteed to speedily
heal eczema, rashes, ringworm, tetter and
other uneightly eruptions.
Eczema Ointment
a

Ejf

At

Eczema

is

H/

K__
if

The soothing, healing medication in DR
HOBSON’S ECZEMA OINTMENT penetrates
every tiny pore of the skin, clears it of all im-

with "woman's rights”

THE

The trade mark of the Per-

■

So

to make Belfast
prosperous.

city is prospering as never before.
ment depends in large measure

Hi
Hi

wicka
oldfeature
of
some
ing
fashioned oil heaters is done
away with entirely in the
New Model Perfection

disagreeable

TROY
The

My own belief is embodied in the text:
Though a little learning may incline
men to skepticism,
a deeper
philosophy
and more extensive knowledge will bring

reputable man, deposed that
people tiiere speak of hav-

help

the peers of anv in
homes. Patronize

are

at home and works for the
welfare of Belfast.

|

iigent

of all.

Every dollar spent with them stays

Maine from the commencement of the
ure until 1798.
Revolutionary war and they took possesQuoting whatever interests me as 1 sion
of Castine in 1779. They were a
II
•ok further.
great annoyance to the people, far and
Wants—Wisdom wants more pupils; j near, and prevented all intercourse by
ruth more real friends;
virtue more water between that section of the State
irslirers; honesty more practitioners; and Boston and vicinity. A plan was
to
have
less
of
said
its
igion
mysteries therefore formed to drive off the British
:: 1 more done of its duties.
and take possession of the town and harA late writer says: "A Greek would bor of Castine; and the enterprise was
ve formed a god to be placed under the
wholly undertaken by Massachusetts.
vh of Niagara Falls; an American is
Men were so scarce that ah impressment
itisfied with a paper mill above it.”
was resorted to and apprentices and
Who is a true gentleman? —Whoever young men were taken in the streets ot
frank, sincere, honest, generous, cour- Boston and compelled to go on board the
Such vessels and engage in the expedition.
us, truly honorable and candid.
is a true gentleman, whether Some of them never returned; they found
one
•arned. nr rich, or a laborer.
untimely graves on the Peninsuia of
it is possible that a wise and good man Penobscot. The expedition was wholly
.ay be persuaded to engage in play; but unfortunate and added much to the debt
:s impossible that a professed or habitof the State of Massachusetts.
The ac.1.
gambler should be a wise and good count adds that the men sutfered a good
van.
deal in travelling through the country
The following from a long and interest- from Penobscot Bay to Portland, which
was then almost a wilderness.
of the sea

serpent:
-T.story
>
apt. Crabtree, who lived some time
an island in Penobscot Bay, a very in-

prosperity

our

shipbuilder and a temperate man.”
One of the first pictures is of the eapiAnd from a long story of Revolutionary
i at Boston, with its familiar dome. times I choose the
following;
j
\mong the many interesting facts, 1 read
Few of the present generation can
•nut it was erected in 1795, and that the
ixpe
•rner-stone was hauled by fifteen white j dition; and as it was unfortunate to the
American arms, there was less said of it
•rses, that being then the number of |
than of other affairs of similar preparaMates in the LTnion.
The building was tion and
promise. British vessels of
j
ot finished and occupied by the Legisla- l force were hovering on the coasts of
104,

the

on

The merchants and professional men of
Belfast
Maine. They help support our schools and

ceased in 1835, is mentioned “Roberl
Thorndike of Camden, in Maine, agec

treasures I

BejETj

Trade in

early days when nothing wai
good liquor which some ol

its friends claim does not intoxicate like

well remem-

Again

those

drank but the

The

also

opening

_____

in our

power to remove suet)
temptations from among us; and to en
deavor that they shall never again re
ceive public sanction.
I notice that this was written in 1836
means

Old Book.
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NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE
TIT HE RE.AS, Maurice A. |: wden of Isieshor^ ;n the County of Waldo and State
of Maine, by his
mortgage deed dated the rrst
A- lK 1904, recorded m the
\la\,
^pteniberWaldo Registry
of Deeds, Book 20S,
Page : id.
convened to mo, the undersigned, a certain
of land situate in the tow n
f si boro.
( ounty ol Waldo,
lying on the wester!v de of
the town road, bounded as
follows, viz: Beginning at a cedar stake m irkod B. 11. ( V, 1^1 i,
on the

westerly suit
dividing line betwe-t.
-rid, and Jason W

->f said road

and

<>-.

the

hod.,! W.Uiam R Coombs
Ladd; ;!*.er ce i.urtl
>rty-

two degrees
forty-live k.i
dividing line, two hundrto

po west
:
and t'.,
ighl
spruce tree mark,.: i. 'I
pimp
thence north twelve degre,
ut«i
east two hundred fourteen
and
feLl
to a cedar stake marked I'. II.
t’., ,< p t> ,n[.,.
-outh seventy-six degrees thir;v m
two hundred six and one-half feet
indi on the
westerly side of said reap rm-r.re
souti, thirteen degrees
thirty minutes we.-: .11
the westerly side of said road
one hundred
reel: thence south sixteen degrees thirtv minutes west on the
westerly line of said -end
two hundred
forty and one-half (eel to
place begun at. said lot being the same lot conveyed by said (.add to said Bowden on the tirst
ii<i) of September, A. D. 15*04; and whereas the
condition of said mortgage has been
br.^en,
now therefore, by reason of the
breach of ihe
condition thereof, I claim a foreclosure of said
mortgage.
Dated this eleventh day of October, A It
191;i.
JASON W. LADD
D. a= 11.
3w42

feet

to a

the’

STATE OF MAINE.

WALDO SS.
To the Honorable Justices of the
Citypoint.
Supreme
Judicial Court, next to be Holden at
Belfast, arrive.
Belfast,
within and tor said
f Flag station.
County, on the first Tuesday of January, A. 1). 1914
Limited tickets for Boston are now sold at
C'LORA B. ALI.L’N of said Belfast, in said
$5.25 from Belfast.
H. D. WALDRON,
Get eral Passenger Agent. 1
County, wile of John L. Allen, respectfully
represents: that her maiden name was
D. C. DOUGLASS.
General Manager, Portland Maine, Flora B. Patterson; that she was lawfully
married to the said John L. Allen, at
Halifax.
»n the Province of Nova
Scotia, on the third
EASTERN
STEAMSHIP day f July, A. !>. 1901), by the Rev. Wofford N.
Ryan, a minister of the gospel; that since their
said marriage your libellant h:is
always conducted herself toward her said husband as a
faithiul, true and affectionate wife, but that
Bangor Line-Fall Schedule. the sad libelee, wholly regardless of his marriage vows and duty, on or about the fifteenth
day of Ju.y, A. D. 1909, utterly deserted
Belfast and Boston, $3.25 One Way ; $6.00 libellant nd has continued such desertionyour
for
three consecutive years next prior to the
Round Trip.
filing
of this libel; that since their said
marriage
rURBINE STEEL STEAMSHIPS BELFAST your libellant has always resided within the
State of Maine; that the residence of the libelee
and CAMDEN
is not known to your lib. llant and cannot be
Leave Belfast at 2.00 p. rn. for Boston Mon- ascertained by reasonable diligence.
Wherefore your libellant prays that a divorce
day, Wednesday, Thursday and Saturday.
For Bangor at 7.30 a. m., Tuesday, Wednes- from tne bonds ol matrimony existing between
her and the said libelee may be decreed, and
day, Friday and Saturday.
that her name be changed from that of Flora
RETURNING
B. Allen to Lha; of her maiden name, Flora B.
Leave Boston at 5.00 p. m. Monday, TuesPafterson.
day, Thursday and Friday.
October 16, 1913.
FLORA B. ALLEN.
Leave Rockland at 5.15 a. m. (or on arriva
steamer from Boston) Tuesday, WednesSubscribed and sworn to this 16th dav of
day, Friday and Saturday.
October. A. D. 1913. Before me.
FRED W. ROTE, Agent, Belfast, Maine.
J. S. HARRI.UAN,
[cs ]
Notary Public.
D. A. R. COMMEMORATION.
STATE OF MAINE.
In commemoration of the brave deeds Waldo ss
Supreme Judicial Court, in Vacation.
af Benedict Arnold in his expedition
up
Belfast. October 16, A. D. 1913.
the Kennebec River a big bowlder was
the annexed Writ and Libel, it is orUpon
dedicated at Anson Friday afternoon, dered by me, the
undersigned, a Justice of
Oct. 24th, by Ruth Cragin Chapter of said Court, that notice be given to the Libelee
North Anson and Margaret Moore
an attest ?d copy of the same, or
by
publishing
Chapter, D. A. R. of Madison. The monument an abstract thereof, together with this order
is at the spot where Arnold and his men thereon, three weeks successively in The Relanded with their canoes to go around the publican Journal, a newspaper printed in Belin the County of Waldo, the last publicafalls. The monument bears this inscrip- fast,
tion to be thirty days at least before the next
tion:
“This bowlder marks the course term of said
Court, to be holden at Belfast,
of the road cut through the forest by Col. within and for said
County, on the first TuesBenedict Arnold in October, 1775, for day of January next, that he may then and
carrying past these falls on the march of there appear in said Court and answer thereto,
his Army to Quebec, To commemorate | if he see fit.
WARREN C. PH1LBROOK,
the event this tablet is placed by Margaret
Justice Supreme Judicial Court.
Goff'Moore Chapter of Madison and Ruth
A true
of the Writ and Libel and Order
Heald Cragin Chapter of North Anson, |I of Court copy
3w42
thereon.
Attest: GEO. I. KEATING, Clerk.
Daughters of the American Revolution. |

CORPORATION.

THE NEWS OF BROOKS.

SEARSPORT.
Charles S. Shute is in Bangor

Fred Ham of Thorndike

business.

on

Mrs. Lura Hatch and daughter Pauline, of
Livermore Falls are visiting at Fred Brown's.

Frankfort last week.

ness

The High school pupils

dialogue

Pike Brothers' cooper shops will close next
week for a short vacation.
to Boston

isehemiah Roulston went
week to spend the winter.

About 5,000 bushels of potatoes
ground to be harvested.

Frank Hamilton and children visited
friends in Bangor last week.
Cunningham has moved into the

in Boston and

vicinity.

Mrs. N. D. Hewes left

Monday

stay

Mass.,

after

months' stay

lew

a

a

caring for her

on.

for W altham,

in town.

Mrs. Cera L. Dow returned last week from
with relatives in Boston and vicinity.

Belfast is the

nurse

in

Mrs.

C. A. Colcord of Danbury,

Lonn., arrived Tuesday for

a

few

days'

visit.

j

Nichols, who has teen visiting
Boston and vicinity, returned home last

Mrs.
in

Amos

Mrs. E. D. P. Nickels and Miss Lida Curtis,
who have been visiting in Boston, have returnHenrietta R. Garey went to Boston last
week, where she is engaged as a trained nurse
for the winter.
Miss

Arthur Hopkins of Brewer
were in town last week, guests of Mr. and
Mrs. J. A. Clement.

Capt.

and Mrs.

Norris of Cambridge, Mass., has
homestead on Norris street

Albert G.

bought

the Norris

of the Norris heir6.

Hawley

receiving
the birth, Oct. 25th, of a

Mrs. James

Mr. and

are

congratulations on
Thomas Hawley.

son,

Barge Kennebec arrived Tuesday from Newport News with 3,100 tons of coal for the
Penobscot Coal Company.
Steamer Seaconnet,

discharging hriday
dock and sailed for

Capt. Smith, finished

near-by

trout

from

the

Alvin Clark spent the week-end in Frankfort
with relatives.

brooks and in Swan Lake.

and Mrs. R. G. Mosman are rejoicing
on the arrival, Oct. 24th, of a
baby boy.
Mr. and Mrs. Byron Rogers have returned
home from visits in Boston and vicinity.
Mr.

Smith left Saturday for Brooklyn, N. V., wnero she will spend the winter
with Capt. and Mrs. A. N. Blanchard.
Mrs. Alice M.

school
has moveu his xamily from Swanvilie to the
W. O. Barney house on Union street.

Principal

to

Hartson

of

the

grammar

Mrs. Henry Cunningham, who occupies the
Osgood house, is very low’ at this writing.
Chas. H. Carrow returned to Bangor Tuesday morning after a short visit with relatives.
Mrs. James DeVere has returned to
Bangor,

Prank i Mortland and Mrs. John Davis went
Rockland Monday to attend t.he funeral of
unde, Hon. David N. Mortland.

their

J. H. Kneeland, who feil from
in his

lame

Mrs.

J, W.

with her

Wallnutt

left

where she will

accompanied by

apple tree

a

Beverly, Mass.,
ter

an

short time ago, is still
but is able to be about the house.
orenaru

Aid

society

ot

tne

universanst

parish will meet this, 'lhursday, afternoon,
with Mrs. Elmer E. Thompson, Church street,
for sewirg. All are earnestly invited by the
cordial hostess to attend, equipped with needle,
thimble and suggestive minds, concerning
fancy work for the next sale!

Mr. and Mrs. W. S. Jones were the committee
entertainment, and furnished a most interesting one, after which several kinds of
sandwiches, twisted dnntrhimts and rnffee was
served.

Miss Ethel Savery is attending the Teachers
Convention in Bangor.

Monmouth
hatchery arrived last week and were placed in
brook

14,000

ine Ladies

Newm..n returning with them for a visit.
The trip in their new Cadillac car, was very
easy and most pleasant for each and all.
son

Penobscot Coal

at the
Norfolk.

her

mother,

Mrs. Jennie

Carrow.

very

Regardless

of rain and mud

attended the dance in

Thursday for
spend the win-

sister, Mrs. H. A. Webber.

Mrs. Lillias L. Nichols has closed her house
jn Wafer street and left Monday for Brookline, M&fco., where she will spend the winter.

over

50

couples

Mr. and Mrs. J. A. Flanders, East Main
street, left October 21st by steamer Millinocket
from Cape Jellison for New York.
Luring
their absence they will be the guests of their
son, Mr. Carl Flanders,and family, in Brooklyn
N. Y., and their second son, Mr. James A.
Flanders, Jr., and wife, in Albany, N. Y.

neighbor informs your correspondent that
her piazza, having a southern exposure, the
thermometer registered 100 degree throughout
the middle of today—Monday. October is apparently endeavoring to redeem its reputation; prove that it is one of the most beautiful
months of the year in Maine! We ardently
hope it may, at least, be dry until the end!
A

on

Mr. John McLaughlin, School street, recently
out the livery stable business of Harri-

Knowlton’s hall last

Saturday night.

bought

The Ladies Aid of Trinity church will meet
with Mis. Frank Towle tomorrow, Friday, at
the usual hour.

& Dairy at Cape Jellison and will remove
five horses ar.d other equipment to his
large village stable. Mr. McLaughlin has
found it profitable to keep three autcmuuiles
for the accommodation of patrons for several
months, in addition to his many horses and

Shedrick Staples lost one of his truck horses
Monday morning. The horse ate hi- breakKerr, tonsorial artist, has sold his I
fast and was apparently as well as u&ual and
business to ihomaa Wagner, who will continue I
dead in his st^Ji,
dropped
the
same
corner
of
i
Main
an1 Guodell
at
stand,
William

man

the

easy

carriages.

Lasfc week ^ave us a beautiful Tuesday,
Miss Julia Leary of the North school went
streets.
arid Thursday; but, alas! Friday,
Wednesday
to
Boston Wednesday to visit the public
Steamer George Hawley, Capt. Johnson, ar- i
(and Sunday of the present week)
schools in that city and vicinity, instead of Saturday
One felt like repeating the
were again rainy!
rived Monday from Newport News with 3,9fc7
attending the Teachers Convention in Bangor. little
tons of coal to the Penobscot Coal Co. at
boy’s query, “Isn’t there any faucet on
j Mrs. F. A. Flanders, who
recently opened a the Gcd-water?” when the fog and rain
Mack's Point.
millinery parlor at her home 10 Searsport appeared after so short a respite. Monday,
ihe summer home of Amos D. Carver at
avenue, is meeting with unexpected success as these items are being written, the
gladsome
Locust Valley, L. 1., New York, was totally de4

who have thus far patronized her
well pleased with her work.

and all

stroyed by tire Oct. 15th, caused by
chimney. Loss £40.000,

a

defective

are

sunshine is

cheering every citizen of Stockton!

Mr. and Mrs. Charles W. Frye of Scituate,
The Brower circle of Mason’b Mills church !
arrived in Belfast October 21st and
Mass.,
Ihe Ladies’ Aid of the 51 E. church
wiij j has elected the following officers for the year: i came immediately to Stockton
by automobile
a
harvest supper in the vestry of the Mrs. Richard
give
Brown, president. Mrs. Janus to visit his sistor, Mrs. S. Fannie
Bridges, Midchurch Thursday evening, Oct. 30th, from 6 to !
Dickerson, vice president; Mrs. Leroy Staples, dle street, and his niece and
husband, Mr. and
S. Admission 25 cents.
Jennie
Mrs.
treasurer.
Stevens,
secretary;
Mrs. Everett Staples, Church street.
They
Miss Ethel Wood of Jacksonville. Fla., who j
Last week when Thomas Kennedy was cross- remained in town until Saturday afternoon,
has been assistant operator in the telegraph ing the bridge in a team, the horse became when
they took train for home. Many former
office at Camder for the summer, and who was frightened at the whistle on the sardine facto- associates
gladly welcome “Charlie” in his
the guest last week of Miss t eorgia L. Ford on | ry. throwing Mr. Kennedy out although the.e old-time-home!
ior
left
View
Place,
Savannah,
Satucay
Bay
j was no damage done but the horse kept on
Mrs. Jessie S. Pattee, D. E. G. M of PrimGa., to visit her sisLer.
going and—so did Tom.
rose
Chapter, 0. E. S., of Belfast, inspected
Mrs. Gerald Jones of Brunswick, Ga., forMrs. M. L. Stantial and son Thomas left last
Bethany Chapter, No. 76, of Stockton Springs
Miss
Emma
Calderwood
of
merly
Searsport, Monday for their new home in Houlton, Me., Saturday evening, Oct. 2fth. The weather
who was stricken with paralysis on the pas- where Mr. Stantial will make his
headquarters. was most unpropitious, but notwithstanding
sage from Brunswick to Boston, is recovering.
They recently moved from Goff to v. n, N. H., the heavy stoim there was a goodly attendM:s. Jones is at the home of her brother, Dr.
and Mrs. S. has been visiting her parents Rev. ance, and a most enjoyable evening w as spent.
Samuel H. Caiderwood, in Rcxbury, Mass.
and Mrs. Wm. Vaughan.
Supper was served in the banquet hall, and
while the stoim rjged without the spirit of
(. apt. Isaac Carver, for many years in comThe Ladies’ Aid of the Mason’s Mills church
“Eat, drink and be merry!” prevailed within;
will give a Harvest supper, followed by an enmand of colliers of the U. 3. Navy, was reand the members rejaiied to their hemes at a
cently promoted to the command of the collier tertainment, tomorrow, Friday, night. The
Hector of .0,100 tons capacity, now at the entertainment will be in keepiug with All late hour, feeling thai they had been well rethe eleKittery Navy Yard. Capt. Carver formerly Hallowe’en eve. During the past summer the paid for the efforts made in braving
commanded the Justin, Marcellus, Zafiro and Aid has earned and expended $93 and has a ments to attend this meeting.
Brutus.
tidy sum in the treasury.
SEARSMONT.
Mr. and Mrs. Ephraim Wiley of Citypoint,
Belfast, were guests of Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Brown last Friday.... Miss Mary Cobb has returned from a two weeks’ visit in Augusta,
where she was the guest of her aunt, Mrs. Edwin Hawes_D. W. Wing has returned to his
Mrs. Mary L. Barhome in Haverhill, Mass
ker, who spent the summer with friends in the
She writes from St.
east has returned home.
Paul under date of Oct. 22nd that she was in
the midsi of a cold northeast srow storm
which lasted all day. Every one was wrapped
Mrs. Parker will visit
in furs and mufflers.
her daughter in Seattle before going to her
heme in Los Angeles. [Other Searsmont
items on (ith page.]
...

umtK MumviLLt

of Samuel P. and Bessie
Thomas Aldus, died at the home of his parents,
Oct. 22nd, after a long illness. He was born in
Rockport and his age was 9 years and 10
The funeral services were held last
months.
Friday afternoon. He was an attendant at

Ralph G.,

son

Mr. and Mtb. E. L. Bennett are visiting relatives in Waterville.... Mrs. Emma Cushman
Her mother, Mrs.
went to Palermo Friday.
Mary Bowler, icccmpanied her heme for a
visit. .David Boynton and family moved to Belfast Saturday.... Mr. and Mrs. Perley C. Allen

Brick school and the pupils in his grade
were many
from
sent flowers, and there
friends and parents. Interment was in Grove

the

Lewiston Monday for the winter. He
haB appointed M. M. Wentworth town clerk
to fill out his term in that office, and the superintending school committee have elected H. C.
McCorison -superintendent of schools to fill out
went to

cemetery.

TO

LET

Allen's unexpired term.... Mrs. A. M.
for
j Ricker has gone to Newport and Pittsfield
A large building in desirable location, suit- a fortnight’s visit. She will be the guest of
able for light manufacturing, and a residence
Mrs. G. F. Dint more in Newport and the guest
Address,
of Mrs. E. O. Clement in Pittsfield.... Mrs.
C, at the Journal Office.
John Cornforth and little daughter Elizabeth
Mr.

-1

■-

A CHANCE FOR SMOKERS
So that all may become acquainted
with the famous “GINITA” Cigar, we
will sell all day

!

|

1

buying

25c.
any of

THE OLD CORNER DRUG STORE

Purchasers

enthusiastic
over the small fuel consumption, the great heating
power, the ease of operations
are

Ask for an estimate on your needs.

WOOD &. BISHOP

CO.,

FRANKFORT.
Mr. and Mrs. James F. Hurley were weekend guests of friends in Bangor and Old
Town-Mr. and Mrs. Donald K. Drake are
receiving congratulations on the birth of a son,
Donald K., Jr....George B. Ott, Jr., of Pitts-

Bangor, Me. esta,b8V9SHEO

program

was

The song is now
and Belfast, and

on

sale in Portland, Bangor
is proud of this

recognition of local talent. Music, recitations
and pantomines made up a nice program. Then
ice cream and cake were on sale and the proceeds, $8, will be used to buy new singing
books for the church. Much credit is due our
organist Miss Viola Conant, for her efforts to
secure new singing books....The Hallowe'en
social and dance given by the Rebekahs
Wednesday evening

was

well

patronized-

very discouraging to farmers who have acres
of potatoes not dug, and lots of them are un-

water....The next W. C. T. U meeting
will be with Mrs. Roscoe Clement, Nov. 7th.
_There were no church services last Sunday on account of the rain.... Mrs. Lena Chase
der

visited

her

daughter,

Newburgh last week for

Haney Luce,
few days.

Mrs.
a

in

BELFAST

AMERICAN

PAID

PORTS.

Fowl,

16a 17

Geese,

Wood, hard,

RETAIL PRICE.

Beef, Corned,

RETAIL

PORTS.

Di.,i,^

(Vn.nValltnn

K R

for N*»w York.

MARINE MISCELLANY.

I

|

|

SKeS^indmareoftorv^

Constipation

Indigestion

f

Sold for 60 years.

Authorized Regal Agents.

iVoweil^Mai!

I
he Choicest Collection of

Dancing Frocks

will be found among
i

PICTORIAL REVIEW
PATTERNS
Graceful Tunic Effects

I
I"wo and Three Tier Skirts

Every

Mode of the Moment

j

is Illustrated in the
FALL

only

5.00
3.50

1<)

chased

MARKET.

I'TTL

with

when

i

purcent

15

one

ONE!

TRY

recommend^

We

,y‘;‘
5313^

'Tfl

QUARTERLY
cents

pattern.

IS

j

PICTORIAL REVIEW
PATTERNS

Misses’ nuiiiinc FrocU

\

ir» .’puts.

;

r.
£«•■!

Eaeli Number

in-.

1

quid)

FESSENDEN NEWS CO.
PORTLAND, MAINE
Condensed Statement of Condition of the

National

Searsport

Bank

OF SEARSPORT, MAINE.
1

I

Gray-Smith. In Bridgewater, October 10,
Melvin William Gray of Buc'ksport and Miss
Gertrude Faith Smith of Bridgewater.
Long-Wadsworth. In Camden, October 21,
Dr. Millard B. Long and Marion Wadsworth,
both of Camden.
Powers Conary. In Rockland, October 10,
Haskell S. Powers and Miss Edith M. Conary,
both of Deer Isle.

i

77^

I
I

i

!

j

!
j

;
Rockland, Me. Oct 26. The three-masted
schooner R. Rowers ran onto Spears Rock neai !
the battery today, while working into Reck !
land harbor for a better anchorage. The re
ceding tide left her Btern high on the rccki I
ar.d while she did not leak much she was in
bsd position for an easterly storm. She wai
loaded with soft coal for Calais. The Bowers
was built in Camden in 1879 ar.d registers 43!
from Boston, but it i:
gross tons. She hails
understood her owners belong in the provinces
(The schooner floated Monday without assist
ance and came into the harbor.)

Aldus.

\s rendered to the United States

Comptroller of the Current

at the close of business October 21. 191>.
RESOURCES
Loans and Discounts.
129,322'“
Stocks and Bonds.
U. S. Bonds for circulation. 30,000
and
Fixtures
4.400
Bank Building
12S
Overdraft.
..

1

Cash

on

21.>ol u<

Deposit.

Cash in Vault.
Due from United States Treasurer.

.2 o

2.300 00

^•*.63.120 49
LIABILITIES
2,>.OM'

Surplus..
Net Undivided Profits..
Circulation.
Total

]

$

Capital Stock

j

deposits..
$363,120

49

i

The service which this bank giV's to its customers places within their
W e solicit the busireach every advantage to carry on financial matters.
Iw44
ness of Firms and Individuals.

Worcester, Mass., October 24,
William S. Aldus, formerly of Belfast, aged
78 years, 7 months and 25 days. The funeral
took place Sunday at his late home, No. 1ft
Gardner street. Rev. Dr. Drew of the Old
The burial was at
South Church, officiating.
Hope Cemetery.
Aldus. In Belfast, October 22, Ralph G.,
and Bessie Aldus, aged 9
son of Samuel P.
years and 1ft months.
Carter. In Sedgwick, October 17, Grace L.
Carter, aged 13 years, 2 months and 14 days.
Gould. In Hampden, October 14, Mrs. Charlotte Gould, formerly of Troy.
Mortland. In Rockland, October 24, David
N. Mortland, aged 76 years, 2 months, 9days.
In Belfast, October 25, Caroline J.,
Pottle.
widow of the late James T. Pottle, aged 72

No.

|

years, 9 months and 13

2042.
REPORT Ol

[drink

Loans and Discounts.

! Overdrafts, secured and

j
i'

*-•

serve

I

^

$l3t*.7v
)jj
EkMit

j
12*»3V'.
4.4c

Ponds, securities, rte.
banking house,fuiuuureaud lixiwies
Due (ruin National Banks un-t ic

I
;

agents).

Due from Stale and private hanks
ami banker*, Trust t oinpaui-■i.aml
Savings Hanks.
Due trom api i©\ed ie*** 1 \c agent*
Cheeks and other cash items
Notes of other National Banks.
Fractional paper currency, nickels,
and cents.
Lawful money reserve in Hank. % i/.:
.j# 10,301 0O
Specie.
Legal-tender notes. 3,ooih-o
l\ >. I
with
fund
Kcdcmptiou
urer ( T* per cent of circulation)

*

22

;!

i1"

j

«

j

j
13

'■

li

j

..

Total..$3oa.
I \|<l

days.

j;

T MI

BANK

ings,$3,000

jj

Prices ,22-H8c.

mm-. <.1

1'. S. Bends to 'eenre circufatmn
Other bonds insecure pnstal ."av-

*

WE HAVE IT

<‘l

\t S«*j*r.-|»*»rt, in tin* Male .»! Mniue. hi
close of business «lefi>Iht 1, HH3.
IthSDl IC< I >.

COFFEE

(

I ML CONDI I ION

SEARSPORi NATIONAL

GOOD

In

Boston, Oct 26 Five men and a woman, whi
Snowman. In Bangor, October 16, Eben L.
Sniiwman of Orland, aged 53 years,
barely had time to save themselves before th<
Wentworth. In Brewer, October 26, Mr s.
of Bucksport, Me j
kill went to Hudson.Mass., Wednesday.... Mrs schooner Henry P Havens,
Lydia M. Wentworth, aged 46 years, 2 months
safely
pushei
off
Light
today,
sank
Highland
and 26 days. Remains taken to Waldo, for
Ida BiiggB has bought a hose of Fied Stewart
through the breakers ai d landed on Pom ; burial.___
Levi Rogers of Searsport was the guest ol
bound
The
Havens,
later.
Allerton beach
his nephew, M. R. Rogers, the first of the week
from New York to Bar gor, w as caught in
am |
heavy gale 35 miles off Highland Light
Fai mere have been unable to harvest theii
all three masts went overboard. The crev
weather
wet
of
continued
on
account
potatoes
hastily lowered the boat and jumped. CaptaiiA
It is hoped that the sun, which was a welcome
Ray and wife immediately were lowered.
the boa ;
will
no
long pull through heavy seas brought
sight to everyone Monday morning,
to shore. Those rescued are Captain Ernes | j
be obscured by clouds for at least a week...
sea
Alfred
Mate
Accuaoto,
Ray and Mrs Ray,
Mrs. Sprowl and Mrs. Ramsay have gone t<
men Daniel E Woods and Earl Sinkert ant
cook Charles Brown, all of Bangor. Mrs. Raj
Jefferson for a week’s visit... Mr. Smith o
the ship before her husband
Pittsfield, agent for the Overland, was in towi refused to leave
Do not continue to suffer with heartburn
(The schooner vas found afloat and waa towei I
last Saturday... Victoria Allen has just re
dizziness, after dinner distress, headache, biliinto Boston Monday.)
fron
her
State
of
ousness,
increase
pain in the bowels or sour or gassy
an
pension
ceived
Boothbay Harbor, Oct 25. A disabled rud stomach. Get relief at once -buy today—a
$2 to |5 per month... Eugene Adams is hav
der caused the loss of the two-masted Rock
box of Mi-o-na Tablets. They quickcent
fifty
Chester R Lawrence, lat,
ing his chimuey rebuilt... .The winter term o port, Me, schooner
ly and surely end indigestion and stomach dison White Island or The Fisher
Friday
night
a
vacatioi
ti ess—are perfectly harmless.
school will begin next Monday after
of Boothha;
men, five miles to the eastward
There is no long waiting for results—no need
of one week... Huldah Ramsay and her aunt
Harbor, while bound light from Boston to he
to deprive yourself of the food you like best
and
crew
of
tw,
Calista Sprowl, have gone to Jefferson to pasi 1 home port. Capt E L Collins
but fear to take because of stomach distress
I rowed three miles to the mainland and report
a few
days with relatives.... Oramande ed the wreck. The schooner went on to th. I Eat what you want at any time and take Mio-na Tablets.
Morse has given up his cream route and ha
ragged rocks at half tide and Capt Collina re
Do not suffer stomach distress another hour.
hired with Charles Abbott to haul lumber fron 1 ported she would be a total loss. When th< ,
It is not only needless but may be dangerous—
seas( he at
heavy
the
broken
was
rudder
by
to
dry.
his saw mill and stick it up
many serious diseases have their origin in the
tempted to make thia harbor, but waa unabl, , stomach
and bowels.
to manage the craft. The Lawrence was bull
For a mild, easy action of the bowels, tr^
r
Begin using Mi-o-na—now—at once. Money
was owned fay 1
end
in
1874,
1
at
Meee,
atal
25c
Estex,
laxative.
Doan's Reguleta, a modern
back if not satisfied. A; A. Howes & Co.
L Shepherd of Rockport, Me.

Qur 28c.
4

expenses
prolits,
paid..

Undivided

•

j

AND HARD TO BEAT

jj

taxes

tv

[

.l I I l.s

Capital stock paid m. $
Surplus fund.
and
less

Blend is a Winner

....

■tores.

$3.50 to $5.00.

ington.

!

Puerto

u

Biliousness

Ask Your Doctor.

1 10
Lime,
Butter Sait, 14 lb., 18a22 Oat Meal,
5
88 Onions,
4
Corn,
Cracked Corn,
83 Oil, kerosene,
12al3
Corn Meal.
83 Pollock,
7
24 Pork,
14
Cheese,
Cotton Seed,
85 Plaster,
1.1S
10 Rye Meal,
3^
Codfish, dry,
10 Shorts,
1 45
Cranberries,
Clover Seed,
25a27 Sugar,
5a5£
5 75a7 25 Salt, T. I.,
Flour,
4C
H. Cl. Seed,
2 60a2 75 Sweet Potatoes,
3
I
Wheat
15
Meal,
U
j trd,

Mexico, Oct 2J, S pm, sld, str Texan,
Stehelin, Charleston; 23, 8 am, ar, stmr Montanan, Ford, New York.
Salina Cruz, Oct 21, 2 pm, sld, str Columbian, Blackwell, San Diego; 22, sld, lpm, stmr
Nebraskan, St Diego;23,10 a m, ar, stm Nevadan, San Francisco, &c.
Digby, N S, Oct 17, In port, sch Celia F, for
Cienfuegos (loading).
Halifax, N S, Oct 24, ar, sch Edward H Blake
Campbellton, N B, for New York (put in foi
shelter).
Muigrave, N S, Oct 22, passed, sch Edwarc

that sr.e knows.

nils

s

PRODUCER.

18; Wood, soft,

who shows

I

m * *

Headaches

PRICE CURRENT.

Boston, Oct 21. Sld from Nantucket Roads
sch Theoline, Jacksonville; 22. ar, sch Jacob M
Haskell, Tampa; sld, schs Emma S Briggs,
Sullivan and New York; Nelson Y McFarland,
Castine; 24, ar, schs Harold C Beecher, Philadelphia for Brewer; Thelma, Wiggins, S C; 25,
cld, bark John S Emery. Buenos Ayres, for
orders; 26, ar, sch Harriet C Whitehead, Albany; 27, ar, schs Mary Anti McCann, South
Amboy for Kitterj; James W Elwell, Newport j
News for Portland; Henry p Havens, St
KOKN
George, L I, for Bangor (in tow ); sld, schs
Harold C Beecher (from Philadelphia) BrewIn Orland, October 15, to Mr. and
Bowden.
er; Storm Petrel, Bangor; Gilbert Stanclitf, do;
Mrs. Herbert P. Bowden, a daughter.
Josie, do; Stony Brook, do; Mary Ann McCann,
Eaton.
In
Orland, October 7, to Mr. and
F
Crowell. Rockport, Me; Mary
Kittery; Ella
Edwin E. Eaton, a daughter.
Langdon, do; John J Perry, do; Herman F Mrs.
Falk.
In
Providence, R. I., October 19, to
Kimball, do; Nile, Rockland; Horatio, VinalMr. and Mrs. Merw-yn Falk, a son.
haven and New York; passed Highland Light,
Gray. In
October 16, to Mr. and
lpm, sch Brina P Pendleton, Calais for coal Mrs. CharlesBrooksville,
S. Gray, a son.
port.
In
Payson.
October 20, to Mr.
Rockland,
Newport News, Oct 23. Sld, atm Bay State, and Mrs. Everett
Payson, a son, w eight 1U lb".
Bangor; sch Fannie Palmer, do; 25, sld, sch
Taplew In South Brooksville. October 16,
Major Richards, Bangor.
Sld 23d, sch Carrie to Mr. and Mrs. Warren F, Tapley, « son.
Brunswick, Oct 25.
WALTZ. In Everett, Maser, October —, to
Strong, Mitchell, Darien.
Mr. and Mrs. C. B. Wait*, a son.
Darien, Oct 23. Cld, sch Methebesec, BosWeed. In Stonington, Oetober 16, to Mr.
ton.
and Mrs. Ernest Weed of Brunswick, twin
Savannah, Oct 25. Passed out Tybee, sch
ddughtere.
Melbourn P Smith, for Belfast, Ga.
Charleston, S C, Oct 23. Ar, sch Emma S
M \B K1K!>
Lord, New York.
Perth Amboy, N J, Oct 22. Sld, sch TeW«In Rockland, October 20,
Cakykk-Johnson.
mah, Winterport; John Bracewell, Vinalhaven.
William J. Carver and Lizzie M. Johnson, both
Bridgeport, Ct., Oct 24. Sld, sch Charlotte of St
George.
T Sibley, Elizabethport.
CUNNINGHAM-ROBERTS. In Jackson, October
Bangor, Oct 21. Sld stmr F J Lisman, Nor- 26, by Rev. F. S. Dollilf, Henry H. Cunningham
folk; 23, ar sehs John B Carington, Rockland; of Waldo and Miss (Jeorgie G. Roberts of MonLizzie Lane, do; 24> sld sch Mary Augusta, | roe.
York.
Curkier-Myrick. In Wilton, October 15,
|I Boston; 25, sld, sch A F Kindberg. New
Portland, Oct 27. Ar, sch Otronto, Gloucester Frank Currier of Wilton and Miss Auvena
for Bucksport and sailed; sld, schs Edward H
My rick of Troy.
j Cole, coal port; Mattie J Alles, New York; 1
CI'NNINGHAM-TkewoRGY. In Ellsworth, OctoJames Young, South Norwalk; Alaska, New'
ber 21, Howard C, Cunningham and Miss Mary
York; Mineola, Boston; Enterprise, do; 28, ar, F. Treworgy, both of Surry.
sch Eliza Levansaler, Weymouth.
Dunton-Field. In Belfast, October 29, by
Searsport, Oct 24, ar, stmr Massasoit, Bos- Rev. George S. Mills, John R. Dunton and Miss
ton (and proceeded east); sld, barge NesqutCaroline W. Field, both of Belfast.
: honing,
Elizabethport; 25, sld, stn.r. SeaFarrow-Paul. In Belfast, October 29, l»y
conet. Norfolk; 27, ar, stm George Hawley,
Rev. Arthur A. Blair, Hartson Farrow of Bel
Norfolk; barge Kennebec, from a coal port; mont and Miss Mabelle Edith Paul of Belfast.
sld, barge Boylston, coal port.
| Flanders-Hanson. In Washington, OctoStockton, Oct 25, sld. stmr Thorsdal (Nor), her 13. by L. M. Staples, Esq., Harold l>. FlanI
Glasgow.
|
! ders of Liberty and Cecil M. Hanson of WashFOREIGN

Ayer

■'

10 00al4 00
per bbl, 75al.OO Hay,
7 Hides,
dried, per lb.,
10
2 50a2 76 Lamb,
Beans, pea,
14
Beans, Y. E., 2 50a2 75 Lamb Skins,
40a60
28a32 Mutton,
Butter,
8
9al0 Oats, 32 lb.,
Beef, sides,
42
9'Potatoes.
Beet,forequarters,
50
60 Round Hog,
Barley, bu,
10
24 Straw,
Cheese,
9.00
20 Turkey,
Chicken,
26a2C
Call Skins,
18 Tallow,
2
20 Veal,
Duck.
12al3
40 Wool, unwashed,
20
Eggs,

New

land.

A

Appies,

SHIP NEWS.
York, Oct 21. Sld, schs C B Clark,
Bangor; Blanche H King, Portland; 22. ar, sch
sld. sch Harry W Haynes,
Brunswick;
Edith,
Bangor; 23, ar, sch F C Pendleton, Philadelphia for Rockland; Daylight, Charleston; 24,
ar, sch N H Bunao, Bangor for Newark; stm
Millinocket, Stockton; tld, sch John Bracewell,
Perth Amboy for Vinalhaven; 25, ar, schs Edward Stewart, Stockton; Izetta, Bangor; Samuel Hart, Rockland; Charlotte T Sibley, Bangor
for Elizabethport; 26, ar, schs R P Pendleton,
Havana; Normandy, Stonington; Annie R
Lewis, Sullivan; sld, tchs Ell M Willey, Savannah; F C Pendleton, Philadelphia for Rock-

1

Corrected Weekly for The Journal.
PRODUCE MARKET.

night,

tomorrow

woman

..

will tow to destination. Oct 25.
The third
collision in two days between schooners of the
coastwise fleet in Vineyard sound took place
off West Chop early Saturday when the five
masted George P Hudson crashed into the
Margaret Haskell, another five master, which
was lying at anchor.
The Haskell had been
shorn of her jibboom a few hours earlier
by
the Bangor bound schooner Wm H
Clifford,
which in turn had lost her headgear in a collision with the Hattie H Barbour, at the mount
of Vineyard sound 24 hours before. In the
mixup with the Geo P Hudson, the Haskell
lost more of her bowsprit and had her stem
started so that at sunrise Saturday she was
leaking four inches an hour. The damage to
the Hudson was mostly aft, the spanker boom
and rigging having been carried away. The
port side near the stern was cut down nearly
to the water’s edge. The Haskell was bound
from Norfolk to Boston and the Hudson from
Philadelphia to Portsmouth. Both will proceed
in tow alter making necessary repairs.

Miss Geneva Grant, who has been very poorly
lately, is in Bangor with her cousin, Samuel
White, and wife, for a few weeks.... Dr.W. L.
Watson was summoned to Biddeford last week
by the sudden death of his mother.... It is

a

..

rigging and rail damaged and proeeded to
Vineyard Haven under sail. Late this afternoon, when off West Chop, she fouled ^schr
Margaret Haskell, at am hor, and carried away
the Haskell’s jibboom and headgear The Clifford had spanker boom, spanker sail and spanker rigging carried away and was otherwise
damaged. She came to anchor. Both vessels

Monroe

as

Bethel, Vt., where they have employment-Grover Carr has gone to Eustis to
clerk for the Great Northern Paper Co. during
the lumbering season_George C. Ward is
a few days with friends in
Bethel,
: spending
Vt-Mrs. Henry Richards of Searsport was
the guest of relatives the past week ..Mrs.
Charles Crossman and little son have returned
Lom an extended visit with relatives in Greenville.
Michael Donlon has gone to Bloomsbury, Vt., where he has secured employment.
Mrs. Jennie Thompson has gone to Boston
to visit relatives-Mr. and Mrs.
Percy Rogers, who spent the summer months with his
mother, Mrs. G. E. Rogers, have left for California, where Mr. Rogers expects to locate.

was run into by schr Hattie H Barbour, St
John, N B, for New York, with lumber.
The
Barbour had bowsprit and all headgear carried
away and was towed to New Bedford by revenue cutter Gresham. The Clifford had mizzen

given. The opening song,
“Daughter,” was sung by Miss Gertrude Conant. The words were by Mrs. Lizzie M. Haskell of Monroe and were set to music by the
Dugdale Publishing Co. of Washington, D. C.
fine

YOU

or

Regal Shoe will stamp

gone to

Sch Wm H
Vineyard Haven, Mass. Oct 24.
Clifford, Norfolk for Bangor, while anchored
in Vineyard Sound, near Gay Head, last night,

large church social was held in Odd Fellows hall last Thursday evening.
At 10 cents
$9 was taken at the supper and after s ipper a
A

a

was a business visitor in town
recently.
-Walter Cochran and Louville Quigley have

SOLD IN BELFAST BY W. A. HALL.
MONROE.

that "little dance" to-

FORnight

burg

i

to

them.

of Knox and Mrs. Sarah Thompson were guests
of Mrs. W. P. Jones Tuesday.... Mr. and Mrs,
Frank Sherer of Rockland are visiting her parents, Mr. and Mrs. D. C. Cain.... Miss Cassic
and little Helen Cushman are in Belfast this
week, guests of Mis.F.A.Cushman... J.F. Bur-

y
p
N
A
Q
E
S

....

8 “CERISE MAGNOLIA,” the finest
short smoke in the market for 25 cents
not more than 32 to a ny customer).
10c.

!

!

SATURDAY, NOV. 1,

Other GINITAS from
You take no chance in

A
q
g
S

i

presence.

Happy Valley Chapter, O. E. S., had a delightful Hallowe'en party Wednesday night.

the

results.

from

Outside repair work goes rapidly on in the
Mr. and Mrs. C. W. Frye from Scituate, Mass.,
village. Harry Staples and Frank Fogg shin- accompanied by Mrs. S. Fannie Bridges, Midgled their residences this week, and several dle street, ai d Mrs. Everett Staples, Church
have repainted. The residence and store of
street, motored to Montville, October 22nd, to
Hattie Jenkins merits especial mention for its
call upon Frye relatives, returning late in the
fine appearance. Chase & Varney are buildafternoon after an enjoyable call and trip.
a
addition
on
the
ing
large
dry goods store,
From Cape Jellison piers the following shipgiving nearly twice the floor space, and finished with bread cement steps across the ping report was telephoned Monday evening:
front. Jas. Jewell is carpenter. The Farm- Oct. 22nd, steamer Millinocket sailed with
paper for New York. Oct. 23rd, steamship
ers’ Union is building a storehouse on the
to load spool bars for
bridge opposite the church. Henry Cunning- Thorsdal arrived light,
Oct. 26th, steamer Thorsdal sailed
Europe.
ham is completing a nice stable
his
adjoining
home, and the two pretty cottages Willie with spool bars for Glasgow, Scotland.
Austin is building to rent, opposite his own
Mr. and Mrs. John McLaughlin, School
home, are nearing completion.
street, motored to Costigan last Thursday to
dine w ith their daughter ana husband, Mr. and
Mrs. Allan Burse, their daughter and little
EAST BELFAST.

CU UUUiC.

p

G. F. Hichborn of Portland arrived Saturday
afternoon to remain over Sunday with his sisters, the Misses Hichborn, Church street. He
took Monday’s early train for home, his business, in the Passenger Traffic Department of
the Maine Central Railroad, demanding his |

attendance.

digging potatoes for Arthur Shute.... I
Byron Avery is at home from Hallowell_Mrs.
Byron Avery visited in Brewer last week....
Willard Harding has gone to Bethel, Vt., where
he has employment-Miss Louise Nash of
Bangor visited at Capt. W. D. Harriraan’s a
few days last week-Mrs. Oliver Perkins of
Penobscot is visiting Mrs. Emma Luke for a
few days.

are

>

have given marvelous
y They

rooms.

absolutely helpless and suffering greatly
her severe injury.

on

week.

her

successfully

a

most severe tests.

As these locals are being finished we learn
that Mr s. Mary Harriman has been secured as
a nurse for Mias Fannie Mudgett, who is still

a visit

Capt. and

at

CLARION
FURNACES
have met

H. Rendell.

Edwin C. Boody was taken very ill last Sunday night and early Monday morning Drs.
Kilgore, Cook and Whitney operated for appendicitis. It was a very bad case, but hope
is entertained lor his recovery. Miss Bailey of

a

entertained

Capt. George M. Knox moved his family
Monday from Cape Jelliaon to the village.,
going into the small School street house belonging to the estate of the late Mrs. Almeda

Mrs. Eliza Hutchinson has had her sister,
Miss Smith from Mass., visiting with her for
two weeks. She left Saturday for Skowhegan
to visit a brother living there.

Leach street.

Ross returned last week from

Mrs. A. M.
short

at

working on a
public entertain-

are

Our High school Principal has been ill for
some weeks with a bad case of mumps.
P. E.
Luce is substituting for him.

in

Mrs.

on

presented

to be

later

wu

•

Miu Fannie Mudgett is still suffering considerably from her severe accident The sisters
of Bethany Chapter, O. E. S., are attentively

Mrs. Affie Thompson had a slight shock last
week, but is gaining rapidly. Her sister,
Laura Jacobs, is with her.

last

yet

are

ment

the

Alphonso
Thayer house

The Current Events Club

day night.

and Mrs. Henry Davis left Friday for
Boston to visit relatives.
Mr.

a

night

Wednesday afternoon by Mrs. Everett Staples,
Church street. “Pure Food" wu the topic of
study and reading.

Harry Hutchinson went to Bangor Saturday
with Will Emmons in his auto, returning Sun-

busi-

at

Mrs, Walter F. Kimball of Brookline, Mass.,
arrived Saturday for a abort visit with her
aister, Miaa Mabel F. Simmons, School etreet

Mr. and Mrs. Cheney Higgins visited old
friends in Thorndike village laat week.

Lincoln R. Oolcord .arrived last week from
Portland.
Mrs. H. P. Richards visited relatives in
a

returning

PROSPECT FERRY
1
Will Dawson is st home from Connecticut,
11
where he hss been st work....Lee Dskin is I
st home for s few
days.... Manley Shute is
working for hie brother, Arthur Shute, for s
short time....Edward Avery and Harry Weat

TESTED FULLY PROVEN c

CTIME

Miu Mabel F. Simmona, School street, spent
Oct. 21st in Bangor for bnsineu purposes,

Mrs. G. C. Goddard went to Bangor Saturday
for a few days.

work.

Cook returned Tuesday from
tiip to New York.

in town Sun-

day.

Mrs. Chester A. Clark ia visiting in Boston.
Varney B. Smith has gone to Lake View to

M. A.

was

STOCKTON SPRINGS.

fio."
-4"»
11' -'

•» V
National Hank notes outstainlui.:
Due t<« I 1 list Companies and 3;
ings Banks..
Dividends unpaid.
Individual deposits, subject b» cheek -111 1
Demand certillcatcs of deposit.
1
Cashier’s cheeksoiilM.Hiding
1‘ostal Savings deposits

u

Total.

$3«3

1

sSTATI-. «»K MAIM-,
I. A. It. Nichols, Cashier of the above u
bank, do solemnly sweai that tin* abovan
meiit is true to the best of my knowiedi
A. II. NICHOLS, Cii-hi
lief.
Subscribed and sworn to before mo this
day ot October, l‘«M3.
Hakk\ K. Bancs, Notary ruble
Correct. Attest:
)
I). C. NICHOLS.
WM. C. PENDLETON, 1 Due- 1
1
B. F. COLCOKD,

C(H NTV ol- \V \l 1*0

>•

ill.
|

Phone 125

42tf

I
<1,

WANTED
who are not saving their votes for
the pony contest at the Colonial Theatre
to me.
for anyone, to please give them
MISS HELEN E. ELLIS,
23 Bay View Street,
Belfast, Maine.
4m44

THOSE

WANTED AT ONCE
FEW MOKE RELIABLE MEN TO 1 IM
to repair anil drive AuUm and prepare
to till vacancies at salaries of $15 to $50 !
week for winter. Write, stating age,
MAINE AUTO COMPANV
M'
4w44
Taylor Street Oarage, Portland,

A

s

